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Whether or not what you do has the effect you want,
it will have three at least you never expected,
and one of those usually unpleasent.
–From Robert Jordan’s novel “The Path of Daggers”
iii

Abstract
Increasing computational demand of simulations motivates the use of parallel computing systems. At
the same time, this parallelism poses challenges to application developers. The Message Passing Inter-
face (MPI) is a de-facto standard for distributed memory programming in high performance computing.
However, its use also enables complex parallel programing errors such as races, communication errors,
and deadlocks. Automatic tools can assist application developers in the detection and removal of such
errors. This thesis considers tools that detect such errors during an application run and advances them
towards a combination of both precise checks (neither false positives nor false negatives) and scalability.
This includes novel hierarchical checks that provide scalability, as well as a formal basis for a distributed
deadlock detection approach.
At the same time, the development of parallel runtime tools is challenging and time consuming, espe-
cially if scalability and portability are key design goals. Current tool development projects often create
similar tool components, while component reuse remains low. To provide a perspective towards more
efficient tool development, which simplifies scalable implementations, component reuse, and tool in-
tegration, this thesis proposes an abstraction for a parallel tools infrastructure along with a prototype
implementation. This abstraction overcomes the use of multiple interfaces for different types of tool
functionality, which limit flexible component reuse. Thus, this thesis advances runtime error detection
tools and uses their redesign and their increased scalability requirements to apply and evaluate a novel
tool infrastructure abstraction. The new abstraction ultimately allows developers to focus on their tool
functionality, rather than on developing or integrating common tool components. The use of such an
abstraction in wide ranges of parallel runtime tool development projects could greatly increase compo-
nent reuse. Thus, decreasing tool development time and cost. An application study with up to 16,384
application processes demonstrates the applicability of both the proposed runtime correctness concepts
and of the proposed tools infrastructure.
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1 Introduction
The scientific community places more faith in computation than is justified. [85]
Ensuring correctness of applications is an important task during the development of parallel applications.
This thesis advances tools that aid application developers in the removal of program defects during this
task, as well as new concepts and methods for parallel tool infrastructures that simplify the development,
maintenance, and improvement of such tools. A multitude of techniques, best practices, and tools can
aid application developers in locating and removing software defects, this thesis focuses on runtime
correctness tools for a message passing paradigm that targets high performance computing systems.
1.1 Motivation
The development of massively parallel software is crucial to satisfy increasing computational demands
of simulations. At the same time, the High Performance Computing (HPC) systems that support such
parallelism follow hardware trends towards increasing compute core counts. As an example, the Novem-
ber 2013 issue of the Top500 list [152] includes top five system such as the K computer at the RIKEN
Advanced Institute for Computational Science with a total of 705,024 cores and the Sequoia system at
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories with a total of 1,572,864 cores. Many parallel appli-
cations utilize these systems for a wide range of application, including weather prediction [92], cos-
mology [61], medicine [127], and quantum chromodynamics [37]. Parallel programming abstractions
in the form of libraries, runtimes, or language extensions enable such simulations. At the same time,
parallel-programming paradigms introduce additional sources for software defects. Program state that is
distributed across multiple threads or processes complicates the removal of such defects. Thus, the devel-
opment of parallel software is challenging and programming errors occur [15, 60, 65, 80, 95, 123, 142].
Also the use of parallel debuggers such as Totalview [128] and Allinea DDT [5] during application de-
velopment [79] suggest the presence of faults in parallel applications. Finally, studies [26, 109] also find
that tools for debugging and fault detection facilitate efficient development workflows.
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [114] is a de-facto standard for distributed memory program-
ming [23, 33, 79]. MPI enables the development of highly scalable applications [37, 61, 92, 127], but
offers few extensions to enforce its correct use. The standard includes more than one hundred func-
tions to which specific rules and restrictions apply. Particularly, software faults that involve incorrect
MPI usage can manifest into failures that corrupt application results, cause an application crash, or as a
deadlock. In addition, some defects may stay undetected and can silently corrupt the results of an appli-
cation, while other defects only infect the application state for particular executions (non-determinism),
at specific scales, or on specific compute systems.
Tools can aid application developers in the removal of MPI related software defects with a variety
of techniques [57]. Automated runtime correctness tools form one of these techniques and detect usage
errors of the MPI standard during an application run. Application developers can use such tools to under-
stand and analyze failures (defects that caused abnormal application behavior), as well as several defects
that only cause failures for specific MPI implementations or executions. This thesis compares existing
runtime correctness tools for MPI and reveals that current approaches either lack precision or scalability.
This thesis defines approaches of limited precision as approaches that purposefully use methods that can
yield false positives or false negatives, i.e. methods that can fail to detect failures under some conditions
or report failures for correct applications.
When MPI related failures occur at a scale that renders existing runtime correctness tools impractical,
application developers are forced to reduce the size of their test case in order to decrease scale. This in
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turn may impact the control flow of the application, as well as it may impact non-deterministic choices
during the execution. As a result, some failures may not occur in smaller configurations and need to be
understood at a certain scale [7, 51, 101, 148, 160, 161]. Runtime correctness tools that do not scale
sufficiently become impractical then. This thesis designs techniques and algorithms that provide runtime
error detection capabilities at an increased scale, without limiting their precision.
The development of runtime correctness tools requires components for common tasks, e.g., instru-
mentation, communication, and tool startup/shutdown. Since the development of portable, efficient,
and scalable tool components is challenging [104, 130], reusable components preserve lessons learned
and simplify tool development. Parallel tool infrastructures or frameworks—tool infrastructures in the
following—can both directly provide tool components, e.g., an instrumentation service, and can provide
abstractions that allow a reuse of tool functionality. Thus, tools that use the same tool infrastructure can
share parts of their implementations. An evaluation of existing tool infrastructures in this thesis reveals
that none of the studied infrastructures provides all the components that MPI runtime error detection
tools require. Further, abstractions with tree networks—which provide a simple and widely used scal-
ability concept—use distinct interfaces for specific sets of tool components. Thus, components written
for one of these interfaces will be incompatible for use with the other interfaces, e.g., a piece of tool
functionality that usually operates on the application processes cannot be migrated to a higher hierarchy
layer of the tree directly. This unnecessarily restricts component reuse.
Thus, this thesis follows two goals: First, it advances runtime correctness tools for MPI with concepts
and algorithms for scalable and precise checks. Second, it proposes a novel abstraction for a parallel tools
infrastructure that simplifies the development of such a correctness tool. The abstraction and the assump-
tions for this infrastructure must apply to the correctness tool use case, but should be general enough to
apply to a wider range of runtime tools. This approach allows a study of how tool infrastructures can
support additional requirements for runtime correctness tools and it evaluates how advanced infrastruc-
ture features can facilitate tool development. Such capabilities should particularly include an abstraction
that enables reuse of parts of the tool implementation across different tools. In an ideal situation, an
infrastructure for parallel tools should not only provide a set of features that suffices to implement a
tool, but should allow tool developers to focus on the implementation of their actual tool analyses, rather
than distracting them with the integration, use, or extension of infrastructure components. Challenging
correctness analyses such as deadlock detection then provide a means to test both the scalability features
and the abstraction of the infrastructure that this thesis proposes. At the same time, these correctness
capabilities advance the scalability of previous precise approaches for runtime MPI correctness tools.
1.2 Contributions
This thesis proposes a novel abstraction for parallel tool infrastructures, along with a prototype im-
plementation called GTI (Generic Tools Infrastructure). The abstraction combines an instrumentation
service with concepts that organize tool functionality into reusable modules. Existing infrastructures
also use module concepts, but apply restrictions that limit their composability and reuse. A key contri-
bution of this new abstraction is that modules can specify their own use case dependent interfaces. An
extension of event-action mappings [169] then allows tool developers to flexibly associate the interfaces
of the modules with events of interest. A notion of hierarchies for tool owned processes (or threads)
provides a means to offload and distribute the processing of a tool. Formal definitions then describe how
the mappings—of module interfaces to events—interact with the hierarchies of tool processes/threads.
This includes an integration of an event aggregation concept to enable tool scalability.
Thus, the proposed abstraction both relies on existing tool infrastructure concepts that demonstrated
applicability and scalability, as well as a novel mapping-based concept. The mappings employ a spec-
ification language to describe a tool. A tool instantiation workflow then uses a given tool specification
to connect components such that they form the overall tool. This includes components that the parallel
tools infrastructure provides, use-case-specific instrumentation components, and user-provided modules.
Ultimately, the proposed abstraction allows tool developers to provide all of their tool specific analyses
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in the form of modules, while previous infrastructures required developers to provide some tool com-
ponents themselves, e.g., instrumentation. Further, this thesis provides novel techniques that overcome
limitations of previous infrastructures or tool components. This includes an algorithm for order preserv-
ing event aggregation, a scheme to handle application crashes, and a communication system that allows
direct communication between tool processes of the same hierarchy level.
Based on the GTI prototype, this thesis designs a prototype for an MPI runtime correctness tool called
MUST (Marmot Umpire Scalable Tool). MUST combines the correctness checks of two existing tools
and provides precise checks for challenging correctness analyses such as deadlock detection. Novel
distributed schemes in this thesis allow these correctness analyses to employ the scalability services
of the proposed tools infrastructure abstraction. Particularly, this includes hierarchical checks for MPI
collective operations and a transition system that explicitly follows matching decisions of the MPI im-
plementation to derive a distributed deadlock detection. An analysis of the theoretic time complexities of
the proposed correctness analyses underlines a high degree of scalability. Overall, the MUST prototype
can completely rely on the services of the GTI prototype.
Related tool development projects demonstrate that the GTI prototype is applicable to other types
of runtime tools as well. Additionally, application studies with synthetic stress tests and two bench-
mark suites demonstrate the applicability of the GTI and MUST prototypes on two different compute
architectures. The synthetic stress tests evaluate the scalability of both the proposed tool infrastruc-
ture abstraction and of the distributed correctness analyses under a weak scaling scenario. The strong
scaling benchmarks then demonstrate tool overheads for benchmarks that are derived from real world
applications. The experiments use up to 4,096 application processes on a Linux cluster at the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory and up to 16,384 application processes on a BlueGene/Q system at the
Forschungszentrum Jülich. The synthetic stress tests highlight the scalability of the proposed correct-
ness analyses for different MPI communication kernels. The distributed deadlock analysis of MUST can
handle both of the widely used HPC benchmarks at 2,048 and 16,384 processes respectively. It yields
low to moderate overheads for thirteen out of nineteen kernels. Additionally, a comparison with a state-
of-the-art precise deadlock detection approach highlights performance improvements of two orders of
magnitude for 512 processes already.
1.3 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 introduces types of MPI usage errors and existing approaches that target their automatic de-
tection. This thesis focuses on approaches that operate during the runtime of an application. In order to
assess the features of these approaches and their scalability, the chapter first provides a tool architecture
classification and secondly a set of metrics. These metrics and the architecture types highlight that both
approaches with a high potential for scalability and approaches with wide ranges of precise checks (no
false positives or false negatives) exist. However, no current runtime correctness approach provides both
at the same time. This deficit motivates an extension towards a precise approach that retains the ability
to scale with an application.
An introduction to common tool components for runtime MPI correctness tools motivates the use of
parallel tool infrastructures in Chapter 3. Afterwards, a requirements list summarizes key tool infrastruc-
ture features for runtime correctness tools. The chapter introduces scalability features and abstractions
of existing tool infrastructures to compare them to the former requirements.
Chapter 4 introduces a new abstraction for a parallel tools infrastructure and its prototype implementa-
tion GTI. A terminology introduction presents key terms and concepts. Afterwards, formal specifications
describe the ideas behind this abstraction in detail. A description of advanced concepts then provides the
details for the proposed scalability and crash-handling services. Algorithms for an instantiation work-
flow connect and elaborate how a prototype implementation can implement the abstraction. Finally, a
novel algorithm for order preserving event aggregation in a tool hierarchy forms a basis for an important
scalability feature.
Based on the GTI prototype, Chapter 5 introduces the prototype of the new runtime MPI correctness
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tool MUST, along with its distributed correctness analyses. A description of the tool design highlights
its key components and structure. The chapter then details three correctness analyses that impose chal-
lenges for scalability in detail: Point-to-point handling, collective handling, and deadlock detection. The
analysis of MPI point-to-point operations introduces a concept to detect MPI datatype matching defects
in a distributed manner, without sacrificing precision. Afterwards, the chapter introduces a hierarchi-
cal correctness analysis for collective operations that also combines precision with scalability. Finally,
an overview of state-of-the-art MPI deadlock detection algorithms motivates a combined approach that
employs a transition system.
Chapter 6 uses synthetic stress tests and two benchmark suites to evaluate the applicability and scal-
ability of the prototype implementations MUST and GTI. The synthetic stress tests compare GTI and
MUST to an analysis of their theoretic time complexities. Additionally, a comparison to a centralized
reference implementation highlights how previous precise runtime correctness tools would react for such
scenarios. Strong scaling benchmarks then introduce more complex MPI usage scenarios. Chapter 7
concludes this thesis and summarizes ongoing and future work.
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2 State-of-the-Art in MPI Verification
Despite MPD’s [a process manager] small size and apparent simplicity, errors have
impeded progress toward code in which we have complete confidence. Such a situ-
ation motivates us to explore program verification techniques. [111]
This chapter starts with a short terminology introduction (Section 2.1) and highlights debugging chal-
lenges for parallel applications. An introduction to the distributed memory programming concepts of
MPI then details the environment under consideration (Section 2.2). Examples of MPI usage errors il-
lustrate the software defects that this thesis considers (Section 2.3). Afterwards, Section 2.4 introduces
approaches that aid application developers in the detection and removal of MPI related software defects.
Runtime tools that automatically detect defects that involve incorrect usage of the MPI standard are the
focus of this survey (Section 2.5). Since this thesis considers tool scalability as a requirement for tool
applicability, Section 2.6 categorizes the tool architectures of such runtime tools. Finally, a compari-
son of the individual runtime approaches motivates the specific improvements that this thesis addresses
(Section 2.7).
2.1 Terminology and Parallelism
This thesis considers techniques that aid application developers in the removal of software defects; or
commonly bugs. This document uses the term defect to refer to a problem in the software, which vi-
olates the specification of the software or of another component that the software uses. Following this
terminology [82, 173], defects cause infections that are incorrect application states. Finally, infections
can cause failures that are visible derivations from the software specification, e.g., an obviously wrong
result, an application crash, or a deadlock.
Defects occur in sequential as well as parallel applications. However, parallelism gives rise to ad-
ditional types of defects. First, an infection on one application process or thread can pass to further
processes or threads. As a result, failures may occur on processes or threads that have no defect. In addi-
tion, parallel applications give rise to non-deterministic failures that only occur in some executions of an
application. Differences in thread or process schedules or in the behavior of used software components
enable this non-determinism. Data races between threads are a primary example; consider two threads
that both use a shared variable x. A software specification could require that the first thread reads the
current value of x and the second thread assigns a new value to x only afterwards. If the threads lack the
necessary synchronization to enforce such an order, then some executions can use the correct order, while
others can result in a failure or an infected state. The problem of non-determinism especially challenges
debugging workflows since they usually depend on reliably reproducing a failure.
This thesis focuses on defects that occur in parallel applications that use the Message Passing Interface
(MPI) (The following section introduces this interface). The interface uses a process abstraction that
does not suffer from classical data races, but offers other sources for non-determinism. Programming
techniques like code inspection [46] and defensive programming [30] offer techniques to avoid MPI
usage related software defects in the first place. Inspection techniques aid in an early removal of defects
and directly operate on the source code. Defensive programming defines good practices that should
be adhered to, e.g., assertion and return value checks, and dangerous practices that should be avoided,
e.g., non-deterministic MPI constructs. Parallel debuggers such as DDT [5], Totalview [128], and an
extension of Ladebug [12] provide debugging environments that simplify the identification of defects
based on observed failures. State inspection tools like STAT [7] augment these observation techniques
for use cases that involve hundreds of thousands of application processes.
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This thesis focuses on automatic verification approaches that address failures that involve the use of
MPI. Such automatic verification techniques use the MPI standard documents as a specification and de-
tect violating MPI usage with different methodologies (Section 2.4). These techniques report violations
to restrictions of the MPI standard as failures. As opposed to the previous definition of failure, a reported
violation may not cause a failures in some cases. This document uses the term failure for instances of
detected MPI restrictions, irrespective whether they are visible in the execution of an application. This
notion also highlights the limitations of automatic verification approaches. As long as they only use the
MPI standard as their specification, they cannot detect all failures. As an example, automatic verification
can reveal an incorrect communication between two processes, but it cannot reveal whether a correct
communication fails to transfer the right data.
The failures that automatic verification approaches detect result from defects in the software or of one
of its components. A strength of automatic verification is that it can specifically attempt to investigate
different process schedules in order to reproducibly detect non-deterministic failures. Depending on
the approach, automatic verification can pinpoint developers to the actual defects, hint at them, or only
provide information on the failure itself. As a result, automatic MPI usage error detection approaches
are synergetic with programming techniques and parallel debugging techniques. Tool integrations [98]
of automatic MPI verification tools with parallel debuggers highlight this.
2.2 The Message Passing Interface
MPI evolved as a standardized library for message passing on distributed memory HPC systems. It
replaces predecessor approaches that existed in competition or where only available for some compute
systems. The interface uses processes to utilize parallel computing elements, such as compute cores on a
CPU. All processes execute the same application source code and can only be differentiated by their rank,
which for p processes is an identifier between 0 and p− 1. The following uses the symbol p to represent
an application process count. In order to cooperate, processes then call functions of MPI to communicate
with each other. This thesis describes techniques and algorithms to detect MPI usage errors at runtime.
These techniques can also apply to other message passing paradigms such as MCAPI [38, 151].
2.2.1 Communication Operations
This document uses the terms of the MPI standard except for the term operation that refers to an invoca-
tion of an MPI function here. A primary intent of the MPI functions is the specification of data transfers
between processes. Subsequently, the MPI operations that enable these transfers are also a primary
target for automatic verification approaches. While the MPI standard documents introduce the individ-
ual operations, their restrictions, and semantics in detail, the following list briefly introduces groups of
communication operations to which this thesis refers:
point-to-point: Involve a sender and a receiver process where the sender transfers data to the receiver,
e.g., MPI_Send as a send operation and MPI_Recv as a receive operation; These operations
return the control flow to the calling application process only when they completed, unless the
send transfer uses a buffering semantics;
Nonblocking point-to-point: Initiates send or receive operations without blocking the control flow
of the calling application process, a request handle identifies the initiated send or receive transfer,
e.g., MPI_Isend initiates a nonblocking send;
Completion: Can complete one or multiple send/receive transfers that are associated with a set of re-
quests; Wait completions (e.g., MPI_Wait) block the control flow until such a transfer completes
and test completions (e.g., MPI_Test) return the control flow after a finite amount of time; and
Collective: Transfer data between a group of processes that is identified with a communicator handle
and can block the control flow until the operation completes.
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The handles in these operations identify MPI objects such as an outstanding communication or a pro-
cess group. This document uses the term resource to refer to these objects. Further groups of operations
include initialization and management functions, one-sided communication operations, and operations
for parallel I/O. Various restrictions in the MPI standard apply to the operations of the initialization and
management group. These restrictions often only involve a single process, and thus are less challenging
for efficient automatic verification techniques than the communication operations that often involve at
least two processes. As a result, this thesis focuses on the communication functions, while actual au-
tomatic verification approaches must also handle these management functions. The respective handling
also exists in the prototype that later chapters in this thesis describe. The other operation types (one-sided
and parallel I/O) represent orthogonal extensions of the original MPI specification and motivate future
extensions of this thesis.
2.2.2 Non-Determinism
MPI provides multiple operations that can introduce non-determinism. Receive transfers that accept a
send from any process—with the source argument MPI_ANY_SOURCE—are an example for such oper-
ations. If two or more send transfers exist that can satisfy such a receive operation, then the behavior of
an application depends on the matching decisions of the MPI implementation. Matching decisions of the
MPI implementation, in turn, depend on the timing of the individual operations. If both sends occur at
about the same time the MPI implementation can select either send operation for the receive. However,
if one send precedes the other by a specific time threshold (a factor that depends on the latency between
the involved processes), then the implementation will select the first send. Such non-determinism can
introduce schedule dependent failures. The term interleaving refers to one potential schedule in the fol-
lowing. As an example, a receive of process 0 can match send operations of both processes 1 and 2. The
MPI standard requires that send and receive operations specify matching MPI datatypes, which describe
the payloads of the transfers. The MPI datatypes could match between the transfers of processes 0 and 1,
while a mismatch could occur for processes 0 and 2. Thus, the defect of the potential MPI type mis-
match manifests as an inconsistent state or a failure for interleavings where the second pair of transfers
match. If the timing of the operations usually prefers the first match, then the failure may be very hard
to reproduce.
Further MPI operations that can introduce non-determinism include wait and test operations that can
complete subsets of communication requests. Additionally, the MPI standard includes implementational
freedoms such as the processing order of the MPI_Startall operation, which initiates multiple non-
blocking point-to-point operations.
2.2.3 Versions
A forum develops and improves MPI to include new features and corrections. While MPI-3.0 [114]
was recently released, this thesis addresses MPI-1.3 [113] unless stated differently. MPI-1.3 includes
the core services of the interface that suffice for many applications. The additional features of later
versions primarily add smaller missing features to these core services, which the approaches in this thesis
usually include, and orthogonal capabilities such as one-sided communication or parallel I/O operations.
Additionally, MPI libraries are mostly backwards compatible, i.e., an MPI-3.0 implementation usually
supports an MPI application developed for MPI-1.3, as well as tools for earlier MPI versions. Thus, an
MPI runtime correctness tool for MPI-1.3 can often correctly operate with an MPI application that uses
functionality of a newer version of the standard. However, the tool then only checks for a subset of the
MPI related failures. Multi-threading support and a process creation/management interface are notable
extensions of MPI-2.0 that can impact the correct operation of an automatic verification tool for MPI-1.3.
MPI-2.0 introduced support levels for threads. The first three support levels define that only one
thread per process is active in an MPI call, while the highest level—MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE—allows
threads to concurrently issue MPI calls (with specific exceptions). The approaches and MPI examples in
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Process 0 Process 1
MPI_Recv(from:1, count:1, type:MPI_INT) MPI_Send(to:0, count:1, type:MPI_DOUBLE)
Figure 2.1: A type signature mismatch for a pair of point-to-point operations as an example defect
(MPI_INT6=MPI_DOUBLE).
Process 0 Process 1
MPI_Bcast(root:0) MPI_Barrier()
Figure 2.2: If processes take different control flow choices they can arrive in a collective mismatch,
as in this example defect.
this thesis assume any of the first three levels. Support for MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE requires a gener-
alized deadlock handling scheme [73, 76] that includes information from the threading paradigm along
with adaptions for other correctness analyses. The necessary incorporation of a threading scheme such
as OpenMP [27] is beyond the scope of this thesis. An ongoing working group [36] in the MPI forum
considers extensions to MPI that would simplify tool support for the highest thread level in upcoming
versions of MPI.
The process creation and management interface of MPI-2.0 allows an MPI application to connect
to or to start additional processes. Without extended support for this interface, tools can analyze the
communication operations that occur in the original and/or the added process sets, i.e., retain a large
amount of their functionality. Further support for communication between the process sets requires that
tools can merge their state at runtime, which is an implementational challenge, but not a limitation to the
methods in this thesis. Thus, such an extension remains a target for future work.
2.3 MPI Usage Errors
Existing studies of MPI usage errors [34, 97, 108] provide classifications and a taxonomy for MPI usage
errors. This section introduces exemplary erroneous MPI usage scenarios that serve for differentiation
and elaboration purposes in subsequent sections. Thus, these examples allow a distinction of specific tool
approaches, rather than an overview over all types of usage errors, as in a classification or a taxonomy.
For the taxonomy presented in one of these studies [34], all examples in this section either belong to the
class of synchronization errors or the class of mismatch errors.
The examples in this section (Figures 2.1–2.8) use a shortened notation to represent incorrect MPI
applications. The examples assume that MPI was initialized and no pending communication opera-
tions exist. Additionally, each operation only highlights key arguments. Especially the concept of MPI
communicators provides a mechanism to subgroup MPI processes and to decouple communication oper-
ations from each other. All examples assume the use of the default communicator MPI_COMM_WORLD,
which includes all processes. The operations in these examples include the collectives MPI_Bcast and
MPI_Barrier; the point-to-point operations MPI_Send, MPI_Recv, and MPI_Isend (the latter is
nonblocking); and the completion operation MPI_Wait. The example in Figure 2.8 additionally uses
the MPI_Finalize operation to indicate when the application ends its MPI usage. The number of
columns in Figures 2.1–2.8 indicates the number of MPI processes for each example, except for the
scenario in Figure 2.5 that uses a variable number of processes.
Process 1 in Figure 2.1 uses a send operation to transfer data to a receive operation on process 0.
However, both operations specify incompatible MPI datatypes to illustrate a type matching defect. MPI
uses MPI datatypes to support heterogeneous platforms and requires that sending and receiving transfers
specify datatypes that match. Such defects may remain undetected if all bytes that the send operation
transfers fit into the receive buffer.
The example in Figure 2.2 erroneously executes distinct collectives on two processes. For each MPI
communicator, only one collective operation may be active at a time. Thus, for a correct MPI program,
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Process 0 Process 1
MPI_Bcast(root:0) MPI_Bcast(root:1)
Figure 2.3: Even if processes execute collective operations of the same type, they can specify in-
compatible arguments as in this example. For MPI_Bcast the MPI standard requires
all participating processes to identify the same process with the root argument.
both processes must execute collectives of an identical type with compatible arguments in the same or-
der; i.e., first both processes execute the MPI_Bcast operation and then both processes execute the
MPI_Barrier operation. Such a defect may manifest as a hang, as a crash (within the collective op-
eration or at a later time), or remain undetected. The latter is possible since most MPI implementations
use point-to-point operations to realize collective operations. The point-to-point operations will often
be buffered—unless the MPI standard requires that synchronization takes place—if communication pay-
loads are low.
The example in Figure 2.3 highlights a further usage error for a collective transfer. While both pro-
cesses use a consistent operation type, they use inconsistent data (root argument) for their individual
operations. The MPI standard requires that all processes that participate in an MPI_Bcast collective
specify the same root argument. However, in the example both processes specify distinct values for this
argument. The defect in the example is easy to understand and remove, but complex collectives like
MPI_Allgather impose more complex restrictions that involve array arguments.
Process 0 Process 1
if (x! = 5) MPI_Barrier()
MPI_Barrier()
else
MPI_Bcast(root:0)
Figure 2.4: For x as an input argument, this example highlights a control flow choice for process 0
that causes an input dependent collective mismatch defect.
Process i
count = 10− numProcs
request = MPI_Isend (to:(i+ 1)%numProcs, count:count)
MPI_Recv (from:(i− 1)%numProcs)
MPI_Wait (&request)
Figure 2.5: For numProcs as the number of application processes, this example highlights a pro-
cess count dependent defect that manifests as a negative count value with more than 10
processes.
The examples in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 highlight that the presence of failures may depend on input data or
the number of application processes. The example in Figure 2.4 is correct as long as the input variable x is
not 5, and exhibits the same failure as the example in Figure 2.2 otherwise. In practice, MPI applications
may use different techniques for their data exchanges, depending on input size, chosen options, or the
number of processes in use. As an example, an application may use a point-to-point implementation for
a data exchange for up to 16 processes and an implementation with collectives for more processes. Such
choices can result from in-depth performance investigations. The existence of such control flow choices
complicates program verification, especially for runtime approaches.
The example in Figure 2.5 uses a variable number of processes (numProcs) and exhibits an MPI usage
error (in the form of a negative count argument) when numProcs exceeds 10. This example demonstrates
the impact of the process count for program verification.
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Process 0 Process 1
MPI_Recv(from:1) MPI_Recv(from:0)
Figure 2.6: A basic deadlock situation that involves two interlocking receive operations of MPI.
The example in Figure 2.6 illustrates a basic deadlock [87] scenario. Both processes issue a receive
operation that only returns once a matching send operation becomes available. Since no such operation
is available, both processes will wait indefinitely, i.e., they deadlock.
Process 0 Process 1 Process 2
MPI_Send(to:1) MPI_Recv(from:ANY) MPI_Send(to:1)
MPI_Recv(from:2)
MPI_Barrier() MPI_Barrier() MPI_Barrier()
Figure 2.7: Depending of runtime choices of the MPI implementation, this example either runs cor-
rectly or it deadlocks.
Whether some deadlocks manifest depends on non-deterministic choices such as in the example of Fig-
ure 2.7. All operations can complete if the send of process 0 matches the wildcard receive of Process 1,
which can receive a send operation from any process. If the send of process 2 matches the wildcard
receive of process 1 instead, then the example deadlocks since no receive becomes available for the send
of process 0, no send becomes available for the second receive of process 1, and only process 2 is able
to execute the MPI_Barrier operation. This deadlock is more challenging for usage error detection
approaches, since it only occurs in some runs and since it involves point-to-point MPI operations as well
as collective MPI operations.
Process 0 Process 1
r =MPI_Isend(to:1)
MPI_Wait(r)
MPI_Finalize() MPI_Finalize()
Figure 2.8: This example initiates a point-to-point send operation, but fails to provide a matching
receive operation for the send. Performance considerations of most MPI implementa-
tions silently render the send operation as unmatched and uncompleted. Lack of user
feedback complicates identification of this defect.
Finally, Figure 2.8 illustrates a so-called lost send situation that can cause resource exhaustion failures,
deadlock, or may not result in a failure. The MPI_Isend operation of process 0 initiates a nonblock-
ing communication. The subsequent completion operation then attempts to complete the send transfer. It
may return the control flow even if no matching receive operation is available, since the MPI implementa-
tion may use internal buffering for the send operation. Thus, when process 0 issues its MPI_Finalize
operation to end its MPI usage, it can still have a pending send operation. The lack of an uncompleted
MPI request highlights that such pending point-to-point transfers can easily remain unnoticed by an
application developer.
2.4 Automatic Verification Methodologies
Existing approaches to automatically detect MPI usage errors use three methodologies: Static program
analysis, which directly operates on the source code of an application; Model-based formal verification,
which applies formal methods to a model of an MPI application; and Runtime Verification, which oper-
ates on information that was captured during an application run. This section introduces these method-
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ologies and highlights their strengths and weaknesses. Since no methodology supersets the remaining
ones, some tools and approaches combine multiple methodologies in order to combine their strengths.
2.4.1 Static Program Analysis
Static program analysis uses the source code of an application as input and then applies correctness
analyses to individual statements or to more complex models that derive from this input. In the MPI
verification scope, these analyses check against a specification that could be user provided or derived
from the MPI standard. If a static analysis approach involves a model, it represents a combination with a
model-based verification method (subsequent section). Additional source code annotations can provide
supplemental input to refine the analysis. Existing approaches for MPI applications include a symbolic
execution framework named TASS [143, 144], pCFG [20] as an extension for Control Flow Graphs
(CFGs), barrier matching [90, 131, 174] methods, and basic MPI related correctness analyses such as in
MPI-CHECK [108].
TASS uses symbolic execution to detect MPI related usage errors. This approach associates symbolic
expressions to all input values and then represents the state of the program with these expressions. TASS
enables an application input independent correctness analysis. This approach can detect defects that
only manifests for some inputs, such that the tool user does not need to provide an input data set for the
application to be verified. This facilitates the removal of defects that only manifest for some inputs. A
further advantage of the symbolic execution is support for comparative symbolic executions that allow
a comparison of a sequential and an MPI parallel implementation of the same application. TASS can
reliably detect defects, such as for the example in Figure 2.4 (page 9), since it will consider two distinct
control flow paths depending on the value of x. The complexity of the symbolic expressions and the total
number of states that the approach considers during its enumeration of all potential control flow paths of a
parallel program limit the applicability of TASS. As an example, if the approach fails to evaluate whether
a complex symbolic expression can be satisfied, it may analyze a control flow path that an application
could never take. Such an analysis could then reveal false-positives. The authors of TASS present results
for a few small MPI applications [144].
The pCFG approach extends Control Flow Graphs (CFGs) to parallel message-passing applications.
The approach uses an execution model that represents a subset of the MPI standard. Wildcard receive
operations form one limitation of the approach. Correctness analyses on pCFGs can reveal matching
failures, e.g., unmatched point-to-point operations or an MPI datatytype mismatch. This technique allows
a process count independent analysis, which simplifies the detection of defects that only occur for some
process counts, e.g., examples such as in Figure 2.5 (page 9) that exhibits a failure for more than 10
processes.
Barrier matching approaches analyze an application’s source code to determine which collective op-
eration invocations can match at runtime. If the analysis is successful, it can detect collective mismatch
failures such as in the example of Figure 2.2 (page 8). This approach may report false positives due to
assumptions that facilitate the source analysis, e.g., assumption of structurally correct code for which a
study details counter examples [3].
Finally, MPI-CHECK uses Fortran 90 compiler capabilities to detect defects that can result from lim-
ited type checking capabilities of early Fortran versions.
2.4.2 Model-Based Formal Verification
Formal approaches use a model to verify correctness properties. The approaches MPI-Spin [141],
ISP [156], DAMPI [162], and DPS [133] use this methodology to detect defects in MPI applications.
MPI-Spin extends the Promela language of the SPIN [81] model checker with relevant additional
constructs for MPI. In particular, this includes constructs for nonblocking communications that extend
the abstractions for channel-based communication in Promela. An MPI-Spin model then allows the SPIN
model checker to investigate all states of the model in order to guarantee properties such as freedom from
deadlock. This enables an execution independent detection of the interleaving dependent deadlock as in
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the example of Figure 2.7 (page 10). The limited coverage of MPI constructs that MPI-Spin provides—
no MPI communicator support, no collectives, only standard mode sends [140]—is a downside of this
approach. Additionally, the model must be manually extracted from an application, which introduces
additional opportunities for defects. Finally, the state space that SPIN needs to investigate may render
the exhaustive state exploration too time consuming. Efficient models can reduce the state space, but
require experience in the modeling process.
The approach in ISP also follows model checking, but automatically extracts the model during appli-
cation runs, i.e., uses runtime verification (following section) in addition. ISP detects MPI constructs that
can introduce non-determinism and enumerates all interleavings that these constructs can yield. The tool
executes the application once for each interleaving and replaces the non-deterministic MPI constructs
with rewritten deterministic constructs that enforce a specific interleaving. ISP uses the following as-
sumption: The communication pattern of the application only depends on its input, its process count,
and the return values of MPI operations, but no further non-deterministic values, e.g., random numbers.
This assumption allows the tool to enumerate all interleavings with repeated executions, since similar
interleavings will always exhibit the same trace of MPI operations. As a result, ISP can also reliably
detect the deadlock in Figure 2.7 and it avoids the need to manually create a model. However, the search
space to cover all interleavings of an application may easily render this approach too time consuming,
even for very simple use cases of MPI [76].
DAMPI is a modified version of ISP that also extracts a model from application runs. However, it tar-
gets increased scalability. Where ISP uses a centralized scheduler to detect alternative interleavings and
to determinize each execution, DAMPI uses a distributed approach to detect alternative interleavings. It
uses a single execution of the application and applies Lamport clocks [103] to detect all alternative inter-
leavings during that execution. Since Lamport clocks offer limited precision [44, 112], the approach may
not be precise, i.e., can yield false positives or false negatives. Finally, once DAMPI identified individual
interleavings in its single execution, it enumerates them and stores them for investigation. Subsequent
executions of the application than use a decentralized scheduler that enforces the individual interleavings.
A timeout-based deadlock-handling scheme then serves to detect deadlocks for each interleaving.
DPS uses state graphs to detect incorrect application behavior and considers their use for MPI. Like
ISP, it uses reduction techniques to reduce its search space. However, it uses information on subsequent
communication operations to apply additional reductions. In summary, MPI-Spin, ISP, DAMPI, and DPS
can detect schedule dependent deadlocks such as in the example of Figure 2.7 (page 10). At the same time
these approaches can lead to a state explosion that limits their applicability, e.g., see [56, 76]. Partial order
methods can reduce the state space and can also be applied to the verification of MPI applications [155],
but they can still fail to limit the state space sufficiently for practical verification purposes. As a result,
the approaches MPI-Spin and ISP—which do not limit their precision as for DAMPI—currently report
results for smaller sets of applications that make limited use of non-determinism, consist of few source
code lines, or use few processes only.
2.4.3 Runtime Verification
Runtime verification approaches execute an instrumented MPI application, observe MPI operations at
runtime, and then apply correctness analyses to this data. Figure 2.9 sketches this workflow. It uses
circles labeled with numbers (0–3) to represent MPI processes, i.e., the example uses four application
processes. Boxes with labels highlight that an instrumentation component observes MPI operations—
and possibly additional information—on the application processes and that a correctness analysis applies
to this information. The correctness analysis provides a correctness report to the tool user to summarize
MPI usage errors, as well as potentially suspicious behavior. These runtime approaches are the main
focus of this thesis and the following sections detail their advantages and limitations, as well as their
architectures and scalability limits.
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Figure 2.9: An illustration of the overall runtime verification workflow for an MPI application with
four processes, represented as labeled nodes. An instrumentation component observes
the input for the actual correctness analysis, which reports failures to the user of the
tool.
2.5 Runtime Verification of MPI Applications
Runtime verification approaches apply a correctness analysis on data that they observe while an appli-
cation executes. This analysis can follow a formal or an implicit model. The following also refers to
correctness analyses as correctness checks or just checks. Often synonymously used terms for runtime
verification include correctness checking, runtime checking, dynamic verification, and dynamic testing.
This document uses the term runtime verification to classify this methodology and the term runtime
(MPI) correctness approach/tool to refer to representatives of this methodology. This section first high-
lights the advantages and disadvantages of runtime verification approaches and then details individual
representatives for MPI applications.
2.5.1 Tradeoffs
Non-deterministic control flow decisions can alter the behavior of an application at runtime. Also, ap-
plication behavior can differ depending on the number of processes that an application run uses, or its
input. Thus, runtime verification approaches check for the presence of failures in the interleaving that
they observe during a specific application run. The absence of failures in such an interleaving does not
indicate the absence of failures in other interleavings. While static program analysis techniques can apply
their correctness analysis for any number of MPI processes or any input values, pure runtime verification
approaches do not support such coverage. In addition, the runtime verification approaches in this section
use the MPI standard as their specification, i.e., failures here represent violations to a restriction in the
MPI standard. Model checking approaches, as an example, directly support user provided correctness
requirements.
However, runtime verification approaches may offer higher applicability, e.g., they do not require
application developers to provide a model of the application as in MPI-Spin [141], can support more
MPI calls than ISP [155], can avoid assumptions that apply to the use of MPI calls as in DAMPI [162],
and can also avoid exhaustive explorations of large state spaces. Also, the limited coverage allows for
scalable approaches that support application developers at their target scale, which is a key motivation
for this thesis.
Finally, runtime verification tools can apply static program analysis or model-based formal verification
in addition, in order to increase coverage. Examples of such combinations include MPI-Check, ISP, and
DAMPI.
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2.5.2 Approaches
The following description of existing runtime MPI verification approaches uses a structuring with three
approach groups: Focus on communication buffer related restrictions; Focus on restrictions that are
specific to collectives; And wide coverage of restrictions. These groups highlight approaches with largely
similar functionalities.
Additionally, some related runtime approaches use the information that they observe to reveal poten-
tial failures rather than to verify against specific requirements. This includes MPIRace-Check [122],
AutomaDeD [102], and DIDUCE [62, 105]. The former focuses on the detection of non-determinism,
irrespective of whether it violates a specification of the MPI standard or not. Approaches such as Au-
tomaDeD apply clustering and similarity algorithms on state information of an MPI application. This
data then identifies processes that behave abnormally, i.e., different from most processes. The approach
in DIDUCE uses runtime information to automatically create hypotheses based on observed behavior.
The tool then reports violations to these hypotheses in subsequent application runs to reveal potential
failures.
2.5.2.1 Communication Buffer Usage
The MPI standard defines that applications must not write to memory regions that previous and uncom-
pleted send operations use as their communication buffers. In addition, an application must neither write
nor read memory regions that previous and uncompleted receive operations use as their communication
buffers. This both includes a direct memory access by the application and passing memory regions to li-
braries that could access the memory in a reading/writing manner. Particularly, the latter includes further
MPI operations that could access parts of an active communication buffer. Violations to this restriction
will usually not manifest in a crash or hang and may remain unnoticed as a result. Additionally, the
presence of many pending communications or complex memory movements, e.g., all-to-all exchanges
in collective operations, makes it hard to track data regions that are in use as communication buffers.
Approaches such as SyncChecker [29] and OpenMPI-Ext [42, 43, 94] (an extension of OpenMPI) target
this specific requirement. These approaches observe MPI communication operations and information on
read or write accesses to communication buffers. Technologies such as Pin [9] or Valgrind [118] can
provide the latter information. Both options will heavily influence the overhead of the tool, as well as its
availability for different compute platforms.
FlowChecker [28] is a related approach that detects failures within MPI implementations. It veri-
fies that communication operations actually implement the memory movements that the MPI standard
describes. As a result, FlowChecker aids in the development and verification of MPI implementations.
2.5.2.2 Collective Usage
Both MPI/SX [153] and MPICH-Coll [40] (a library of the MPICH MPI implementation) provide cor-
rectness checks for MPI collective operations. These approaches inject additional MPI collective op-
erations prior to each collective that they observe. The additional operations then provide the means
of communication to detect violations to collective related MPI specifications. As an example, to de-
tect the inconsistent root argument in the example of Figure 2.3 (page 9), injecting an MPI_Reduce
before the incorrect MPI_Bcast operation enables the detection of the inconsistency. The number of
collectives to be inserted depends on the type of the collective that is being verified. MPI/SX does not
consider all specifications for collective operations, since it provides no type matching checks. However,
MPICH-Coll overcomes this limitation and uses a hash-based type signature comparison [58] to detect
type matching failures. This hash-based technique is simple to implement, but can cause false negatives
at the same time. In addition, both MPI/SX and MPICH-Coll do not detect or otherwise handle deadlock.
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2.5.2.3 Wide Coverage
The approaches ISP [156], DAMPI [162], Intel Message Checker (IMC) [132], Intel Trace Analyzer
and Collector (TAC) [120], Marmot [99], MPIDD [64], and Umpire [159] all detect wide ranges of
violations to the MPI standard. This includes the detection of incorrect arguments, MPI resource usage
failures, type matching failures, and deadlocks. The example failure in Figure 2.5 (page 9; for more
than 10 processes) illustrates an incorrect argument in the form of a negative integer—where a positive
integer within a certain bound is expected. MPI offers various resources to manage process groups,
datatypes for communication operations, and pending communications. Many types of failures can result
from the creation, use, and de-allocation of these resources. However, checks for these failures involve
information from a single process only, and thus, have less impact on the scalability of the individual
approaches. The functionality classes of type matching and deadlock handling involve tool internal
communication in order to exchange information from multiple application processes. Thus, directly
impacting tool scalability. The example of Figure 2.1 (page 8) illustrates a type matching defect while
the example of Figure 2.6 (page 10) illustrates a deadlock.
The approaches ISP and DAMPI focus on deadlocks, resource usage errors, and type matching; where
they use a model-based formal verification approach in addition (previous section). This allows the
two approaches to enumerate and test alternative interleavings of an MPI application. DAMPI uses a
timeout-based deadlock handling that offers no dependency analysis and that may report false positives.
ISP in comparison, implements a transition system [155] that indicates deadlock as a state to which no
transition rule is applicable. This approach avoids false positives, but only provides limited visualization
and analysis capabilities to investigate a deadlock situation.
Both IMC and TAC are proprietary tools that operate with a single MPI implementation only. IMC uses
a trace-based approach that stores information on MPI operations in a trace file during the application
run. An offline analysis reads and processes the trace file after the application run to detect MPI usage
errors. The tool TAC supersedes IMC with a pure runtime approach, where tool developers considered
the trace approach as a limitation [120]. TAC provides checks for violations to a wide range of MPI
specifications. Particularly, it detects resource usage errors, combines MPI piggybacking [134] with a
hash-based signature comparison approach [58] to compare MPI datatypes, and uses additional collective
operations to verify MPI collectives as in MPI/SX and MPICH-Coll. Timeout-based deadlock detection
handles deadlocks in TAC and comes with the same disadvantages as the timeout approach in DAMPI.
The tool Marmot targets checks for invalid arguments, MPI resource usage, and provides timeout-
based deadlock detection. However, it does neither support type matching nor checks for collective
operations.
MPIDD targets deadlock detection with a dependency analysis that uses a cycle as a necessary and suf-
ficient deadlock criterion. Complex wait-for semantics of some MPI operations can imply large recursive
search spaces with such a cycle search [69].
Finally, Umpire provides few checks for invalid arguments, but detects MPI resource usage failures,
type matching failures, as well as deadlocks. For the latter two, Umpire transfers information on ob-
served MPI operations from all processes to a single extra tool thread. This thread uses a type signature
comparison [125] for the detection of type matching failures. This algorithm neither provides false pos-
itives nor false negatives. The deadlock detection capability in Umpire [69] tracks dependencies of MPI
operations in a wait-for graph and uses a graph criterion to reveal and visualize deadlocks. Particularly,
this analysis allows Umpire to discern processes that cause a deadlock from processes that hang as a
result of the deadlock situation.
2.6 Tool Architectures
The tool architecture of a runtime correctness tool influences both its scalability and its applicability. As
examples, a performance bottleneck in a tool can limit its scalability and assumptions on communica-
tion service availability can limit its portability. This section categorizes the architectures of the runtime
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of architecture types for existing MPI runtime verification tools. The il-
lustration highlights options to distribute instrumentation (“I”) and correctness anal-
ysis (“A”) components onto application processes (0–3) and additional control flows
(“T”).
correctness approaches from the last section into three types: purely local, centralized, and inline commu-
nication. Figure 2.10 illustrates these architecture types. The illustration represents application processes
as labeled circles, along with instrumentation and analysis components that use the colors of Figure 2.9.
However, Figure 2.10 shortens the labels of the instrumentation component to “I” and the label of the
components for correctness analysis to “A”. The association of the components to circles indicates which
processes execute them. Additionally, the centralized architecture in Figure 2.10(b) uses an additional
tool place, which is a tool specific process or thread that executes a part of the correctness analysis. The
figure highlights this tool place with a circle that uses the label “T”. The arrows in the figure indicate
tool communication to forward information from instrumentation components to correctness analyses
that run on other application processes or on a tool place.
2.6.1 Purely Local
SyncChecker and OpenMPI-Ext both detect invalid read/write accesses to active communication buffers.
The approaches execute this correctness analysis directly on the application processes, since the available
information on each process suffices for this analysis. These approaches do not require any tool internal
communication and can use the purely local architecture type from Figure 2.10(a). A purely local tool
imposes no scalability limitation if the cost of its instrumentation component and its correctness analysis
matches the cost of the operations that they observe and analyze. However, such a tool must provide a
correctness report to the user. If each application process creates one file for its correctness report then
I/O system limitations [84] can still restrict scalability.
2.6.2 Centralized
Some correctness analyses require tool internal communication, e.g., the example MPI usage error in
Figure 2.1 (page 8) requires that a correctness tool combines information on the datatypes of a sending
and of a receiving process. The centralized architecture type (Figure 2.10(b)) uses an additional tool
owned process or thread, called a tool place to execute correctness analyses that require information
from more than one process. Figure 2.10(b) represents the tool place with a node labeled “T”. For the
previous datatype mismatch example (Figure 2.1 on page 8), a tool with a centralized architecture would
send information on the type signatures of the send and receive operations of processes 0 and 1 to the
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tool place. Once the place receives this information from both processes it can compare the signatures
and detect the failure.
MPIDD, Marmot, Umpire, ISP, and FlowChecker all use the centralized architecture type. However,
their realizations of both the tool place and of the tool internal communication differ. Umpire, for exam-
ple, uses an extra thread on one of the application processes as a tool place and either employs MPI or
shared memory for its tool internal communication. ISP, as a second example, uses a sequential program
that runs parallel to the application as its tool place and uses TCP sockets for tool internal communica-
tion.
A single tool place allows tools to execute correctness analyses that require communication. If the
rate at which application processes issue MPI operations remains constant or even increases with scale,
then the workload on the single tool place also increases with scale. Thus, the centralized place is a
scalability bottleneck and limits the scalability of the approaches that use this architecture type. The
single tool place usually also provides a single correctness report to the tool user.
2.6.3 Inline Communication
The tools MPIRace-Check, MPI/SX, MPICH-Coll, MPI-CHECK (for deadlock detection [110]), DAMPI,
and TAC use the inline communication architecture type. Tool injected MPI operations—except for TAC
that uses an MPI implementation internal API—distribute input for correctness analyses in these ap-
proaches. This enables a direct utilization of MPI as a means of communication and can simplify tool
implementation and deployment. In addition, it allows these approaches to directly use the application
processes to execute correctness analyses that require communication. TAC, MPI/SX, and MPICH-Coll
inject additional MPI collective operations when they observe a collective operation on an application
process. The approaches in MPIRace-Check, DAMPI, and TAC use piggybacking [134] methods to
attach information for their correctness analyses to point-to-point operations.
Inline communication allows these tools to scale with the number of application processes. Further,
one of the processes can create a single correctness report. The approaches MPI-CHECK, DAMPI, and
TAC handle MPI deadlock, where all three tools use a timeout approach. A graph-based approach or
the use of a transition system can offer increased detail into failure situations and avoid false positives.
However, the use of inline communication for these techniques is challenging, since the tool must be
able to detect and report a deadlock before it manifests, in order to utilize MPI as the tool internal
communication medium. Thus, the inline communication would need to distribute the information that
the tool requires to detect a deadlock, while at the same time this communication must not cause deadlock
in the first place.
2.7 Comparison
The following compares the runtime verification approaches from the last section. The authors of
MPI/SX [154] made a first comparison of a subset of these approaches to highlight the strength of their
approach, while they could not conclude that a single approach is superior to others. Authors of ISP and
TAC extended this comparison [120, 138] to draw two conclusions: First, TAC provides a wide variety
of correctness checks, while it also offers the ability to scale; Second, added coverage from an analysis
of alternative interleavings, such as in ISP, aids in the development of correct programs.
Most of the runtime tools that this section introduced have at least one unique feature. Thus, a tool
comparison will not identify a single tool that supersedes all other ones. As an example, TAC may pro-
vide a wide range of checks and include the technology of MPI/SX [154] to efficiently handle collective
operations. However, Umpire provides fewer checks, but provides deadlock detection with a graph-based
scheme rather than just a timeout algorithm. Also, Umpire supports precise datatype comparisons where
TAC uses a hash comparison that can lead to false negatives. ISP on the other hand improves on the
deadlock detection capabilities of Umpire in the sense that it automatically explores multiple (all) in-
terleavings of an MPI application. As an example, Umpire only detects the deadlock in the example of
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DAMPI 1,024 [162] Inline 3 (Interleavings + Timeout)
TAC 256 [120] Inline 3 3 3 (Hash) 3 (Timeout)
MPICH-Coll 32 [41] Inline 3 5 3 (Hash) 5
Umpire 5121 [69] Central 3 3 3 (Regexp) 3 (Graph-based)
Marmot 16/1282 [96, 71] Central 5 5 5 3 (Timeout)
ISP 8 [137] Central 3 3 (Undoc) 3 (Transition System)
MPIDD Central 3 (Implicit Graph)
Table 2.1: A comparison that summarizes whether and how existing MPI runtime verification ap-
proaches support correctness analyses that challenge scalability.
Figure 2.7 (page 10) if it manifests in the run with the tool, while ISP would automatically analyze both
possible interleavings in order to reliably detect the deadlock.
Thus, this section identifies key properties that distinguish the individual tools for their use at scale,
which is the focus of this thesis. Also, these properties motivate novel methods that subsequent chapters
introduce.
2.7.1 Properties
Correctness analyses that require tool internal communication can limit the scalability of a runtime cor-
rectness approach. The following properties specifically include the correctness functionality that re-
quires communication, since this thesis targets increased scalability for correctness tools:
Type matching: Checks whether two type signatures match according to the rules in the MPI standard,
P2P: Matches point-to-point operations (preprocessing for type matching, deadlock analysis, and the
detection of lost send operations as in Figure 2.8 on page 10),
Collectives: Matches collective operations (preprocessing for type matching and to detect violations
to collective related MPI specifications such as the root mismatch of Figure 2.3 on page 9), and
Deadlock: The handling of deadlocks.
Support for these types of analyses serve as the first four properties to compare runtime correctness ap-
proaches. These properties explicitly exclude features with a limited impact on scalability, such as: The
ability to detect invalid memory accesses to active communication buffers (e.g., SyncChecker), invalid
argument checks (e.g. Marmot/TAC), or the detection of MPI resource usage errors (e.g., Umpire/IS-
P/Marmot). The tool architecture type serves as the fifth property since it impacts whether a tool can
scale in general. Finally, the last property is the demonstration of scalability in application studies, since
scalability limitations may also exist for tool architectures that pose no scalability bottlenecks.
2.7.2 Categorization
Table 2.1 compares runtime correctness approaches for the selected properties. The “Known Application
Scale” column lists the highest known scale for which the tool could analyze an application, along
with a reference to the respective study. The “Architecture” column specifies the architecture type of
1As a trace-based offline analysis
2Only process local correctness analyses
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each approach as “Inline” for the inline communication architecture and as “Central” for the centralized
architecture. The remaining columns use “3” to indicate that an approach supports a functionality class
and “5” to indicate that it does not. Additionally, braces can detail the techniques that an approach uses
to provide correctness functionality.
The table excludes SyncChecker and OpenMPI-Ext, since these approaches only consider process
local correctness analyses that have limited scalability impact. Further, it only lists MPICH-Coll since
it supersedes the functionality of NEC/SX. Finally, the comparison excludes IMC since TAC intends
to supersede this approach. Empty cells indicate that no information on a property was available for
a certain approach, e.g., the table lists no known application scale for MPIDD, since no publication or
report presents application results for this approach (neither was its source code openly available when
this document was written).
The comparison highlights that all approaches fall into one of the following two categories:
Scalable, not precise: The approach offers scalability, but can report false positives or false nega-
tives, or
Precise, not scalable: The approach handles deadlocks and/or type matching without false positives
or false negatives, but limits scalability.
The only exception to this categorization is Marmot, which provides a wide range of process local
correctness checks and a variety of tool integrations for increased usability. Marmot’s very limited
support for correctness analyses that involve multiple processes forms a part of the initial motivation
for this work.
The tools DAMPI, TAC, and MPICH-Coll fall into the category scalable, not precise. DAMPI uses
the scalable inline-communication architecture type and demonstrates scalability with up to 1,024 appli-
cation processes. However, from its available information, it only handles MPI deadlock. It can detect
alternative interleavings, but when it analyses a particular interleaving it uses a timeout-based handling
that can cause false positives and that provides no dependency details on the deadlock situation. TAC
also uses a timeout-based deadlock handling and provides hash-based type matching that can cause false
negatives. MPICH-Coll does not handle deadlocks and only considers collectives, where it also uses a
hash-based approach to implement MPI type matching checks.
On the other hand, Umpire, ISP, and MPIDD use tool architectures that limit scalability, but avoid false
positives or false negatives for the correctness analysis that they provide. ISP provides type matching
with an undocumented implementation and detects deadlocks. The lack of an applicable transition in
a state of a transition system indicates deadlock [155]. Both MPIDD and Umpire use a graph-based
deadlock detection. Umpire uses a necessary and sufficient deadlock criterion [69] that suffices for all
MPI wait-for dependencies, while MPIDD uses a graph search that tries to handle wildcard receives with
a recursive cycle search. In addition, Umpire also provides a type signature comparison that avoids false
negatives and false positives for type matching checks.
2.8 Summary and Goals
The comparison of existing runtime correctness tools highlights that both scalable and precise approaches
exist. However, no single tool in the comparison achieves scalability without sacrificing precisions,
i.e., without the use of timeout-based deadlock handling techniques or the use of hash-based MPI type
comparisons. As a consequence, this thesis investigates concepts that could fill the currently empty
category:
Scalable and precise: The approach offers scalability with correctness analyses that avoid the use of
techniques that can introduce false positives or false negatives.
As to limit the scope of the thesis, the four mentioned correctness analyses that require tool internal
communication (type matching, point-to-point matching, collective matching, and deadlock detection)
serve as demonstrators to design such an approach.
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Figure 2.11: Illustration of common tool components that enable offloading-based runtime verifica-
tion approaches.
Table 2.1 also highlights that all approaches that provide precise deadlock detection use a central-
ized tool architecture. The use of the inline communication architecture type is challenging for such
tools [40], since the tool internal communication must both distribute data for deadlock detection prior
to deadlock manifestation and must not cause deadlock itself. Tools that use a centralized tool place off-
load information on MPI operations to the additional tool place for correctness analysis. This offloading
technology simplifies deadlock detection, since the tool place has its own control flow, which will not
be impaired by a manifest deadlock on the application. The following refers to approaches that offload
information for correctness analysis to additional places with their own control flow as offloading-based
tools or approaches.
Figure 2.11 illustrates that offloading-based tools have multiple common components. This includes
an instrumentation component that observes MPI operations and passes their information to correctness
analyses that can directly execute on the application processes, as well as to a communication system
that offloads information. A main loop called tool driver in Figure 2.11 must handle the control flow on
tool places. It must receive information on MPI operations and pass it to correctness analyses that run
on the tool place. The figure refers to correctness analyses that do not require tool communication as
local analyses and to correctness analyses that require tool communication as non-local analyses. Thus,
offloading-based tools require components for instrumentation, a communication system, and a tool
driver. Tool developers can invest considerable amounts of time in creating these components themselves.
Such custom-made tool components can then limit component reuse and the composability of a tool.
Parallel tool infrastructures—as the following chapter introduces—can provide well tested and widely
applicable tool components to both reduce the development time for tools and to reuse investments into
portability and scalability.
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3 State-of-the-Art in Parallel Tool Infrastructures
The lack of a standard for HPC tool infrastructure has resulted in myriad implemen-
tations, but few have addressed the scalability and portability demands that these
new systems will place on tool developers. [24]
This chapter analyzes the applicability of parallel tool infrastructures for MPI runtime verification.
The usage of such infrastructures provides advantages during tool development and maintenance (Sec-
tion 3.1). Section 3.2 then summarizes functionality classes that parallel tool infrastructures should
provide for MPI runtime verification. Afterwards, Section 3.3 presents how existing tools or tool in-
frastructures provide these functionality classes. Tree-Based Overlay Networks (TBONs) can provide
abstractions for scalable tools, where Section 3.4 presents these abstractions and discusses their applica-
bility for MPI runtime verification. Finally, Section 3.5 summarizes the applicability of existing parallel
tool infrastructures for MPI runtime verification and motivates their advancement.
3.1 Motivation and Terms
Most offloading-based runtime tools use similar types of components [32, 52, 115, 129, 136]. Several
tools for runtime MPI verification, as well as tools for other use cases, provide their own implementations
for most or all of these components, i.e., they use custom components. Such a development approach
complicates component reuse, due to the use of specialized interfaces. Additionally, tool composabil-
ity towards efficient component reuse and tool integration is challenging for custom components, e.g.,
coupling two MPI tools [71]. Section 3.2 details this problem for the runtime MPI correctness tools
Marmot and Umpire. The developers of custom components must address challenges such as porta-
bility across compute systems, increasing compute system scale, and support for novel programming
paradigms themselves and can’t directly reuse the solutions that other tools employ. This situation in-
creases the development time and maintenance costs of runtime tools, as well as the confidence that
application developers have into these tools [157]. At the same time, parallel tool infrastructures demon-
strate that they can provide several types of common components to tool developers [24, 93, 49, 129].
Abstractions in these infrastructures provide concepts that simplify reuse of tool functionality across dif-
ferent tools. If these abstractions specifically consider parallel computing as the primary use case, they
can also include scalability features that highlight that parallel tool infrastructures can efficiently support
scalable tools [104].
Since tool infrastructures can support different types of tools, e.g., performance analysis or monitoring
tools, the following will refer to any tool related computation as an analysis or tool analysis. In the case of
a correctness tool, a tool analysis could be a correctness check; whereas for a performance optimization
tool an analysis could be the task of adding a new performance relevant event into a trace buffer. The term
event refers to information that an analysis requires as an input. For correctness checks, an event could be
information about the occurrence of an MPI operation. Application processes usually create events that
may be communicated within the tool to pass them to the location (place) where a tool analysis requires
them. However, tools may also inject their own events to implement their functionality. In addition, tool
infrastructures can distinguish from tool frameworks in the depth of their abstraction. That is, the overall
control may be with the tool (tool calls infrastructure services) or the framework (framework calls tool
analyses). The following will not distinguish between these two concepts and refers to both with the term
infrastructure. The following sections will highlight situations in which a framework approach provides
an advantage or disadvantage.
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Marmot Umpire
Instrumentation Script that generates wrappers for MPI
calls
Generated from an input that uses a
specification language to describe the
handling of each MPI call
Topology Centralized (extra process) Centralized (extra thread)
Means of Com-
munication
MPI with a communicator virtualiza-
tion
Purely shared memory or combination
with MPI
Handling an
application
crash
Synchronizing communication guaran-
tees that events are analyzed before
calls are issued to the MPI library
Signal handlers, at-exit handlers, and
MPI error handlers with threads
Flow and Ab-
stractions
Hardcoded behavior on application pro-
cesses and the single tool place. Gener-
ated instrumentation uses Marmot spe-
cific interfaces to start local analyses
and to communicate MPI call informa-
tion
Data flow and applicable correctness
analyses result from specification lan-
guage
Table 3.1: This component summary of the MPI runtime verifications tools Marmot and Umpire
highlights how a custom-made development approach complicates tool integration and
component reuse.
3.2 Requirements for MPI Runtime Verification
Figure 2.11 highlights key components for offloading-based runtime tools with an MPI use case. Ex-
cluding the tool specific analyses—e.g., correctness checks for runtime verification tools—such a tool
requires the following services:
Instrumentation: Provides capabilities to observe relevant events, such as an MPI call being triggered;
Topology: Defines the architecture of the tool including tool place(s) and their communication con-
nections;
Means of Communication: Pairs of application processes and or tool places that the topology con-
nects must use a means of communication to exchange information;
Crash-Handling: Runtime verification considers potentially incorrect applications that may fail with
a crash, a crash-handling technique must ensure that a tool detects a usage error even if it causes
an application crash;
Flow and abstractions: Abstractions define the data flow between components—e.g., between in-
strumentation and local correctness analyses—and how analyses are loaded onto the topology of
tool places.
A runtime correctness tool is required to employ some technique or component for each of the above
services. The following considers these services as requirements for a correctness tool. Individual im-
plementations for these services then influence non-functional [31] requirements such as scalability,
maintainability, ease-of-use, composability, reusability, and portability. The following sections consider
scalability as a key requirement that highly depends upon the tool topology. Further, reusability, plugga-
bility, and composability largely depend on choices for the flow and abstraction service.
The following sections introduce existing parallel tool infrastructures and how they provide the above
services. But first, the study in Table 3.1 summarizes the techniques that the existing runtime correctness
tools Marmot and Umpire use to implement the above services with a custom component approach.
This study serves to highlight the disadvantages of such a development workflow and to introduce first
techniques to provide the required services for an MPI runtime correctness tool.
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Marmot uses C++ classes to represent MPI calls and implements the actual tool analyses in methods
of these classes. Umpire uses a tool specification language that defines which correctness analyses apply
to which MPI call. The specification language allows Umpire to automatically generate source code
that implements its data flow, whereas Marmot uses a hard coded flow in its hierarchy of C++ classes.
At the same time, Umpire’s specification language is highly tool specific, where Umpire’s source code
generator uses hard-coded handlers for its specifications.
Both Marmot and Umpire use a centralized topology with one tool place. Marmot uses an extra MPI
process for this purpose, while Umpire uses an extra thread instead. An important notion is that the
analyses of both tools make assumptions on their locality. That is, analyses executing on the application
processes use interfaces that are only available on the processes, whereas analyses on the single tool
place use interfaces that are only available on the tool place. As a result, in both tools, analyses assume
the presence of tool specific interfaces and can’t easily be decoupled. As an example, migrating an
analysis that Marmot usually executes on the application processes onto its tool place is not directly
possible. Thus, locality of analyses can’t be changed in both tools, due to static assumptions; let alone is
it possible to transfer analyses of the one tool onto the other—as would be very synergetic in the case of
the two tools that implement largely disjoint sets of correctness checks. The example of these two tools
highlights the limited software reuse that results from a tool development with custom components.
As an example for component reuse, assume that either of the tools develops a component that provides
some service in an advantageous way, e.g., Umpire’s crash handling technique works well in practice
and comes with a limited performance impact (as subsequent sections illustrate). Integrating such a
component into the other tool—from Marmot to Umpire or vice versa—is challenging since the custom
made components of the tools use their own interfaces. Any integration requires component adaption or
a bridging of interfaces. Such a situation limits the reuse of components across wide ranges of tools.
Tool infrastructures can efficiently revert this situation. If both tools used the same infrastructure,
then analyses of both tools would rely on similar interfaces to connect to infrastructure services. This
situation would drastically simplify functionality reuse between the tools. Similarly, if one tool improves
a component of the infrastructure, then the other tool could benefit from this improvement with minimal
adaption.
3.3 Existing Services and Infrastructures
This section summarizes existing technologies for each of the services that an MPI runtime verification
tool requires. This specifically includes approaches from infrastructures, as well as from existing tools
with custom components. However, the abstraction and flow service is highly tool specific for tools with
custom components, as the previous section introduced for Umpire and Marmot. These tools usually
employ a generator script (as in Umpire) or a hardcoded data flow (as in Marmot) that is specific to
the individual tool. Thus, for the abstraction and flow service, this section focuses on parallel tool
infrastructures and how they provide generic approaches to let tool developers integrate their analyses
with individual infrastructure components or frameworks.
3.3.1 Instrumentation
MPI runtime verification tools must observe MPI calls that an application issues at runtime. The MPI
standard provides a profiling interface [113] that allows so-called wrappers to intercept invocations of the
interface. Given the size of the MPI standard, manual wrapper generation is laborious. As a result, most
runtime MPI tools and infrastructures employ generators to create these wrappers. Examples include the
generators in mpiP [158], in Marmot, and in Umpire. Both Marmot and Umpire generate their wrappers
such that they match the tool specific interfaces and provide very limited flexibility for other use cases in
their generators. The generator in mpiP uses a specification language such that tool developers can easily
influence its output. The use of such wrapper generators is the most common technique to implement
the instrumentation service in a pure MPI tool.
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Figure 3.1: Common types of tool topologies provide immediate feedback on tool scalability.
Additional information sources to which an instrumentation is applicable include: Wrappers for generic
interfaces as in TAU [139] or VampirTrace [35]; Binary instrumentation, e.g., Dyninst [22]; And mem-
ory access instrumentation, e.g., Pin [9] or Valgrind [118]. The use case of a tool determines whether it
requires some of these additional sources. The correctness functionality that this thesis considers does
not require any of these sources and can purely rely on MPI instrumentation.
A tool infrastructure should at least provide automatic wrapper generation for MPI, where additional
instrumentation sources can help for advanced tool functionality. The infrastructures PnMPI [135] and
OCM [170] both include an instrumentation service. The former uses the mpiP wrapper generator to
provide instrumentation capabilities for MPI, while the latter uses a generic instrumentation system ap-
proach that supports predecessor paradigms of MPI, e.g., PVM [149].
3.3.2 Topologies
Figure 3.1 provides a classification of offloading-based runtime tool topologies with four categories. The
illustration uses nodes to represent application processes (for p processes, labels i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1})
and tool places (label T ) as in Figure 2.10. However, edges represent communication connections and do
not highlight a common communication direction, except for Figure 3.1(d) that requires directed edges
for its topology. The centralized topology in Figure 3.1(a) realizes centralized architectures of tools
such as ISP, Marmot, and Umpire. These tools use the single tool place to execute analyses that require
information from more than one application process. While often used for runtime MPI correctness
tools, this topology limits scalability since the single tool place is a bottleneck.
Figure 3.1(b) illustrates the distributed topology that provides multiple tool places. Each tool place
receives information from a sub-set of the application processes. Pairs of places can then directly com-
municate with each other in order to exchange this information. Additionally, one of the places may
serve as a master place to define a master-slave hierarchy between the places (Inverted node in Fig-
ure 3.1(b)). This topology type is related to runtime verification approaches that use inline communi-
cation, such as NEC/SX or MPICH-Coll. In these approaches, application processes also serve as tool
places, i.e., they share their control flow. Further tools with a distributed topology are VampirServer [21]
and Scalasca [53]. The former operates post-mortem on a trace file and the latter operates either post-
mortem or directly at the end of an application run. This topology allows tool developers to distribute
analyses over multiple tool places in order to derive scalable analyses. The notion of a master place
already highlights that some tool analyses may require a hierarchy for their distribution. If a tool, or a
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tool infrastructure, uses a master-slave hierarchy, the master place can limit scalability.
Tree-Based Overlay Networks (TBONs) define a hierarchical topology—Figure 3.1(c)—that can sup-
port tool developers when distributing analyses. This topology type resembles the distributed topology,
but it organizes its places in hierarchy layers instead. Use cases for such a hierarchy include merging
and evaluating performance data, e.g., in Periscope [55] or TAUoverMRNet [117]; distributing com-
mands and aggregating state information in a debugger e.g., Ladebug [12]; aggregating state informa-
tion for stack trace analyses, e.g., STAT [7]; and launching parallel applications or tools, e.g., Launch-
MON [1]. In particular, tool infrastructures exist that provide a TBON layout, e.g., SCI [93], STCI [24],
and MRNet [129]. Where the latter provides TBON services for multiple existing runtime tools, includ-
ing TAUoverMRNet, STAT, and LaunchMON. The next section then details the TBON concept and its
applicability for runtime MPI verification.
Debugger approaches for parallel applications, such as Ladebug [12], SPDL [91], and Allinea DDT [5],
also utilize TBON concepts for scalability reasons. Their use of aggregation and broadcasting services
in such a topology closely relate to the MPI runtime verification use case. The report on Ladebug details
how a parallel debugger can use TBON concepts efficiently. Allinea DDT uses a proprietary TBON
implementation and does not offer an API to access this service. This chapter focuses on approaches that
offer access to their TBON services and excludes parallel debuggers that do not offer such access, i.e.,
Ladebug and Allinea DDT. SPDL on the other hand, is able to utilize services of TBON-based tool in-
frastructures for its communication and is able to employ both MRNet and SCI. This example highlights
that parallel debuggers can also utilize parallel tool infrastructures, rather than relying on proprietary
interfaces.
DeWiz [100] uses a module communication graph abstraction to create tools. This abstraction yields
a communication topology that forms a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), as Figure 3.1(d) illustrates. In
DeWiz, each tool “module” implements a specific analysis, where the output of one module may directly
be used as the input for another module. This concept realizes a dataflow programming concept [164].
The communication graphs of DeWiz must not include cycles, i.e., must be a DAG. A DAG topology
provides a hierarchy along with a potential for additional parallelism in higher-level layers. At the same
time, information can arrive on a place via different paths. This property influences analyses that require
events to arrive in the order they were generated.
3.3.3 Means of Communication
Offloading-based runtime tools require a means of communication between pairs of application processes
and/or tool places that the topology connects. For the task of transferring information, a single means of
communication suffices, e.g., Marmot uses MPI communication, ISP uses TCP socket communication,
and the infrastructure MRNet also uses TCP socket communication. However, if an infrastructures pro-
vides flexibility to choose a means of communication, then it increases tool flexibility and portability,
e.g., Umpire uses a combination of shared memory and MPI-based communication. Support for multiple
means of communication simplifies strategies for handling an application crash (subsequent section) and
it provides alternatives for systems on which some means of communication are unavailable. The debug-
ging library SPDL [91] demonstrates a high degree of flexibility with an exchangeable communication
system that can even employ different tool infrastructures.
For the use case of MPI runtime verification, an infrastructure should provide a means of communica-
tion with bandwidth and latency that is comparable to the means of communication between application
processes, since otherwise the tool communication system may become a bottleneck. This requirement
results from the need to capture information for each communication operation of the application. The
MPI profiling tool MALP [16] communicates profiling records for all MPI operations during the runtime
of an application. For this communication it uses an MPI-based means of communication. The authors
of this approach report that in practical cases they require about 10% of the bandwidth that their MPI-
based communication provides. As a result, MPI runtime verification uses cases—that also analyze all
MPI communication operations—will require a comparable fraction of the available MPI bandwidth.
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3.3.4 Application Crash-Handling
Runtime MPI verification tools must be able to detect an MPI usage error even if it causes an application
crash. The inline-communication approaches TAC, MPICH-Coll, and NEC/SX finish all correctness
analyses before they issue an MPI call to the MPI library. With that they can detect an MPI usage error
before it can cause an application crash. Marmot and ISP also uses this analyze first, issue afterwards
scheme; but both need to communicate information on MPI calls to their central tool places in addition.
These tools use synchronizing communication for this task and finish the communication to the central
tool place, as well as any correctness analyses on that place, before a process issues a call to the MPI
library. While simple, this scheme introduces a high degree of synchronization with the central tool place
and causes high runtime overheads.
Umpire uses a purely asynchronous crash-handling scheme that enables the use of asynchronous com-
munication. It uses an extra outfielder-thread on each process, i.e. one additional tool place per process.
Since this extra tool place only serves for crash handling purposes, rather than for distributing tool anal-
yses, the previous section classified Umpire into the centralized tool topology (Figure 3.1(a)). When a
process issues an MPI call, it first transfers information on the call to the outfielder (via shared mem-
ory) and issues the call to the MPI library afterwards. If the call causes an application crash, a signal
handler, an MPI error handler, or an at-exit handler catches this situation and notifies the outfielder. The
outfielder then communicates all outstanding information to Umpire’s central tool place (via MPI com-
munication), which is a further extra thread on process 0. This scheme ensures that even if an application
crash occurs, no information on MPI operations is lost and that the central tool place can analyze this
information. However, this scheme uses the assumption that if an application process has a crash, then
another thread of this process can still use MPI communication. The MPI standard does not require MPI
implementations to guarantee such a property. Additionally, since Umpire uses MPI communication on
multiple threads in parallel, it utilizes the highest level of thread support (MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE)
that an MPI implementation can offer. This support can incur a performance penalty [150], while MPI
implementations may choose to not support this level of thread support in the first place.
The tool infrastructure MRNet provides failure recovery for tool places of a TBON layout [8], but does
not support situations where a crash occurs on an application process. The authors of MRNet mention
that they plan to extend the infrastructure such that each application process uses an extra thread, to which
the processes communicate with immediate shared memory communication, which closely resembles the
approach of Umpire.
3.3.5 Abstractions
Tool infrastructures need to provide a mechanism that allows tool developers to interface with the com-
ponents that they offer. For infrastructures that only provide a set of tool components, interfaces can
suffice; whereas infrastructures with a more framework-like concept provide a higher-level abstraction
that allows tool developers to plug their analyses into the infrastructure. The latter especially supports
tool development with reusable components. If an abstraction allows a tool developer to provide the
implementation of a tool in multiple parts, then a framework-based infrastructure can both connect the
parts of the tool with its provided components and it can offer a means to connect components from
multiple existing tools.
3.3.5.1 Lilith
Lilith [39, 54] provides a TBON layout that spans compute nodes or cores of a computing system with
intended use cases in system monitoring and maintenance. It uses a Java object model where an API
at the root of the tree allows tool developers to distribute data and Java code across the whole tree, i.e.,
across all compute nodes or cores of a system. The distributed code can then be executed on all nodes of
the tree. The results of this execution are then gathered recursively from the leaves towards the root of the
tree. Since the API at the root of the tree potentially provides access to an entire computing system, Lilith
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also provides a security component that considers access rights. In summary, Lillith uses an abstraction
where an API at the root of the tree allows a tool developer to utilize all leaves of the tree with a workflow
that follows:
1. Distribute data and code,
2. Execute code, and then
3. Gather results.
3.3.5.2 MRNet
The tool infrastructure MRNet [129] provides a TBON layout and uses a module abstraction to provide
a plugin mechanism for tool analyses. The tool developer provides so-called front-end and back-end
code. The root of the TBON executes the front-end code, while the leaves execute the back-end code.
For the MPI runtime verification use case, application processes represent these leaves. While MRNet
does not provide instrumentation, a tool developer can create MPI wrappers that observe all MPI calls
as back-end code. Both the back-end and the front-end code use an MRNet provided API to create
communication streams, to write into, and to read from these streams. MRNet’s API calls associate two
modules with each stream: A transformation and a synchronization filter module. The transformation
filter aggregates multiple events into new events, while the synchronization filter aligns incoming events
for this aggregation. MRNet automatically loads both types of filters—implemented as dynamically
loadable libraries—onto all nodes of the TBON, when a tool creates a new communication stream. The
use of these modules and the stream abstraction allows MRNet-based tools to simplify the distribution
and loading of the modules. In summary, MRNet’s abstraction uses:
Front/Back-end code: Creates and uses communication streams,
Filters: Aggregate events as they progress towards the root.
Thus, MRNet provides an interface for the front-end and back-end code, while it uses a framework
approach for the filter modules. The infrastructures SCI [93] and STCI [24] follow a similar abstraction
and also provide a TBON layout. Like MRNet, both approaches use pluggable components to map
functionality onto tool places.
3.3.5.3 PnMPI
PnMPI [135] offers a module abstraction that particularly applies to tools that use in-line communication.
Its abstraction represents a tool as a set of cooperating modules. As in MRNet, tool developers implement
PnMPI modules as dynamically loadable libraries. When a user executes an MPI application, PnMPI
reads a configuration file that lists all modules that apply to this run. Afterwards, PnMPI loads the listed
modules. The infrastructure automatically instruments all MPI calls and passes their information to all
loaded modules, where it passes information according to the module order of the configuration file.
With that, in a single execution, a tool user can easily combine multiple existing MPI tools. In addition,
tools can provide services to each other, such that modules can cooperate.
In summary, for tools that intercept MPI calls, the module concept of PnMPI along with its service
concept allow for component reuse and composability. At the same time, PnMPI provides no concept
to spawn extra tool places and to connect it with some topology. Instead, PnMPI tools either require no
communication or they use inline communication.
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3.3.5.4 OCM
The On-line Monitoring Interface Specification (OMIS) [107] defines an interface that allows OMIS
compliant runtime (on-line) tools to share a common instrumentation1. The OMIS Compliant Monitoring
system (OCM) [170] implements OMIS and allows runtime tools to use and extend its instrumentation.
Runtime tools use the OMIS interface to specify which actions they execute for which events. Note
that actions do not forward event information to the tool, but rather execute additional commands within
OCM’s monitoring component.
In summary, this event-action abstraction allows multiple tools to simultaneously use an instrumen-
tation system, where a centralized mediator processes forwards event-action mappings from tools to
application processes. This abstraction allows tool developers to only implement their tool analyses and
to use OMIS to map their analyses to applicable events. OCM-G [11] extends OCM with a distributed
mediator but does not detail its topology.
3.3.5.5 CBTF
The Component-Based Tool Framework (CBTF) [49] aims at a dataflow abstraction where tool compo-
nents process an input stream and create an output stream. Tool developers can connect components,
where the output of one component forms the input of another. This approach is closely related to the
communication graphs of DeWiz. However, a component network of CBTF can be distributed with MR-
Net, such that components on one hierarchy level form the input for components of the next hierarchy
level. This abstraction allows tool developers to distribute tool analyses and it provides a concept for
component reuse and composability. With the dataflow abstraction, CBTF components define a single
interface that both serves for tool communication and for tool composability. An early experience and
development report of CBTF [50] highlights that this approach of a single interface for both communi-
cation and composability poses disadvantages, since it mentions a specialized service component type.
This component type serves for utilities that don’t fit into the data-flow model of the CBTF component
framework. However, the development of CBTF largely occurred parallel or even after the tool infras-
tructure developments that this thesis proposes. A first prototype of CBTF became available in August
2013, while the first releases of the tool infrastructure and correctness tools that this thesis proposes
became available in November 2011.
3.4 Tree-Based Overlay Networks
While a general distributed layout of tool places—such as in Figure 3.1(b)—allows the distribution of
tool analyses; some analyses map well to a hierarchical abstraction, which motivates the use of Tree-
Based Overlay Networks (TBONs). Such hierarchical analyses can efficiently reduce the number of
events in the network. For MPI runtime verification, events usually represent information from issued
MPI calls that occur on the application processes. The root of the TBON then analyzes global properties
like freedom of deadlock and operates on information from these application events. As a result, this
thesis considers the flow of events from leaf nodes—application processes—towards the root of the
TBON as the primary communication direction. In the following, place refers to a node of a TBON
topology, which is either an application process—leaf place—or a tool place (node in a non-leaf hierarchy
layer). Following this naming, the root place is the tool place that forms the root of the TBON.
If the root place receives all events from all leaf places, it would form a bottleneck. Thus, the number
of events that progress towards the root must be limited. This document uses the scheme in Figure 3.2(a)
to illustrate event forwarding in a TBON layout. Nodes in the illustration represent places in the TBON
and use labels of the form Ti,j where i identifies the hierarchy layer and j the index of the place within
1OMIS considers online monitoring that does not provide instrumentation only, but may also provide interfaces to the oper-
ating system, e.g., to stop the execution of a process. However, this difference does not impact the applicability of OMIS
ideas for MPI runtime verification.
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Figure 3.2: An illustration of the aggregation concept in a TBON topology. This concept enables
highly scalable tools.
the layer. Each leaf place T0,j (0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1) represents an application process with rank j. The block
arrow in Figure 3.2(a) illustrates the events that the place forwards towards its parent in the hierarchy—
here the events a and b. Events are named, where shapes distinguish event types. As an example, each
event type could require different processing or form input for different tool analyses. The example
situation in Figure 3.2(a) uses two event types, i.e., the event type associated with the trapezoid shape for
event b and the event type associated with the hexagon shape for event a. Further, placement of events in
the block arrows indicates event order, where a place forwards the rightmost event first. In the example,
Ti,j forwards event a before event b.
3.4.1 Aggregation
Figure 3.2(b) sketches four application processes that each create a single event of identical type (hexagon
shape). As an example use case, assume that each event represents a natural number and that the root
receives the events in order to calculate a global sum from these values. In Figure 3.2(b), places T1,0 and
T1,1 directly forward events to the root. In that case, the number of events that the root receives linearly
grows with application scale, i.e., the root becomes a bottleneck.
In Figure 3.2(c), places T1,0 and T1,1 apply an event aggregation [6] that replaces sets of incoming
events with new events. For the global sum example, T1,0 forwards the partial sum a + b instead of the
individual events a and b. A TBON hierarchy allows a recursive usage of this scheme, such that each
place receives one event for each of its children and forwards a single event when it receives the last of
these events. Thus, in the case of a global sum, each place forwards a partial sum for the sub-tree that
includes its children. Use cases of event aggregations for runtime tools include:
• Summarize performance data [117], e.g., average time spent in a function;
• Aggregate stack traces to group processes with similar behavior [7]; and
• Aggregate results of debugger queries [12].
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MRNet uses its two types of filter modules to separate between aggregating events and selecting events
for aggregation. Its synchronization filters select the events that belong together for an aggregation. For
the global sum example, a synchronization filter would select the next available event from each child of
a place. An MRNet transformation filter than uses the set of events that a synchronization filter selected
and applies the actual aggregation to it, which creates a single or multiple new events.
The following uses the term fan-in to refer to the child count of a place. If the number of leaf places
increases—application scale increases—then additional tool places can keep the fan-in constant, i.e., the
TBON uses additional hierarchy layers. Thus, for aggregations such as the global sum, each place can
receive constant numbers of events, even if scale increases. If the processing cost for each event is also
constant across scale, this enables a constant load per place across scale. Such a design provides an
efficient approach for scalable tools that exhibit event analysis costs that do not increase with scale.
3.4.2 Aggregation for Runtime MPI Verification
For runtime verification of MPI applications, aggregations apply to the following tasks:
• Detection of MPI usage errors in collective operations,
• Summarizing reports for detected defects, and
• Tool management.
The correctness tool design that Chapter 5 proposes details how aggregations facilitate the correct-
ness checks for MPI collective operations. Often, similar MPI usage errors occur on multiple processes.
In that case, an aggregation can efficiently combine these reports to provide a compact and easily ac-
cessible correctness report. Finally, tool management tasks such as startup, shutdown, and application
crash-handling can utilize aggregations. These use cases motivate an evaluation of TBON topologies for
runtime MPI correctness tools and suggest an advantage of these topologies over the general distributed
topology.
Event aggregations also influence event order, which refers to process local order here, rather than a
global order [103]. Process local order requires that if a leaf place creates an event ex before an event ey,
then all places should also process events that include information from ex before any event that includes
information from ey. This event order influences correctness properties like “Was the MPI datatype
committed before or after the communication call?”. If a place aggregates ex—and potentially further
events—into a new event e′x then it should forward e
′
x before ey (or a derived event that subsumes it).
MRNet synchronization filters do not guarantee such a property unless both ex and ey use the same com-
munication stream, i.e., equal transformation and synchronization filters apply to the events. Employing
aggregations for MPI usage error detection requires careful consideration of event order, since correct-
ness analyses—such as the MPI datatype example above—depend on the order. This notion discourages
the use general DAG topologies, since they can introduce additional complexity for this property, due
to the existence of alternative paths on which events can arrive on a place. The infrastructure CBTF
underlines this notion. While CBTF uses a DAG-based dataflow paradigm, it avoids the use of a tool
topology that is a DAG. Instead it uses a TBON topology and restricts the DAGs of all non-root places
to fit this model.
3.5 Applicability to MPI Runtime Verification
This section first compares the previously introduced infrastructures for their applicability in an MPI
runtime error detection use case. Afterwards, a sketched tool development plan with one of these in-
frastructures highlights possible choices for implementing such a runtime verification tool. While this
development plan provides a viable approach, it also illustrates disadvantages of the available infrastruc-
tures. This property motivates an investigation into novel abstractions and methods for infrastructures.
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MRNet 5 TBON TCP sockets 5 Front-/Backend Code and Filters Source
SCI 5 TBON 5 Front-/Backend Code and Filters Source
CBTF 5 TBON 5 Component Network Source
PnMPI 3 Inline MPI 5 Modules and Services Source
STCI 5 TBON Flexible 5 Front-/Backend Code and Filters Design
OCM 3 Mediator 5 Event-Action Mapping Design
Lilith 5 TBON 5 Distribute, Execute, Gather Design
Table 3.2: A comparison of parallel tool infrastructures highlights a lack of an infrastructure that
matches all requirements for the MPI runtime verification use case.
3.5.1 Infrastructure Comparison
Table 3.2 summarizes the infrastructures from the previous section, which are MRNet, SCI, CBTF
PnMPI, STCI, OCM, and Lillith. It uses the services (Section 3.2) that a runtime MPI verification
tool requires as metrics and adds the public availability of the infrastructure as an additional metric. The
source code for the infrastructures MRNet, SCI, PnMPI, and CBTF is available and allows tool develop-
ers to efficiently utilize and extend these infrastructures. Whereas, for the remaining three infrastructures
only design documents and published results are available. For OCM and Lilith, sources or binaries may
still be available on request, whereas for STCI no release was available in April 2014.
The table shows that no single approach satisfies all requirements for runtime MPI verification, where
especially no infrastructure provides solutions to handle an application crash. Note that MRNet provides
an extension that can handle failures on tool places, but not on leaf places. Also, the design of STCI
considers failure handling, but specifies that data loss may occur in case of an application crash [25].
For the instrumentation system requirement, both PnMPI and OCM integrate such a system. Both
approaches run tool analyses locally on application processes. PnMPI uses its modules to define analyses
that apply to MPI events and OCM uses its event-action mappings to define tool analyses as actions. In
both cases, the approaches execute tool analyses on the application processes. This setting does not
support offloading-based tools that use places with their own control flows to offload some tool analyses.
OCM allows that actions provide a reply to a tool, but with its mediator topology this yields a centralized
topology that limits scalability. The remaining infrastructure approaches do not offer instrumentation,
but offer a TBON as topology. This topology enables a distributed implementation of an offloading tool
for MPI. Limited information on the communication medium, and whether it is exchangeable, is known
for some of the infrastructures; where MRNet and PnMPI use a fixed means of communication, while
STCI’s design targets exchangeability.
Finally, the abstraction both impacts how tool analyses interact with instrumentation and also influ-
ences composability and component reuse. Especially PnMPI’s module concept with its MPI focused in-
strumentation allows for such characteristics. Also OCM’s event-action mapping allows tool developers
to specify what tool analyses apply to which events in a flexible manner that enables tool interoperability.
The remaining abstractions do not interlink with an instrumentation component and focus on a distribu-
tion of tool analyses on a TBON. MRNet, SCI, and STCI use a communication stream abstraction that
applies transformation filters. CBTF, on the other hand, uses a dataflow abstraction that connects outputs
of components as inputs of connected components.
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3.5.2 A Tool Design with Existing TBON Infrastructures
In summary, none of the infrastructures from Table 3.2 directly provides all the services that an MPI
runtime verification tool requires. The table highlights concepts that integrate an instrumentation service,
as well as concepts that provide a topology for distributed and scalable event processing. However, no
approach provides a combination of the two services. Additionally, no approach provides a mechanism
to handle an application crash.
Also note that a direct combination of say PnMPI and MRNet does not combine their advantages. That
is due to the fact that PnMPI provides an abstraction that considers instrumentation, but an extension
would need to specify how its instrumentation interacts with tool places on MRNet’s TBON topology.
The following describes a coarse-grain design for a scalable MPI runtime verification tool that is based
on these existing infrastructures. Since scalability is a primary goal of this thesis, a selection from these
existing infrastructures should favor a topology that supports scalability over an instrumentation system.
As a result, MRNet, SCI, CBTF, STCI, and Lilith would qualify. However, Lilith has its primary uses
cases in system monitoring rather than in runtime tools, and thus, is less applicable for the target tool. Of
the remaining infrastructures MRNet would be the most natural choice, since it demonstrated applicabil-
ity to multiple use cases—e.g., TAUoverMRNet [117], STAT [7], and LaunchMON [1]—and operates at
scales of 200,000 processes [104] and beyond. None of the other infrastructures demonstrated either of
these properties, but they closely match the capabilities of MRNet. CBTF provides an extension to MR-
Net if a detailed tool design for the target tool would identify an advantage for the dataflow abstraction.
Thus, an MRNet-based tool design—or one with a similar infrastructure—could provide the services
that an MPI runtime verification tool requires as follows:
• MRNet provides a TBON topology,
• The wrapper generator in mpiP [158] could create an instrumentation system that forms the back-
end code for MRNet,
• Handwritten code forms the front-end code that writes the global correctness report and checks for
global MPI usage errors,
• MRNet filter modules would apply event aggregation where possible to ensure that the front-end
does not become a bottleneck, and
• An extension of Umpire’s application crash-handling scheme to TBONs and MRNet’s components
provides a crash handling scheme.
3.5.3 Discussion
The above sketch of a design could yield a detailed design that enables the development of a scalable
runtime MPI verification tool. However, from a tool developer perspective it comes with several draw-
backs:
I: The design employs an infrastructure along with additional components for instrumentation, thus,
a tool developer must both learn the handling of the infrastructure and of the instrumentation com-
ponents; An integration of an infrastructure with an instrumentation system (e.g., such as in OCM)
would be desirable;
II: Tool analyses are spread over the front-end, the back-end, and the filter code; Each of these codes
uses a separate interface; Thus, restricting the composability and reuse of the analyses, as in the
initial study of Marmot and Umpire (Section 3.2);
III: MRNet only considers event order within communication streams, but an MPI correctness tool
requires information on the order of events to which different aggregations could apply;
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IV: Pure TBON topologies have inefficiencies for scalable analysis of MPI point-to-point operations as
subsequent sections illustrate.
The first drawback (I) is more of a development inconvenience that requires the use of further tool
components, besides the parallel tools infrastructure. However, drawback II raises a serious develop-
ment concern. A situation where tool analyses are split over front-end, back-end, and filter code (each
with their specific interfaces) directly limits the reuse and composability of these analyses. If a developer
decides to implement a certain analysis directly on the back-end code (on the application processes),
then another developer that wants to reuse this analysis can’t easily migrate this analysis to say the first
tool hierarchy layer, e.g., in order to reduce application perturbation. This situation closely resembles
the situation around the correctness checks of Marmot and Umpire. Clearly, a well-designed implemen-
tation of the tool analyses could provide bridging interfaces to overcome such limitations, but it requires
developer awareness of the issue and good development practices. A key question from a tool developer
perspective is:
Can an infrastructure provide a single concept to put tool analyses flexibly onto the
application processes, the root of the TBON, or intermediate hierarchy layers?
Drawback III applies to MRNet’s communication stream concept. Each stream applies a specific event
aggregation, e.g., specific transformation filters, and uses synchronization filters to define an event order
within the stream. If a tool analysis applies to events that use different event aggregations, i.e., that
use different streams, then MRNet provides no order between these events. For some analyses of the
MPI correctness use case, event order is an important criterion. In such cases, tool developers must
provide their own solutions, one of which is timestamping events. As subsequent sections illustrate,
these timestamps introduce scalability problems in the presence of event aggregations. Thus, a further
question from a developer perspective is:
Can an infrastructure automatically preserve event order in the presence of event
aggregations?
The last drawback (IV) impacts correctness analyses for MPI point-to-point operations. Subsequent
sections illustrate that their analysis in a TBON topology can limit the efficiency of event aggregations
that apply to these events. For such cases, the distributed topology in Figure 3.1(b) provides advantages,
since it enables a direct communication between all pairs of tool places. An extension of a TBON infras-
tructure that incorporates a communication system with a higher connectivity would provide scalability
improvements for these correctness analyses.
The questions that drawbacks II and III raise, directly apply to MRNet’s—and also STCI’s, SCI’s,
and CBTF’s—abstraction. A pure incremental approach won’t overcome these drawbacks, since both
directly result from the concepts of front-end/back-end/filter code and the communication streams. This
situation motivates an exploration into novel concepts for parallel tool infrastructures that overcomes
the above drawbacks, rather than a tool design that uses existing infrastructures. Such an investigation
can address application crash-handling and flexibility for the means of communication at the same time,
since MRNet also imposes limitations for both of these properties.
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4 New Methods for Parallel Tools Infrastructures
For a maximum flexibility, the monitoring interface should provide orthogonal sets
of event and action services and should allow tools to freely associate actions with
events occurrences. [169]
Based on the conclusions of the previous chapter, this chapter summarizes the design and concepts for a
new parallel tools infrastructure, whose prototype implementation is named the Generic Tools Infrastruc-
ture (GTI). Its focus is to meet all requirements for MPI runtime verification and to address the drawbacks
that arise around a development approach with current TBON abstractions. At the same time, the parallel
infrastructure should apply to use cases beyond MPI runtime verification. Section 4.1 summarizes the
abstraction for GTI and relates it to existing infrastructures. Afterwards, Section 4.2 details the key con-
cepts of this abstraction. Based on these basic concepts, Section 4.3 presents advanced concepts in GTI,
which especially incorporate the event aggregations that provide scalability for TBON-based tools. Sec-
tion 4.4 then details key algorithms that enable the instantiation workflow on which GTI builds. Methods
to preserve process local event order in the presence of event aggregations provide a further requirement
for MPI runtime verification uses cases (Section 4.5). A comparison relates this document to previous
publications on GTI and its abstraction (Section 4.6). Finally, Section 4.7 compares the requirements for
MPI runtime verification with the capabilities of the GTI prototype, which implements the methods that
this chapter introduces.
4.1 Abstraction
The subsequent abstraction targets a tool development where the tool developer can focus on the devel-
opment of the tool analyses. Figure 4.1(a) repeats the previous summarization of the components that
an offloading-based runtime tool requires (from Figure 2.11). Of these components, the subsequent ab-
straction proposes a tool infrastructure that provides instrumentation, a communication system, a tool
topology, and tool place drivers, i.e., the components with gray background in Figure 4.1(b). The tool
developer then only provides the local and non-local analyses.
The parallel tool infrastructure abstraction that this thesis proposes uses the tool analyses as central
elements. An analysis can flexibly execute on the application processes or a tool place. Depending on
where an analysis executes, the infrastructure takes care to provide all input that the analysis requires, ir-
respective whether it is interested in information that occurs remotely. The following illustrative example
highlights some of the options that an analysis-centric tool development enables:
1. The developer of an MPI correctness tool designs and implements a correctness check as an anal-
ysis.
2. The developer’s initial tool layouts put this analysis directly onto the application processes.
3. A latter performance investigation reveals that the analysis slows down the application, due to
heavyweight execution time.
4. Performance optimized tool layouts could then use additional tool places and execute the same
analysis there instead, as to remove the analysis from the application’s critical path.
5. No modifications would be necessary to adapt the analysis for the new layouts and the infras-
tructure would automatically manage tool internal communication to forward information from
application processes to the tool places that now run the analysis.
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(a) An offloading-based tool requires the illustrated tool
components (from Figure 2.11).
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(b) The thesis proposes: Tool developers only provide the
tool analyses (boxes with labels “local analyses” and “non-
local analyses”). The tool infrastructure then provides all
remaining components (boxes with gray background).
Figure 4.1: An illustration with tool components highlights the overall tool infrastructure proposal
of this thesis.
This illustration uses tool places, for which subsequent sections consider a wide range of layouts that
include TBONs, but retain the idea of hierarchy layers. The above illustration clearly highlights an
important characteristic:
If the infrastructure shall forward input to analysis automatically, then it needs
knowledge on what information each analysis requires.
Specifications serve this purpose and describe which events—occurrences of functions or communication
calls as examples—should trigger which analyses. As an example, a specific correctness check might
be triggered when MPI_Send is issued by the application. Thus, specifications describe a relation
between events of interest and the analysis that they should trigger. While it allows a tool infrastructure
to forward all relevant information to analyses, it also allows the infrastructure to create and control
the instrumentation system itself. Further, the above notion of the infrastructure triggers the analyses
immediately highlights the presence of a framework control flow. Thus, the overall control flow is with
the infrastructure and it only triggers analyses when information on their input events arrives.
The final tool infrastructure element that is missing is parallelism. The infrastructure operates for
a parallel application and should enable distributed analyses for scalability. An event-flow definition
serves this purpose and determines which analysis on the same or other places will be triggered when
an event occurs on a certain place. Thus, an event on one place can trigger analyses on remote places.
This concept enables the specification of distributed analyses that operate outside the control flow of the
application.
The remainder of this section details an abstraction with the five ideas above:
• Analysis-centric development,
• A tool layout with application processes and additional tool places,
• Specifications that describe events as well as the relation between events and analyses,
• A framework like control flow triggers analyses, and
• An event-flow definition that describes which analyses will be triggered (on the current or on a
remote place) when an event occurs.
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A terminology introduction highlights key terms of the abstraction first. An illustration of a minimal
tool instance then elaborates how these concepts work together. Subsequent sections then formally in-
troduce these concepts, as well as algorithms that operate on these definitions. Particularly this includes
a specification of the event-flow that defines the workings of the proposed abstraction.
4.1.1 Terms
Key terms in the proposed abstraction are:
Analysis: A [tool] analysis represents a part of the tool functionality,
Module: A module implements a set of analyses,
Hook: A source of events that the infrastructure can instrument,
Analysis-Hook-Mapping: This mapping specifies the input relationship between hooks and analyses,
Operation: Operations transform arguments of hooks and provide derived/preprocessed inputs to anal-
yses,
Layer: Layers are sets of places and define a hierarchy that creates the overall tool layout,
Place: A place is either an application process/thread (application place) or a tool owned process/thread
(tool place),
Layer-Module-Mapping: This mapping specifies which modules run on the places of what layers,
Event: An event results if a place triggers an instrumented hook, and
Event-Flow: Each hook has a communication direction that impacts which analyses of what places
will be informed about the event.
Analyses implement the tool functionality and modules contain sets of these analyses. Modules serve
as a packaging concept to group analyses of one type together and to provide them access to common
data in the GTI implementation. As an example, in MPI runtime verification, each check that applies
to MPI datatype validity could be one analysis, and be packaged into a module for datatype related
checks. This module could hold a list of user-defined MPI datatypes, to which all analyses of the module
have access. Further, modules can have functional dependencies to other modules. As an example, the
module for MPI datatype related checks could alternatively have a dependency to a module that tracks
all user-defined datatypes. This allows modules to use services provided by other modules.
Hooks describe what the instrumentation system can observe. The GTI implementation considers
functions of the programming language C as the primary instrumentation type. Future extensions could
consider other mechanisms. The analysis-hook mappings then connect hooks and analyses to describe
which arguments of a hook form the input for an analysis. This implies that the mapped analysis should
be informed whenever the hook is issued (subsequent conditions detail this concept). The operations
then provide argument transformations to preprocess inputs of analyses, e.g., to calculate a sum from an
array.
The layers specify the topology of the tool. Each layer consists of a set of places and represents one
hierarchy level of a tool topology. The layer-module mapping then maps modules onto layers of the
hierarchy. This both defines which places execute what modules—along with their analyses—and it
impacts how information of triggered hooks is forwarded within the tool. If a hook gets triggered, GTI’s
instrumentation system creates an event and communicates it to all places that require information on this
event. The event-flow determines which places require such information. The primary communication
direction is from the application processes to the highest hierarchy layer, e.g., a root of a TBON layout.
Simplified, event-flow for the primary communication direction specifies that if a hook h creates an
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Figure 4.2: The proposed abstraction employs a tool layout with layers of places and a flexible map-
ping of tool analyses onto these layers. An infrastructure can provide tool components
such as instrumentation (“I”) and event forwarding (“F”), while the tool developer
provided the actual analyses (m0 and m1). A tool specification, such as sketched in
Figure 4.3, allows an implementation of the proposed abstraction to instantiate the tool
in this figure.
event on a place, then all connected places on higher hierarchy layers that execute a module m with an
analysis-hook mapping to h will receive information on this event.
An infrastructure that implements an abstraction with these terms requires the tool developer provided
implementation of the analyses and modules, as well as a description that connects them with hooks and
a tool layout. The GTI prototype employs a specification language to let tool developers provide this
description. The term specification refers to a description in this specification language. As an example,
a tool specification would provide a specification for all hooks of interest, as well as for the mapping
between analyses and hooks. An instantiation system then combines the implementations of the analyses
with their specifications to generate instrumentation and tool internal communication services that match
the needs of the described tool.
4.1.2 Layout and Analyses
Figure 4.2 highlights the introduced terms with an example tool instantiation that uses three layers of
places. The first layer, l0, consists of the four application places T0,0–T0,3 that could represent four MPI
processes with ranks 0–3, the second layer l1 consists of places T1,0 and T1,1, and the third layer l3 of
the single place T2,0. The figure uses similar representations as the previous tool architecture diagrams,
e.g., Figure 2.10 on page 16. The boxes with label “I” in Figure 4.2 again highlight instrumentation
components, i.e., components that observe sets of hooks. The additional boxes with label “F” highlight
components that implement event forwarding in the tool (subsequent sections detail the role of these
components). As opposed to a development with custom components, both the instrumentation and
forwarding component result from an instantiation system that processes the tool specification. Finally,
the blue boxes m0 and m1 represent modules that are mapped onto layers. The layer-module mappings
always apply a mapped module to all places of this layer, rather than just specific places. The following
uses the term module instance to refer to a specific instance of a module, e.g., in Figure 4.2, m0 on T0,2
is a module instance. In summary, a tool instance that results from a tool specification closely resembles
an offloading-based tool with a topology of tool places, but all components except for the actual analyses
(packaged in modules) are provided by the infrastructure.
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The tool instance in Figure 4.2 allows a more detailed definition of the event-flow: Tool instances
forward events along the primary communication direction, unless a hook specifies that is uses another
communication direction. The arrowheads in Figure 4.2 illustrate the primary communication direction,
which is from application places towards higher-level layers. To illustrate the event-flow definitions
informally, let a acyclic directed graph G represent the topology of tool places with its primary commu-
nication direction. An event e results if a hook h of the instrumentation system on a place T is triggered.
The event contains information—arguments or operation results—from h. First, place T triggers all
analyses of modules that are mapped onto T and that have an analysis-hook mapping to h. Afterwards,
place T forwards e to a child T ′ in the topology graph G, if T ′ or a successor of T ′ executes a module m
that contains an analysis that has an analysis-hook mapping for h.
The following examples illustrate this definition with the tool instance in Figure 4.2: If m1 has an
analysis-hook mapping to a hook h, then the application places T0,0–T0,3, as well as the tool places T1,0,
T1,1, and T2,0 would forward events that result from h to the module instance of m1 on T2,0. At the
same time, the module instance of m0 on application place T0,0 is only triggered for events that occur
on this place itself. Particularly, place T1,0 would not forward events for h to T0,0, since the latter place
is neither a child nor a successor of the former place. In summary, modules on a hierarchy layer receive
events from all lower-level layers (for hooks to which an analysis of the module is mapped).
Subsequent sections introduce event aggregations and filters that reduce the number of events that
progress towards higher-level hierarchy layers. Modules that are marked as aggregations serve for this
purpose. The user does not map these modules manually, but rather the tool infrastructure automatically
determines whether an aggregation module is applicable for a specific layout.
4.1.3 Tool Specification
An instantiation system reads specifications for modules, analyses, hooks, operations, analysis-hook
mappings, layers, and layer-module mappings to instantiate a tool with the proposed abstraction. To
illustrate the inputs of this process, consider the tool instance from Figure 4.2. For this instance, Fig-
ure 4.3 sketches the input specifications for the instantiation system. It illustrates the specifications for
two example modules (Figure 4.3(c)), two hooks (Figure 4.3(a)), one operation (Figure 4.3(b)), analysis-
hook mappings (Figure 4.3(d)), three layers with their connections (Figure 4.3(e)), and layer-module
mappings (Figure 4.3(f)).
The two modules m0 and m1 in Figure 4.3(c) contain the analyses a0,0, as well as a1,0 and a1,1
respectively. The illustrated function arity specifies the number of arguments for analyses, operations,
and hooks. As an example, the analysis a1,0 of m1 expects two arguments as input. In addition, the
module m1 has a functional dependency to module m0, i.e., it relies on services of m0. As an example
for such a dependency, recall the example of a module for MPI datatype related checks (as m1) and a
module that tracks user-defined datatypes (as m0).
Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) define two hooks (h0 and h1) and one operation (o0). Based on these analy-
ses, hooks, and the operation, Figure 4.3(d) sketches analysis-hook mappings with arcs that represent an
is-input-for relationship. A later section details a definition for such argument mappings. The example
maps the analysis a0,0 to hook h0 and specifies that the first argument of h0 provides the single argument
that a0,0 expects. The mapping of a1,0 uses the operation o0 to compute the second input argument of
a1,0. For that, a mapping of the operation o0 onto h1 specifies the inputs for the operation in turn. The
formalizations in subsequent sections consider operations that use hook arguments as their inputs and
that return a single argument (either a scalar or an array). The analysis-hook mappings both enable a
selection of hook arguments for analysis inputs and to transform or preprocess these arguments with
operations. Assume that a0,0 represents a correctness analysis for integer values, which checks that its
input value i0 satisfies i0 ≥ 0, such as to detect defects like the negative count that can occur in the
incorrect MPI usage scenario of Figure 2.5 (page 9). If the hook h0 represents a simplified version of the
MPI call MPI_Send that only receives a count value as its input, then the mapping of a0,0 to h0 would
provide the count argument of MPI_Send to the correctness analysis a0,0.
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(c) Specifications for tool-developer-provided
modules m0 and m1, along with their analyses
a0,0, a1,0, and a1,1, describe the available analyses
to the tool infrastructure.
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(d) An example specification of an analysis-hook mapping details
which analyses apply to which hooks, along with details for the hook
and analysis argument mappings.
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(f) A specification for the layer-module mapping
details which modules (along with their analyses)
execute on which layers.
Figure 4.3: The use of tool specifications, as illustrated in this figure, enables the proposed analysis-
centric tool development approach. The illustrated specification yields a tool layout and
analysis placement as in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.3(e) sketches the specification of the three tool layers l0, l1, and l2. The first layer, l0, repre-
sents the application places, while l1 and l2 represent layers of tool places. The function size(l) returns
the amount of places for a layer l, e.g., the example uses four application processes (size(l0) = 4). In
addition, the arcs between the layers in Figure 4.3(e) specify the primary communication direction. As
an example, the connection (l0, l1) represents that l0 forwards events towards l1. Based on the specifica-
tions of the layers, Figure 4.3 illustrates the layer-module mapping, which maps modulem0 onto layer l0
and module m1 onto l2. The instantiation system must evaluate module dependencies when it generates
a tool instance. The module dependency of m1 to m0 requires that the instantiation system also maps
m0 onto places that use m1, as the illustration in Figure 4.2 highlights.
The following sections detail these specifications and define the process that creates a tool instance
from them.
4.1.4 Relation and Comparison to State-of-the-Art
The proposed abstraction closely relates to concepts from PnMPI [135], MRNet [129], and OCM [170].
Similarly to the proposed abstraction, both MRNet and PnMPI use modules. They serve for com-
posability and to increase the reusability of tool components. While modules in MRNet have neither
functional dependencies nor a service concept to cooperate with each other, modules in PnMPI can pro-
vide services to each other. Modules in the proposed abstraction can specify dependencies between each
other instead. This enables them to share services with each other and it ensures that if a module requires
services from another module, then the tool infrastructure is able to ensure that dependent modules are
present where they are required. As a result, module dependencies strengthen the service approach of
PnMPI [136], since they provide a clear specification of required dependencies that ensures correct op-
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eration of tools that rely on module cooperation.
The proposed abstraction relates closely to MRNet in two aspects: First, it triggers analysis with a
framework approach, which resembles how MRNet triggers filter modules; Second, it uses a topology
of tool places to enable distributed and scalable event analysis. The topologies, with layers of places,
provide TBON layouts as well as other types of layouts, as subsequent sections illustrate. In MRNet,
filter modules get triggered when events occur on their associated communication streams. However,
MRNet describes the events on the communication streams and their relation to the filter modules in
its front-end and back-end code. The proposed abstraction uses specifications as this means instead.
As a result, the proposed abstraction can apply modules on all hierarchy layers of the tool, including
application processes, as well as the root of the hierarchy. In comparison to MRNet this ensures that
all analyses can be mapped freely onto all places, rather than just specific places. Thus, it completely
avoids the need for tool developer provided back-end and front-end code. Additionally, the proposed
abstraction avoids the use of communication streams, which limit event order in MRNet. The event-flow
definition replaces the concept of communication streams. Subsequent sections highlight how an event
order preserving aggregation scheme enables an event order between all events, rather than just between
similar events on the same stream.
A further difference to MRNet is that the proposed abstraction uses a tool layout specification in the
form of layers, layer connections, and layer-module mappings. This allows an instantiation system to
generate tools that are specifically adapted to a certain use case. The flexibility includes the specification
of the tool topology and of the modules that execute on the topology. As an example, if for the MPI
runtime correctness use case, a tool user is only interested in investigating deadlocks then he can con-
figure the tool to only use modules that contain analyses for deadlock detection, rather than any other
correctness checks. MRNet on the other hand provides flexible TBON topologies (number of layers and
number of places for each layer), but the selection of filter modules is coded into the front-end and back-
end code. As a result, this code would need to provide the necessary flexibility to only select certain tool
analyses, as well as the dependency tracking that ensures that such a module subset retains all required
functionality.
Finally, OCM’s event-action mappings closely relate to the analysis-hook mappings in the proposed
abstraction. However, in OCM, actions execute on application threads or processes and only provide a
reply to the tool. OCM does not consider distributed tools that use additional tool places to distribute
their analysis on more than just the application processes. The proposed abstraction carefully extends
event-action mappings onto distributed tool layouts and uses the event-flow to define how events need to
be forwarded in this topology.
4.2 Formalization and GTI
After a short introduction of notations, this section formally defines the terms from the last section to
detail the concepts of the proposed abstraction. Subsequent sections then introduce advanced concepts
such as event aggregations and use the formalization here to provide key algorithms of the instantiation
system. Besides a formalization of the terms of the abstractions, this section summarizes the GTI proto-
type implementation and highlights how it realizes individual concepts. Especially, this impacts choices
for implementing modules and for providing the tool internal communication system.
The following first formalizes the module term and then details how GTI implements them. After-
wards, this section introduces the concept of layer trees that allows tool developers to specify the layout
of a tool. Connected nodes in a tool topology must communicate, where GTI uses two types of commu-
nication modules to provide a flexible communication system. A formalization of the hook and operation
terms then enables a definition of the analysis-hook mappings. These definitions allow a clear specifi-
cation of the event-flow that defines the activities of a tool with the proposed abstraction. Finally, this
section summarizes how GTI allows tool developers to provide the specifications for analyses, modules,
hooks, operations, and their mappings.
The symbol list for this thesis on page 161 summarizes all formalizations of this and the subsequent
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sections and serves as a notation reference.
4.2.1 Notations
The following uses N as the set of natural numbers and assumes 0 ∈ N. Further, P(A) is the powerset
of a set A, which is the set of all subsets of A. Finally, the following sections use {⊥,>} to define a
Boolean domain ({false, true}) and use ∧ as the logical AND operator, as well as ∨ as the logical OR
operator.
This document follows common definitions of graphs and directed graphs. Particularly, a directed
graph G = (N,E) consists of a set of nodes N and a set of edges E ⊆ N × N . An arc (n, n′) ∈ E
is directed from node n to node n′. The fan-in of a node n ∈ N is |{n′ : (n′, n) ∈ E}| and in analogy
the fan-out of n is |{n′ : (n, n′) ∈ E}|. The functions fanin(n,G) and fanout(n,G) return these values
for a node n of a directed graph G. Additionally, a sink n ∈ N is a node with @n′ ∈ N : (n, n′) ∈ E.
The function successors(n,G) returns the set of successor nodes of node n ∈ N in the directed graph
G = (N,E) (successors(n,G) is the smallest set that includes {n′|(n, n′) ∈ E} and that satisfies: if n′
is in the set then all n′′ with (n′, n′′) ∈ E are also in the set). Similarly the function predecessors(n,G)
returns the set of predecessor nodes of node n.
Also the use of trees follows common definitions. Particularly, rooted, directed trees T = (N,E, r)
are used in subsequent sections, which are defined as: (N,E) being a directed graph that is connected,
cycle free, and r ∈ N being the root of the tree (e.g., see [59]). Further, all arcs are either directed
towards or away from the root, depending on the use case of the tree. In the latter case, the following
sections call such a tree an arborescence (e.g., see [45]).
4.2.2 Modules
The following details how GTI generalizes the introduced module term to implement wide ranges of its
functionality with a hierarchy of cooperating modules. Afterwards, a formal definition underlines the
module and analysis terms of the proposed abstraction, along with the concept of module dependencies.
4.2.2.1 GTI Modules
The proposed abstraction uses modules to package multiple analyses, which operate on the same data,
together. GTI uses dynamically loadable libraries to implement these modules. This follows the imple-
mentations of PnMPI as well as MRNet that also both use dynamically loadable libraries to implement
their modules. Further, GTI also represents its own implementation—drivers for places, communication
implementation, generated instrumentation, and event forwarding—as modules. Thus, a GTI tool in-
stance is a collection of modules that cooperate to implement a tool. The actual modules that implement
analyses are consequentially a subset of this collection.
GTI uses functionality of PnMPI to load and initialize its modules. Particularly, GTI uses a regular
installation of PnMPI as a base service to reuse module management capabilities, as well as MPI instru-
mentation capabilities. A GTI module can have multiple instances, e.g., one module that implements
tool internal communication capabilities could have two instances on a tool place, one that serves for
communicating towards higher hierarchy layers and one that serves for communicating towards lower
hierarchy layers. As opposed to PnMPI, where each module only has a single instance, GTI uses object
instances of C++ classes to represent module instances and extends the PnMPI module concept with a
notion of instances. A DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) then organizes all module instances at runtime.
A parent module retrieves pointers to interfaces of all of its child modules during instantiation. Thus,
each module instance gains access to the interfaces of its child modules, which serves as the concept for
module cooperation. Most importantly, this concept implements the dependencies that analysis modules
can have in the proposed abstraction. A module instance with a dependency gains a child pointer to
the interface of the dependent module instance. Thus, depending modules can use services provided by
dependent modules.
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Figure 4.4: The GTI prototype uses “Analysis Modules” to represent tool developer provided mod-
ules of the proposed abstraction, while it also uses further types of modules for its own
implementation.
Figure 4.4 summarizes the module types in GTI with class diagram semantics. The analysis modules
represent the modules of the proposed tool infrastructure abstraction. Tool developers provide them. A
specialized version of an analysis module is an aggregation module that serves for event aggregation.
Communication protocol as well as communication strategy modules are part of GTI’s communication
system, place modules implement the main loop for tool places, and wrapper as well as arrival modules
result from GTI’s instantiation workflow. Subsequent sections detail each of these module types.
4.2.2.2 Module Term of the Abstraction
To formalize the specifications that describe modules, letA be the set of tool analyses, where the function
arity : A→ N specifies the number of arguments that each analysis expects. Let M = MT ∪MA be the
set of modules where MT (tool analyses) is the set of analysis modules and MA the set of specialized
aggregation modules (subsequent sections). Further, MT and MA must be disjoint. These two types
of modules must be discerned for the proposed abstraction, since tool developers can only map analysis
modules onto the tool topology, whereas the infrastructure automatically maps aggregation modules were
applicable.
Each module implements a set of analyses, where the function aM : M → P(A) associates a set of
analyses with each module. Let a restriction apply to this mapping: each analysis may only be used by
one module, i.e., ∀m,m′ ∈ M with m 6= m′ holds aM (m) ∩ aM (m′) = ∅. This restriction only serves
to avoid the use of redundant tool functionality, which could result from mapping multiple modules with
similar analyses. Rather, module dependencies support scenarios where multiple modules require similar
functionality. In that case one module m implements the analysis, while other modules m′ depend upon
m.
The function dM : M → P(MT ) defines module dependencies. Modules may only depend on anal-
ysis modules, since aggregation modules will be automatically mapped in the abstraction. GTI’s imple-
mentation organizes module instances in a DAG. Thus, this implementation supports soft-dependencies
since dM may impose circular dependencies that would not map to such a hierarchy. The implementa-
tion ignores soft dependencies for creating the hierarchy, but still provides access to module interfaces
for them.
To illustrate these definitions, consider the scenario in the introductory example of Figure 4.3(c).
The following provides formal definitions for this scenario: A = {a0,0, a1,0, a1,1}, MT = {m0,m1},
MA = ∅, aM (m0) = {a0,0}, aM (m1) = {a1,0, a1,1}, dM (m0) = ∅, and dM (m1) = {m0}.
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Figure 4.5: An illustration of three layer trees (a)-(c) and their resulting tool topology graphs (d)-
(f) highlights the types of topologies that the proposed tool infrastructure abstraction
considers.
4.2.3 Topology
The proposed abstraction uses layers—containing places—to define tool layouts. The concept of lay-
ers then serves to simplify the association between places and their analyses, as well as to specify
the means of communication between places. The following definitions formalize this concept. Let
L = {l0, l1, . . . , ln} be the set of tool layers, where l0 represents the layer of application places. The
remaining layers represent tool places. A so-called layer tree represents the layer connections as a di-
rected, rooted tree L = (L,EL, l0) with root l01. Or more concisely, a layer tree is an arborescence with
root l0. Particularly, this implies that there exists exactly one path from l0 to each layer l ∈ L \ {l0}.
The layer tree ensures that each layer can receive events from the application places in l0 and it ensures
that only one such path exists, which simplifies subsequent considerations of event order. The func-
tion size : L → N \ {0} specifies the number of places for each layer. The layer tree must satisfy
size(l) ≥ size(l′) if (l, l′) ∈ EL. Thus, layer size stays equal or decreases for higher hierarchy layers,
which reflects the notion that higher-level hierarchy layers reduce or condense data along the primary
communication direction (from the application places in l0 towards higher hierarchy layers).
Figures 4.5(a)–4.5(c) illustrate three layer trees and their layer sizes (result of the size function). The
layer tree in Figure 4.5(a) represents the layout of the introductory example from Figure 4.3, i.e., L =
{l0, l1, l2}, L = (L,EL, l0) with EL = {(l0, l1), (l1, l2)}, and size(l0) = 4, size(l1) = 2, as well as
size(l2) = 1.
Based on layer trees, the proposed abstraction creates a tool topology graph as a directed graph T =
(N,ET ). For each layer li ∈ L, the node set N of the tool topology graph includes nodes Ti,j with
j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , size(li)− 1} for the places. Based on these nodes for the places of the individual layers, a
connection rule specifies which places are connected. For the connection rule, two places are connected
if the layers to which they belong are connected in the layer tree, e.g., Ti1,∗ and Ti2,∗ could be connected
1Note that l0 is a root layer of the layer tree, but not the root of a topology of places, e.g., not a TBON root.
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if (li1 , li2) ∈ EL. Further, the connection rule uses the second index of the nodes for the places to specify
which places can be connected. Different rules can follow different goals in balancing the connections
between the places of connected layers. The default topology graph construction that the GTI prototype
employs is:
• N = {Ti,j : li ∈ L ∧ 0 ≤ j < size(li)} is the set of places (4.1)
• ET ⊆ N ×N where (Ti1,j1 , Ti2,j2) ∈ ET exactly if (li1 , li2) ∈ EL and j2 =
⌊
j1 · size(li2)
size(li1)
⌋
(4.2)
The connection rule in definition (4.2) divides the size of two connected layers to calculate how many
lower hierarchy layer places need to be connected to a higher hierarchy layer place. Each higher hierarchy
layer place then is connected to that many lower hierarchy layer places. If a remainder results from the
division, the initial places of the higher hierarchy layer are connected to an additional place of the lower
hierarchy layer. Figures 4.5(d)–4.5(f) present the topology graphs that result with this definition for the
layer trees of Figures 4.5(a)–4.5(c).
The transformation from layer trees to tool topology graphs creates tool layouts with properties that
support scalable and easy to manage tools (without proof):
Lemma 1 (Structure) Reverting the arc direction of T to a graph T ′ = (N,E′T ) with (Ti1,j1 , Ti2,j2) ∈
E′T exactly if (Ti2,j2 , Ti1,j1) ∈ ET , yields a multitree, i.e., in T ′ for each node T ∈ N holds that the set
of reachable nodes of T forms an arborescence.
Lemma 2 (Layer graphs and TBONs) The topology graph T represents a TBON layout when T ′ as
defined in Lemma 1 is an arborescence, which is exactly if the layer tree L has exactly one sink l ∈ L
with size(l) = 1.
Lemma 3 (Outgoing communication) For each node Ti,j ∈ N holds fanout(Ti,j , T ) = fanout(li,L),
i.e., the number of outgoing arcs in the layer tree determines the number of outgoing primary communi-
cation direction channels of a node in the topology graph.
Lemma 1 is crucial to make the layer tree to topology graph transformation practical for offloading-
based tools. It guarantees that along the primary communication direction—the paths of the layer tree—
exactly one path from an event source to a module instance exists, i.e., that the topology graph is a
multitree [48]. Section 4.5 uses this property to derive an algorithm that preserves event order in the
presence of aggregations.
Layer trees can construct TBON layouts (Lemma 2), which relates the proposed abstraction to infras-
tructures such as MRNet, SCI, and STCI. Intuitively, a layer tree creates a TBON layout if it is a list (has
one sink) and if its last layer (the sink) has a layer size of 1. However, with the fixed connection rules
(definition 4.2), there exist some TBON topologies that can’t be created from layer trees. If necessary,
additional connection rules can overcome this limitation. Also, some analyses can require global infor-
mation, and may thus require mappings onto layers l with size(l) = 1. As a result, tool developers may
need to restrict instantiations such that they meet such requirements. The GTI implementation includes
functionality that can enforce or assure such restrictions, as to immediately identify invalid module map-
pings. At the same time, the tool topologies that result from the above definition do not have to use a
root place. This supports topologies of some existing tools [84] that use an application layer and one/two
additional hierarchy layers for tasks such as I/O forwarding. Pure TBON topologies would not support
such use cases.
In addition, Lemma 3 aids for the instantiation system that handles the proposed abstraction, since it
determines that each place has exactly as many outgoing arcs as it has child layers in the layer tree. With
that, all places of each layer can execute similar event forwarding. This allows the instantiation system
to determine event forwarding—that is based upon the subsequent event-flow definitions—once for each
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layer and then to apply it to all places of this layer. Thus, the system does not need to generate specific
event handling for each place.
The layer distribution rule (definition 4.2) connects places between two connected layers l1 and l2
((l1, l2) ∈ EL) as equally as possible, but if size(l1) mod size(l2) 6= 0, then initial places of layer l2
handle an additional place of layer l1. Other distributions may provide a better balance or can adapt a
layout such that it considers workload characterizations. GTI supports a second block-based distribution
rule, where the function bsize : L → N \ 0 specifies the block size for each layer. For the block size
distribution, for all layers l1 and l2 with (l1, l2) ∈ EL must hold:
(
size(l2)− 1
)
· bsize(l2) < size(l1) ≤ size(l2) · bsize(l2).
Block-based distribution replaces definition (4.2) with:
• ET ⊆ N ×N where (Ti1,j1 , Ti2,j2) ∈ ET if (li1 , li2) ∈ EL and j2 =
⌊
j1
bsize(li2)
⌋
(4.3)
The GTI implementation allows mixes of both distribution types for distinct pairs of connected layers,
where the block distribution aids in application crash-handling (Section 4.3.5). The block-distribution
supports process to compute core mappings that enable shared memory communication between some
layers.
4.2.4 Communication System
The tool infrastructure abstraction defines which layers are connected and requires that events can be
communicated between places of these layers. As a result, the layer tree suffices to define tool internal
communication if an implementation of the abstraction provides some means of communication. At
the same time, infrastructure approaches such as MRNet, which use a fixed means of communication
have limited flexibility. Thus, the GTI implementation uses a flexible and exchangeable communication
system instead. The following first describes this communication system. Subsequent definitions then
formalize how the proposed abstraction considers this flexibility. The GTI implementation associates
two types of communication modules with each pair of connected layers in the layer tree:
Protocol: A [communication] protocol module selects a communication medium, and
Strategy: A [communication] strategy module determines communication timing.
Protocol modules provide a flexible means of communication, where the implementation of GTI sup-
ports MPI-based communication [78], shared memory communication [126], and TCP socket commu-
nication.
Strategy modules decide how and when communication takes place. Strategy implementations in
GTI include immediate, synchronous communication; immediate, asynchronous communication; and
buffered, asynchronous communication. These different strategies allow tools to execute some of their
analyses in the critical path (relevant for application crash handling), and to choose between latency or
bandwidth efficiency. A study [78] details their implementations and compares their performance for a
synthetic test case with MPI-based communication.
This pairing allows tool developers to flexibly adapt GTI-based tools. The protocol module selection
may depend on the target computing system, and the strategy module selection may depend on properties
of analysis modules or the need to handle a potential application failure. Figure 4.4 highlights these two
module types. In the hierarchy of module instances that each place uses, protocol modules are children of
strategy modules, such that the latter can utilize the former. Other modules that require communication
services, e.g., modules for instrumentation, use services of strategy modules, rather than of protocol
modules. With that, strategy modules have full control over communication timing, while their decisions
remain transparent for other modules.
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To formalize the use of these communication modules and their association to layer connections,
let MS be the set of strategy modules and MP be the set of protocol modules. Given a layer tree
L = (L,EL, l0), the function mcom : EL → MP ×MS associates a pair of a protocol and a strategy
module with each arc of the layer tree. Figure 4.9(a) (page 61) illustrates this association for a layer tree.
It uses two types of protocols: SM to refer to a shared memory protocol and MPI to refer to a MPI-based
protocol. The Figure omits the specification of a strategy module.
A further GTI specific formalization is the use of place modules, which manage tool places and form
the root of their module instance hierarchies. These modules enable adaptions towards the mechanisms
that create places in the GTI implementation. Their formalization uses a set of place modules MD and
a function mplace : L \ {l0} → MD that assigns a place module to each layer of tool places. The
application layer uses no place module since the overall control flow on application places is with the
application, rather than with the tool.
4.2.5 Hooks and Operations
An instrumentation system must observe the occurrence of relevant events. Hooks describe the sources
for these events and the subsequent event-flow definitions define which hooks need to be instrumented for
a specific tool layout. Additionally, the event-flow defines what information is required for events from
each hook, what analyses need to be triggered for these events, and which tool internal event forwarding
these events require. In the abstraction, hooks are functions of a specific arity, each of their arguments
can form the input for an analysis; either directly or after preprocessing by an operation. LetH represents
the set of hooks and let the previously defined arity function specify the number of arguments that each
hook provides. The introductory example from Figure 4.3(a) usesH = {h0, h1} with arity(h0) = 1 and
arity(h1) = 2.
Operations allow tool developers to transform or preprocess arguments of hooks. Let O be the set of
operations. Again let the arity function specify the number of arguments that each operation expects.
Each operation returns a single argument that may be used as an input to an analysis. The introductory
example from Figure 4.3(b) uses O = {o0} with arity(o0) = 2.
The implementation of GTI represents analyses and hooks as functions of the programming lan-
guage C. Operations in GTI are customizable templates (source snippets). As a result, GTI associates
a programming language datatype with each argument of a function, analysis, or operation; such as to
check whether mappings of analyses use compatible datatypes. In addition, hook arguments may be
arrays or pointers. Thus, the GTI implementation supports array arguments as specifically flagged hook
arguments. An additional argument, or the result of an operation, then provides the length of the array.
Operations in GTI may also return arrays, in which case the operation both returns the resulting array
and its length. For simplicity, this document handles all arguments as scalar values.
4.2.6 Mappings
Mappings interrelate the introduced terms of the abstraction. The analysis-hook mappings define which
hooks provide input for what analyses and the layer-module mappings define which layers execute what
modules.
4.2.6.1 Analysis-Hook Mapping
Analysis-hook mappings specify that an analysis is interested in events of a specific hook, i.e., they
specify the inputs that particular tool analyses need. At the same time, this mapping must represent
the structures that the introductory example in Figure 4.3(d) illustrates, to precisely define the mapping
of hook arguments to analysis arguments. Additionally, this mapping must include any operations that
provide input to an analysis along with its respective mapping. Sequences serve for this purpose; a
mapping of an analysis to a hook is defined with the following steps:
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• Seqsn1,n2 defines sets of valid mappings of an operation o with arity(o) = n1 to a hook h with
arity(h) = n2;
• ASeqsn1,n2 defines sets of valid mappings of an analysis a with arity(a) = n1 to a hook h with
arity(h) = n2;
• The set AH includes pairs of analyses and hooks to define which analyses are mapped to which
hooks; and
• mA,H assigns an analysis mapping from ASeqsn1,n2 to each pair in AH, where the mapping must
use n1 and n2 such that they are compatible with the analysis and hook pair.
The set of possible mappings of an operation o ∈ O with arity(o) = n1 to a hook h ∈ H with
arity(h) = n2 is the set of sequences:
Seqsn1,n2 =
{
(k1, k2, . . . , kn1) : ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n1} holds 0 ≤ ki < n2
}
.
As an example, consider the mapping of operation o0 as part of the mapping of analysis a1,0 to hook h1
in Figure 4.3(d). The mapping of o0 uses the sequence (0, 1) ∈ Seqs2,2, which represents that the first
argument of h1 forms the first input of o0 and that the second argument of h1 forms the second input of
o0.
Based on the sets of operation mappings, the set of possible analysis mappings for an analysis a ∈ A
with arity(a) = n1 to a hook h ∈ H with arity(h) = n2 is:
ASeqsn1,n2 =
{
(in1, in2, . . . , inn1) : ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n1} holds
0 ≤ ini < n2 or ini = (o ∈ O, seq ∈ Seqsarity(o),n2)
}
The set AH ⊆ A×H specifies the mappings of analyses to hooks as pairs of an analysis a and a hook
h, which represents that analysis a is mapped to hook h. The function mA,H : AH →
⋃
i,j∈N ASeqsi,j
specifies the argument mappings for each of these analysis-hook pairs. For a correct mapping, for all
(a, h) ∈ AH holds mA,H(a, h) ∈ ASeqsarity(a),arity(h).
The analysis-hook mapping in the introductory example in Figure 4.3(d) uses:
• AH =
{
(a0,0, ho), (a1,0, h1), (a1,1, h1)
}
,
• mA,C(a0,0, ho) = (0),
• mA,C(a1,0, h1) =
(
0,
(
o0, (0, 1)
))
, and
• mA,C(a1,1, h1) = (1).
The implementation of GTI provides two execution orders for each analysis-hook mapping. Since
GTI considers function calls of a programming language as hooks, these two orders allow GTI-based
tools to distinguish whether mapped analyses are executed for the arguments that are being passed into
the function (pre order) or for the arguments that result from the function call (post order). In the case of
MPI runtime verification, this allows a tool to differentiate between applying checks to input arguments
of an MPI operation or retrieving results, e.g., on newly created MPI resources, from an MPI operation.
The formalization here omits this mapping order for simplicity.
4.2.6.2 Module-Layer Mapping
A tool developer must be able to specify which layers of the tool hierarchy execute which parts of the
tool functionality. A module-layer mapping supports this purpose and associates modules to layers.
The function mL,M : L → P(MT ) then formalizes the mapping. Since the tool infrastructure will
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map aggregation modules automatically, with a consideration of applicability, the mapping specifically
restricts the freedom of the mapping to tool modules only, i.e., dom(mL,M ) = MT . The example in
Figure 4.3(f) (page 40) uses mL,M (l0) = {m0}, mL,M (l1) = ∅, and mL,M (l2) = {m1}.
4.2.7 Event-Flow
The previous definitions formally introduced the terms that allow a tool developer to specify a tool lay-
out, as well as the mappings that connect analyses with hooks and modules with layers. The following
definitions reuse the symbols that the previous formalizations introduced, while the symbol list for this
thesis on page 161 summarizes them. From the introduced terms, a tool instantiation system can generate
a tool topology graph T = (N,ET ) with the rules in definitions (4.1) and (4.2). Algorithms in subse-
quent sections then introduce how such an instantiation system can compute which modules a place must
execute. The module-layer mapping serves as the input for this processing and it must consider module
dependencies, as well as aggregation modules. Let the function mT ,M : N → P(M) specify this result
that assigns a set of modules to each place2. The layout and the sets of modules to execute on each
place define the structure of the overall tool, but not its workings. The event-flow rules in this section fill
this gap and define the overall activity in the tool. Subsequent sections then extend these rules for event
aggregation and an additional communication direction.
Based on a topology graph T , sets of modules to execute on each place mT ,M , and the analysis-hook
mappings AH ⊆ A×H , the event-flow defines:
• What events the instrumentation system of the tool must observe,
• Towards which other places a place must forward observed or received events, and
• Which analysis must be triggered when the instrumentation system observes an event or if a place
receives an event from another place.
Thus, this section formally defines the event-flow of the proposed abstraction. The last of the above
three actions is independent of the communication direction that is associated with a hook:
Event-Flow 1 (Trigger) A place T that observes or receives an event for a hook h must trigger an
analysis a of a module m ∈ mT ,M (T ) (with a ∈ aM (m)) exactly if:
• (a, h) ∈ AH.
The workings of the instrumentation system as well as the event forwarding depend on the communi-
cation direction of a hook.
4.2.7.1 Primary Communication Direction
The primary communication direction forwards events from the application layer towards the highest
hierarchy layer, i.e., towards sinks in the layer tree. Analyses of modules that are mapped onto a place
should receive information—in the form of events—for all hooks to which they are mapped, whenever
they are triggered by a predecessor place in the tool topology graph. Thus, informally, the instrumen-
tation system on a place must observe a hook of the primary communication direction if: Itself or a
successor along the primary communication direction executes a module with an analysis that is mapped
to the hook. Similarly, a place that observes a hook or receives information on a hook, forwards an event
if: A direct successor place—or a successor of that place—executes a module with an analysis mapped
to the hook. Both of the above informal definitions use the notion:
Does a successor place require information on an event of a hook?
2Subsequent sections highlight that all places of a layer execute the same modules, but using the set of all places N as the
domain of mT ,M provides convenience in definitions.
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This notion determines whether to observe or forward an event. The relation requiresInformation ⊆
N ×H formally defines it as (T, h) ∈ requiresInformation exactly if ∃T ′ ∈ N,m ∈M,a ∈ A :
• T ′ ∈ {T} ∪ successors(T, T ),
• m ∈ mT ,M (T ′),
• a ∈ aM (m),
• dir(h) = primary, and
• (a, h) ∈ AH.
The relation includes pairs of a place and a hook if the place itself or a direct successor of the place has
at least one mapped module with an analysis that is mapped to the respective hook. With that relation:
Event-Flow 2 (Observe) A place T ∈ N must observe (i.e., instrument) a hook h ∈ H exactly if
(T, h) ∈ requiresInformation.
Event-Flow 3 (Forward) A place T must forward an event of hook h, which it observes or receives
from another place, to a direct successor T ′ exactly if (T ′, h) ∈ requiresInformation ((T, T ′) ∈ ET ).
These two definitions complete the basic event-flow for the primary communication direction—adding
to the definition of triggering analyses (Event-Flow 1)—and formally define the workings of tool places.
4.2.7.2 Broadcast Communication Direction
As to support communication from higher hierarchy layers towards the application layer, the proposed
abstraction includes the broadcast direction as a second communication direction. This direction uses a
broadcast semantic, which is, if a place sends an event to a direct predecessor in the topology graph then
it sends the same event to all other direct predecessors as well. A relation requiresInformationRevert ⊆
N×H inverts the communication direction of the relation requiresInformation to define whether a place
needs information on an event of a hook along the broadcast communication direction. This relation is
defined as (T, h) ∈ requiresInformationRevert exactly if ∃T ′ ∈ N,m ∈M,a ∈ A :
• T ′ ∈ {T} ∪ predecessors(T, T ),
• m ∈ mT ,M (T ′),
• a ∈ aM (m),
• dir(h) = broadcast, and
• (a, h) ∈ AH.
Based on this relation, the following two additional definitions complement the event-flow for the
broadcast communication direction:
Event-Flow 4 (Observe-Broadcast) A place T ∈ N must observe (i.e., instrument) a hook h ∈ H
exactly if (T, h) ∈ requiresInformationRevert.
Event-Flow 5 (Forward-Broadcast) A place T must forward an event of hook h, which it observes or
receives from another place, to a direct predecessor T ′ exactly if (T ′, h) ∈ requiresInformationRevert
(with (T ′, T ) ∈ ET ).
In the introductory example from Figure 4.3 (page 40) with its illustrated layout in Figure 4.2, as-
sume that hook h0 serves for the broadcast direction (subsequent sections specify this with dir(h0) =
broadcast). As an example, if place T2,0 observes h0 then the Forward-Broadcast rule requires that this
place forwards the resulting event to both T1,0 and T1,1, since both nodes have a predecessor place (T0,0–
T0,3) in the tool topology graph that executes module m0, which has an analysis (a0,0) that is mapped to
h0. Thus, both (T1,0, h0) and (T1,1, h0) are in the relation requiresInformationRevert.
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4.2.7.3 Event Shape
The event-flow rules define which events each place observes and towards which other places it must for-
ward events. The specific argument mappings that mA,H defines allow a tool to just include “necessary”
information in an event. That is, if a hook provides an argument that no place requires, the tool can omit
this argument from events. Subsequent sections detail this notion and formally define the algorithms that
compute the shape of events in a tool instance.
4.2.8 Specifications
An implementation of the proposed abstraction—such as GTI—must provide a language to specify all of
the previous notations. As in the case of GTI, which provides various extensions of the basic abstraction,
such a language will also include additional notations in practice. In GTI, XML structures serve as the
language to formulate all of the terms. Thus, a GTI tool developer provides his analyses, packaged as
modules, and a set of XML files to describe an overall tool. The instantiation system of GTI then reads
these XML files and applies the definitions and algorithms from this and the subsequent sections to create
a tool instance. Document type definitions aid tool developers in the creation of these XML files, while
GTI’s instantiation system provides extensive error reports and warnings for malformed specifications.
Four types of specifications form the input of GTI’s instantiation system: The analysis specification
defines the set of analyses and their packaging into modules. A hook specification then defines hooks
and the analysis-hook mappings. The layout specification defines the layer tree and the layer-module
mappings. Finally, the GTI specification defines communication and place modules that implement parts
of the infrastructure. The symbol list on page 161 categorizes the introduced notations of the abstraction
into these four specification types to detail which specification includes which notations.
GTI’s implementation supports multiple hook and analysis specifications for a single tool instantia-
tion. In order to reuse existing tool components, tool developers can add existing hook and analysis
specifications to their own ones. Also note that APIs such as MPI use a large number of function calls,
which impacts the creation of hook specifications. Generators can create initial hook specifications based
on an input, e.g., a header file. GTI’s implementation provides such a generator that is tested with inputs
for MPI and CUDA [119] API functions.
4.2.9 Instantiation
The proposed abstraction specifies the event-flow for a tool instance, but not how a specific tool infras-
tructure manages tool instantiation. This section provides an overview of how the GTI prototype reads
and evaluates specifications in order to create a tool instance.
Per default, GTI triggers tool instantiation directly before it executes a target application. Especially
if a tool provides scripts that automatically generate tool layouts for a specific application run, then an
instantiation at execution time enables a high degree of usability. As an example, a GTI-based tool could
provide a wrapper around the application/script that starts an MPI application to both incorporate the
generation of a tool layout and to trigger tool instantiation. For front-end/back-end systems, the GTI
instantiation system also supports instantiation prior to an application run.
GTI uses its instantiation system to create additional modules—called wrapper and arrival modules.
These modules implement the use case specific behavior that the event-flow defines. Wrapper modules
implement event-flow rules that specify that a place has to observe an event along with the trigger and
forwarding rules that concern these events. The arrival modules then implement trigger and forwarding
rules for events that a place receives. Figure 4.6 illustrates GTI’s instantiation workflow. Boxes with
folded edges represent files that include specification files in GTI’s XML format and intermediate files
of the workflow. Modules, as well as the target executable, use boxes with white background in the
figure. Boxes with black background represent the three GTI generators weaver, wrapper generator,
and arrival generator. Finally, arrows in the figure indicate input-output relationships. The box with
gray background at the bottom summarizes the components that a tool instance uses. These components
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Figure 4.6: The proposed abstraction requires a workflow to instantiate a tool from its specifica-
tions. The illustrated workflow highlights the handling within the GTI prototype.
include GTI’s module library, intermediate modules, the executable of the application, and a configu-
ration file for PnMPI. The module library includes modules for analyses, aggregations, communication
protocols, communication strategies, and place modules. Thus, both the GTI implementation and the
tool implementation provide these modules. The intermediate modules include the wrapper and arrival
modules that implement the event-flow. Finally, a configuration file lists all modules in a format of
the PnMPI infrastructure. Additionally, this configuration file includes a description of the module hi-
erarchy for the tool instance. Appendix A.1 (page 163) details the implicit module dependencies that
non-analysis modules use along with an example module hierarchy.
GTI’s instantiation process uses specification files as input. The weaver serves as the central generator
that relates the specifications and applies the event-flow definitions. Additionally, the weaver computes
module dependencies and automatically maps aggregation modules (subsequent sections). The primary
outputs of the weaver are descriptions—in an XML format—for the wrapper and arrival modules. An
additional build file then aids in the compilation and linking process for these intermediate modules.
The wrapper generator and the arrival generator process the descriptions for the wrapper and arrival
modules. These additional generators allow the weaver to remain independent of programming language,
target programming paradigm, and instrumentation implementation.
In summary, GTI generates use case specific source code for wrapper and arrival modules, compiles
these sources, and links the resulting objects into intermediate modules. A PnMPI configuration file lists
the modules that a tool instance uses and how they connect to form a module hierarchy.
4.3 Advanced Concepts
The previous section formally introduced the proposed abstraction and key choices for the GTI imple-
mentation. This section introduces an event injection concept that provides a basis for event aggregation.
Additionally, this section introduces further types of communication directions. A scheme to handle
an application crash then provides an important requirement for MPI runtime verification. Finally, this
section presents an algorithm that serves as a driver for tool places.
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4.3.1 Event Injection
The hook term of the proposed abstraction specifically avoids a restriction to just the application layer.
Likewise, the event-flow rules consider events that result from hooks on all layers of the tool layout.
Also, the illustrated instrumentation system of GTI uses a wrapper module on all layers. This serves for
an important purpose:
The proposed abstraction allows hooks to be triggered on all layers.
Particularly, the application, as well as the tool itself, can trigger a hook. With that, hooks serve as a
mechanism to allow a tool implementation to inject events.
Event injection in the proposed abstraction supports use cases such as event filtering and event aggre-
gation (subsequent sections). More generally, event injection allows any analysis to introduce a response
event when it is triggered. Thus, computation in the proposed abstraction closely relates to active mes-
sages concepts [163, 167, 168]. Analyses can be considered as handlers of an active message system.
The events—that hooks inject—then allow an analysis to trigger another analysis on a remote place. This
notion reflects the active message concept of triggering handlers on remote processes. The key distinc-
tion here is that active message concepts usually enable a point-to-point style communication, whereas
events in the proposed abstraction travel along communication directions. Especially, an event of the
proposed abstraction can trigger multiple analyses, i.e., multiple handlers.
GTI incorporates event injection with a service mechanism that allows all analysis modules to gain
access to the wrappers that its instantiation system generates. The implementation uses function pointers
to provide this access. Thus, analyses can issue calls to such function pointers to inject a new event.
The proposed analysis-hook mappings enable an event-action mapping, i.e., they specify an action
that handles a specific event. A more general version of this concept is event-condition-action, where an
additional condition restricts the events to which the action applies. The analysis-hook mappings in the
proposed abstraction do not incorporate such a condition, since the event injection concept provides a
pattern to incorporate flexible conditions: If a hook h provides events and an analysis a is only interested
in events from h that satisfy a specific condition. A direct analysis-hook mapping of a to h provides all
events of h to the analysis, which includes events that do not satisfy the condition. If module placement
requires event forwarding across layers for these events, then events that do not satisfy the condition
introduce unnecessary overheads (assuming no other analysis is interested in these events). A second
analysis acondition and a second hook hcondition can avoid the forwarding of these superfluous events.
The additional analysis implements the condition and is mapped to h. As to avoid event forwarding,
the module that contains acondition should be mapped onto the layer that uses the hook h. If an event
of h satisfies the condition, acondition injects a new event with the additional hook hcondition. Thus,
hcondition serves for injecting events that contain the information of the hook h and that satisfy the
condition associated with a. The original analysis a is then mapped to hcondition instead and will thus
only perceive events that meet the given condition. This pattern provides a capability to apply conditions
to the event-action mappings that the proposed abstraction provides, i.e., it provides an event-condition-
action mapping.
4.3.2 Aggregations and Filters
Aggregation modules (m ∈MA) provide event aggregations in the proposed abstraction. Like any other
module, aggregation modules use analysis-hook mappings to perceive their input events. In order to
inject an aggregated event, these modules use event injection. Aggregation modules provide a spatial—as
opposed to a temporal—aggregation. That is, aggregations combine events from multiple communication
channels, as opposed to multiple events of a single channel. Aggregation modules decide at runtime
which input events they use for an aggregation. Return values then provide the implementation of the
tool infrastructure with feedback on aggregation decisions. This feedback allows the infrastructure to
remove input events that were replaced with a new event at runtime, such as to ensure that no redundant
events exist in the system.
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(b) Modules with aggregation.
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(d) Analysis-Hook mappings with aggregation.
Figure 4.7: An illustration of how an aggregation module can provide scalability for an analysis-
hook mapping. Based on an existing analysis module m0 in (a), along with its analysis-
hook mapping in (c), an additional module m1 in (b) can use a second hook (h1 in (d))
to introduce an event aggregation.
4.3.2.1 Illustration
As an example, consider the module m0 from the introductory example in Figure 4.7(a). This module
includes the analysis a0,0 with an analysis-hook mapping to h0, which Figure 4.7(c) illustrates. This
hook could provide an integer number and m0 could sum up waves of these numbers. Here, a wave
refers to the set of events that results if each leaf place triggers the hook h0 once, i.e., one event from
each leaf place. The module with its analysis mapping will perceive all of these events if it is placed onto
a layer with exactly one place. In that case it would become a scalability bottleneck.
As to remove this bottleneck, an aggregation can replace events from hook h0, as to forward partial
sums instead of the original values. Towards this end, a tool developer would add an additional ag-
gregation module m1, as well as an additional hook h1, which serves for injecting aggregated events.
Figure 4.7(b) presents the original module m0 and the aggregation module m1 with their analyses. In
addition, Figure 4.7(d) illustrates the hook mappings of these two modules. To enable the aggregation,
the analysis a1,0 of module m1 uses a mapping to hook h0, since it uses this event as input for its aggre-
gation. In addition, when m1 creates an aggregated event with h1, the tool forwards this event instead
of the original events. Thus, the analyses of both m0 and m1 must be mapped to h1, such that they
perceive aggregated events. These analysis-hook mappings provide both the original module (m0) and
the aggregation module information on original and or aggregated events.
The previous example uses an additional hook h1 for aggregated events. In practice, aggregations
often modify the data that events carry to support the data transformation that applies to the original
events. If both the original and aggregated events carry exactly the same information—as is likely in the
previous example—tool developers can use a single hook for both the original and the aggregated events.
In that case, the previous example would only use hook h0, and the analyses of both modules would be
mapped to this hook exclusively.
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Event aggregations modify the event stream since they replace sets of events with new events—usually
with a single event. Modules that are unaware of an aggregation may not function correctly as a result.
Particularly, if they use no mapping to the hook that introduces aggregated events. To acknowledge that
a module accepts the potentially alternative representation of an aggregated event, it must specify that it
supports the aggregation module that injects this event. Function sA : MT → P (MA) specifies which
aggregation modules an analysis module supports. In the example of Figure 4.7(b), m0 specifies that it
supports the aggregation modulem1 with sA(m0) = {m1}. Subsequent sections detail an algorithm that
places aggregation modules automatically, such that it only maps them to layers that will provide input
events for the aggregation, as well as to ensure that no aggregation removes input events for an analysis
that does not support the aggregation.
4.3.2.2 Event-Flow
An aggregation module uses events of all hooks to which it is mapped as input, i.e., hooks to which
any analysis of the module is mapped. The aggregation may replace any of these events, while it must
not remove an input event of another module that does not support the aggregation module. Thus, an
aggregation module may only be mapped onto a place if it does not share a mapping to a hook with
another module of the same place, while the latter module does not support the aggregation. The relation
aggregationCompatible ⊆MA×P(M) formalizes this notion and defines which aggregation modules
are compatible with which sets of modules. It is defined as (magg,Modules) ∈ aggregationCompatible
exactly if @m′ ∈ Modules, a, a′ ∈ A, h ∈ H:
• m′ 6= magg,
• If m′ ∈MT : magg 6∈ sA(m′),
• a ∈ aM (magg),
• a′ ∈ aM (m′),
• (a, h) ∈ AC, and
• (a′, h) ∈ AC.
The relation aggregationCompatible supports a formal definition of whether an aggregation module
is compatible with a given set of modules. Following the definitions of the event-flow (Section 4.2.7 on
page 49), for a topology graph T = (N,ET ) and a module mapping result mT ,M : N → P(M), event
aggregation requires the following adaptions and additions to the event-flow definitions:
Event-Flow 6 (Aggregation-Applicability) For all places T , the set of modules that the place executes
must be consistent with the relation aggregationCompatible, i.e., for all modules magg ∈ mT ,M (T )
with magg ∈MA must hold
(
magg,mT ,M (T )
)
∈ aggregationCompatible.
Event-Flow 7 (Aggregation-Replacement) If an aggregation module magg ∈ MA on a place T re-
places a set of events E = {e0, e1, . . .} with injected events E′ = {e′0, e′1, . . .}, then:
• For each event in E′, T triggers all applicable analyses; or alternatively, for each event in E;
• Analyses of aggregation modules form an exception, T always triggers them for the events in E;
and
• For each successor place T ′ ((T, T ′) ∈ ET ), T either forwards all events of set E or all events of
set E′ to T ′, the latter must only be used if:
– ∀T ′′ ∈ {T ′} ∪ successors(T ′, T ) : (magg,mT ,M (T ′′)) ∈ aggregationCompatible
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Event-Flow 8 (Aggregation-Trigger) The original trigger rule (Event-Flow 1) is restricted as follows:
A place T triggers analyses a of aggregation modules (∃magg ∈ mT ,M (T ) : magg ∈ MA, a ∈
aM (magg)) only when it receives an event of a hook h with (a, h) ∈ AH (but not when it observes
h).
The first rule (Aggregation-Applicability) defines when a place may execute an aggregation module,
which is when the module is in the relation aggregationCompatible. The second rule (Aggregation-
Replacement) then details how event aggregation must replace events in order to trigger analyses and
forward events correctly. The important notion here is that when an aggregation module injects an ag-
gregated event, then this event duplicates the information of its input events. If a tool would trigger
analyses and forward events for both the input events and the aggregated events, then it would com-
municate redundant information and it would provide duplicated information to analyses, which could
disturb their correct operation. Thus, a tool must apply event forwarding and analysis triggering either
for the input events or for the aggregated event(s), but never for both. The Aggregation-Replacement rule
exactly requires this behavior. However, a place may only forward the resulting events of an aggregation
to a direct successor place if it and all of its successors are compatible with the aggregation. Finally,
the third rule (Aggregation-Trigger) adapts the original triggering rule of the event-flow to only execute
analyses of aggregation modules when a place receives events, but not when it observes events (i.e., not
when the place itself triggers a hook). Since aggregation modules inject events to which their analyses
are usually mapped themselves, e.g., see Figure 4.7(d), without this restriction, they would observe their
own aggregation results.
4.3.2.3 Aggregation Module Feedback
The event-flow definitions for aggregation modules do not specify which events an aggregation replaces.
Rather, aggregation modules can freely decide which events they replace with what events. This enables
context sensitive aggregations that evaluate event information to decide which events qualify for aggre-
gation. Also, for events with inconsistent information, as they can occur in the MPI runtime verification
use case, aggregation modules can choose to not apply any aggregation to them. As a result, aggregation
modules must provide feedback to the implementation of the tool infrastructure at runtime, in order to
specify which events they replace. For the GTI implementation, place and arrival modules must consider
this feedback and retrieve it from aggregation modules whenever an event triggers one of their analyses.
Arrival modules use this information to decide whether they forward input events of an aggregation or
the aggregated event(s) that they provide as a replacement. Also, if an aggregation applies to an event,
arrival modules will try to trigger local analyses for the aggregated (more compact) event, rather than
for the input events of the aggregation (freedom of the Aggregation-Replacement rule above). A subse-
quent section elaborates how place modules of GTI use feedback from aggregation modules to preserve
event order in the presence of aggregations. Aggregation modules in the GTI implementation return the
following information to provide the feedback that the arrival and place modules require:
closeChannel ∈ {>,⊥}: The module started or continued an aggregation, but it requires additional
events to complete;
finishedAggregation ∈ {>,⊥}: The module completed an aggregation; and
channelListToOpen [set]: If an aggregation completes/fails it provides a list of so called channel iden-
tifiers to identify the events that it replaced or tried to replace.
As an example, consider the introductory example in Figure 4.7(a) with its binary TBON layout in
Figure 4.2. The previously introduced aggregation module m1 would execute on layer l1, in order to
aggregate events from hook h0 on places T1,0 and T1,1. Note that subsequent sections introduce an
algorithm that places aggregation modules without violating any of the event-flow definitions. If the
aggregation module m1 replaces waves of events from h0, then a possible aggregation on T1,0 is:
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• The analysis a1,0 of the module instance of m1 is triggered for an event of h0 that originates from
T0,0:
– m1 starts an aggregation, but can’t finish it since it waits for an event from T0,1 to com-
plete the portion of the wave that it can observe, thus, it returns: closeChannel = >,
finishedAggregation = ⊥, and channelListToOpen = ∅:
• The analysis a1,0 of the module instance of m1 is triggered for a second event of h0 that originates
from T0,1:
– m1 continues and finishes its aggregation by injecting an event with hook h1, thus, it returns:
closeChannel = ⊥, finishedAggregation = >, and channelListToOpen = {c}:
This example uses the identifier c to identify the channel of the first event, later sections introduce the
structure of these identifiers. The return values in the above example illustrate status information on
the aggregation, such that the tool infrastructure can ensure that it correctly follows the freedom of the
Aggregation-Replacement rule. That is, for a successful aggregation, arrival modules discard the input
events of the aggregation—the ones that channelListToOpen identifies—and applies analyses and event
forwarding to the aggregated event(s) instead.
Additionally, the aggregation module feedback allows aggregations to fail. In the use case of MPI
runtime verification, if aggregations apply to incorrect MPI operations, then these aggregations should
be able to abort a started aggregation once an inconsistency occurs. For that purpose, if an aggre-
gation fails to successfully complete an aggregation, it lists the events that it tried to aggregate in
channelListToOpen and returns finishedAggregation = ⊥. An arrival module then applies analyses
and event forwarding to the events that channelListToOpen identifies.
Aggregation modules that do not inject events when they return finishedAggregation = > implement
an event filter. Thus, aggregation modules both serve for event aggregation and hierarchical filters.
GTI’s implementation also supports a timeout mechanism to abort aggregations if a waited-for event
does not arrive within a predefined timeframe. This functionality also supports the MPI runtime verifi-
cation use case in which events that should occur, e.g., all processes in a communicator issue the same
collective operation, may not occur due to a defect in a program. If a timeout occurs, GTI notifies all
aggregation modules that their current aggregation failed. Afterwards, arrival modules apply analyses
and event forwarding to the input events that any aborted aggregation used. Place modules realize this
timeout mechanism in the GTI implementation.
4.3.3 Broadcasts
The arcs of the layer tree specify the primary communication direction in the proposed abstraction.
However, some tools require additional communication directions. As an example, to notify lower level
hierarchy layers of the results of an analysis, a tool would communicate in the opposite direction of
the layer tree arcs. The broadcast communication direction serves for this purpose and the event-flow
definition of the previous sections introduced its event forwarding and analysis trigger rules already.
Leaf places—application processes—cannot use the broadcast communication direction. Rather, tool
places utilize this communication direction. They use event injection to trigger hooks that are associated
with the broadcast direction. The proposed abstraction assigns each hook a communication direction
with dir : C → {primary,broadcast, intralayer}. Primary serves for communication along arcs of
the layer tree, broadcast for the broadcast direction, and intralayer for communication within a layer
(subsequent section).
Leaf places do not use a driver module as to return the control flow to the target application. Thus,
the GTI implementation only broadcasts events towards tool places. If GTI would transfer events to leaf
places, it would need to ensure that these places receive these events. The use of an extra thread on each
application process would simplify such designs. Within GTI’s abstraction, such an extra thread could
be integrated as a tool place. Also, additional threads may limit portability, e.g., as experience within the
MRNet project indicates [88].
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Figure 4.8: For a filter-based implementation of MPI point-to-point matching, a situation as in this
illustration can cause load imbalance.
4.3.4 Intralayer Communication
Runtime verification tools for MPI must match point-to-point messages for analyses such as datatype
matching, e.g., to detect the type matching defect in the example of Figure 2.1 on page 8. Matching such
pairs of events (send and receive) can create load imbalances in a purely hierarchical tool, which could
limit the scalability of such an approach.
4.3.4.1 Motivation
The matching of a pair—send and receive—of point-to-point communication operations requires that
a place receives information on both operations. As an example, a TBON-based message matching
tool [72] uses an event filter to implement point-to-point matching. For this approach, each place matches
and filters out all point-to-point events for which it can receive both the send and the receive operation.
Figure 4.8 illustrates this concept with a tool layout of three layers, four leaf places, two places in the
intermediate layer, and one root place. Place T1,0 would match and filter out all events of point-to-
point operations that transfer data between places T0,0 and T0,1. The root place T2,0, can observe events
from T0,0–T0,3 and would thus match/filter all point-to-point events that transfer data between these four
places, and which have not been matched by another place on a lower-level hierarchy layer.
The figure illustrates a mix of point-to-point operations for which the places on the intermediate tool
layer cannot filter/match any events. The event shape—hexagon shape and trapezium shape—highlights
the matching point-to-point operations in the figure. Both T1,0 and T1,1 cannot observe both events
of either pair. Thus, the root T2,0 must receive and match all events for this example. At scale, such
imbalances can increase tool overheads or even limit scalability.
In general, for p application processes, the binomial coefficient
(
p
2
)
represents the amount of process
pairs that can exchange point-to-point messages with each other (excluding communication of applica-
tion places with themselves). Without a-priori information on the communication pattern of the target
application, tools should try to distribute load equally across tool places. This follows the assumption
that the likeliness of all communication pairs is equal. In that case, each tool place should cover an equal
share of the total amount of process pairs.
However, consider tool layouts that are k-ary trees, i.e., trees where all non-leaf places have fan-in k. A
first layer place covers
(
k
2
)
leaf place pairs, whereas a second layer place covers
(
k2
2
)
leaf places of which
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its ancestor places can handle k·
(
k
2
)
pairs. For k-ary trees, the function firstPairs : N\{0}×N\{0} → N
generalizes this property for a place on layer i > 0:
firstPairs(i, k) =
(
ki
2
)
− k ·
(
ki−1
2
)
To satisfy an about equal share of covered pairs, a higher-level place should cover about as many pairs
as a lower-level place, but:
balance(k) =
firstPairs(i, k)
firstPairs(i− 1, k) =
(
ki
2
)
− k ·
(
ki−1
2
)
(
ki−1
2
)
− k ·
(
ki−2
2
) = k2
Thus, for k-ary tree layouts, a higher-level place covers k2 as many pairs as its child places. As an
example, consider the binary tree layout in Figure 4.8. In this layout, places on the first tool layer cover
1 pair, whereas the root place already covers 4 distinct pairs that no child place covers. Thus, a filtering-
based point-to-point matching approach in a TBON layout strongly diverges from the goal of distributing
process pairs equally. Thus, it may cause load imbalance for some communication patterns.
The layer trees of the proposed abstraction allow a duplication of higher hierarchy layers as to mitigate
the effect of balance(k). However, to derive equal amounts of covered pairs, each place in a hierarchy
layer must be duplicated k2 times in the next higher hierarchy layer. Thus, degenerating the hierarchy.
At the same time, layouts that avoid additional hierarchy layers—e.g., with layer trees where all tool
layers are directly connected to the application layer—provide no hierarchy for event aggregation.
4.3.4.2 Intralayer Direction
Following the previous discussion, an exclusive use of the primary communication direction is unsat-
isfactory for point-to-point matching of applications with arbitrary communication patterns. Thus, the
proposed abstraction provides the intralayer communication direction that implements communication
between places of the same layer. This communication uses point-to-point semantics, such that a place
can communicate with any place in the same layer. Assume that event pairs of leaf places have an a-
priori distinction, e.g., for point-to-point communication one event is a send and the other is a receive.
Tool places with intralayer communication receive both event types for all their connected leaf places.
While they analyze all events of the one type (e.g., receive), they forward events of the other type (e.g.,
send) to the place (same layer) that receives the matching event (e.g., the matching receive). In the ex-
ample of Figure 4.8, T1,0 could forward the send event a to T1,1 and T1,1 could forward the send event
d to T1,0. With that, both T1,0 and T1,1 can match one point-to-point pair each. As a result, intralayer
communication allows modules on tool places to replay the point-to-point communication pattern of the
target application as part of their analysis. Existing approaches also use point-to-point communication
for tasks such as message matching, where VampirServer [21] uses MPI-based communication during
trace visualization and Scalasca [53] uses MPI-based communication to detect inefficiency patterns for
performance analysis.
Intralayer communication is not necessary for all layers of a layout; rather the tool developer specifies
which layers should use this communication system. For a layer treeL = (L,EL) with root l0, the layout
specification provides a set Lintra ⊆ L \ l0 that specifies the layers that use intralayer communication.
Each layer in Lintra uses a module pair to select a communication strategy and a communication proto-
col. The function micom : Lintra → MP ×MS specifies this selection. The GTI implementation lets
protocol modules specify whether they support intralayer communication, and uses specific intralayer
communication strategies that can handle increased numbers of communication channels [75].
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4.3.4.3 Intralayer Event-Flow
Following the definitions of the event-flow (Section 4.2.7 on page 49), for a topology graph T = (N,ET )
and a module mapping result mT ,M : N → P(M), the intralayer communication direction requires the
following additional event-flow definitions for hooks h ∈ H with dir(h) = intralayer:
Event-Flow 9 (Intralayer-Observe) A place T ∈ N of a layer l ∈ Lintra must observe h exactly if
∃m ∈M,a ∈ A:
• m ∈ mT ,M (T ),
• a ∈ aM (m),
• (a, h) ∈ AH.
Event-Flow 10 (Intralayer-Trigger) As an exception to the analysis trigger rule that applies to the
primary and broadcast communication directions (Event-Flow 1), a place triggers analyses a (∃m ∈
mT ,M (T ) : a ∈ aM (m)) with (a, h) ∈ AH only when it receives an event for hook h (but not when it
observes it).
Event-Flow 11 (Intralayer-Forward) When a place T observes h, it forwards an event to a place T ′
of layer l; The hook h must identify the target place T ′.
The above definition for observing events of intralayer hooks does not consider successor/predecessor
places in the topology graph, as for the primary or broadcast communication directions. Rather, the
definition checks whether a module on the place itself has a mapping to this hook. Since all places of a
layer execute the same modules, this imposes that other places on the same layer execute a module with
an analysis mapping to the intralayer hook. In that case, a place must observe the hook.
Both the primary and the broadcast communication direction trigger analyses both when they receive
and when they observe an event. Executing analyses when a place observes an intralayer hook would
only provide redundant information to the observing place, since it triggered the hook itself. Thus, the
definition above restricts the triggering of analyses to event receival.
Finally, the forwarding rule for intralayer hooks specifies that the hook must provide information on
which place should receive the event. In the GTI implementation, the last argument of an intralayer
hook h provides this target place identifier. Accessory functions of GTI’s runtime provide information
on place identifiers, e.g., to determine which place receives events for a specific leaf place.
4.3.4.4 Alternatives
Intralayer communication emulates the flexibility of a direct point-to-point communication layer. If an
approach with this increased connectivity is undesirable/impractical for a target programing paradigm or
a target compute system, alternatives such as tree reconfigurations can adapt a TBON layout such that
sender and receiver processes connect to the same first layer tool place. Approaches such as the resilient
TBON services in MRNet [6], and adaptive reorganizations of overlay networks, e.g., XPORT [121] and
OMNI [13], could provide such reconfigurations. However, the frequency with which an MPI application
changes its communication pattern influences the applicability of these approaches.
4.3.5 Crash-Handling
Support to handle an application crash is a requirement for the runtime verification use case. GTI pro-
vides crash-handling as part of its implementation and requires no modifications to the proposed abstrac-
tion. In case of an application crash, a crash-handling scheme must guarantee to [126]:
• Avoid the loss of event information,
• Ensure that all tool analyses can continue, and
• Existing event information can still be communicated within the tool.
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(b) An illustration of a tool layout and its mapping onto com-
pute nodes highlights the availability of shared memory be-
tween places of the application layer and the first tool layer
(for the layer tree in (a)).
Figure 4.9: The use of an alternate means of communication enables an application crash-handling
scheme in the GTI prototype.
A study [126] summarizes potential approaches to satisfy these conditions, as well as the approach
that the GTI implementation uses. The following shortly summarizes and illustrates this approach. GTI
employs an alternate means of communication to enable tool internal communication even if an applica-
tion crash occurred. Signal and error handlers then ensure that the execution of all places continues after
a crash.
GTI tool layouts that tolerate an application crash use a shared memory communication protocol be-
tween the leaf places and their connected tool places. All other layer connections use an MPI-based
communication protocol. Figure 4.9(a) presents a layer tree with the communication protocols of GTI’s
crash-handling scheme. The figure uses SM to refer a shared memory protocol and MPI to refer to an
MPI protocol. When GTI instantiates a tool layout from a layer tree, it must map places to compute
cores. The mapping must ensure that connected application and tool places can use shared memory com-
munication, i.e., execute on the same compute node. The block-based layer distribution (Section 4.2.3
on page 44) supports such mappings for resource allocation systems that place processes in a node-core
order. The node-core order fills compute cores of a compute node first and continues with the next node
only after all cores of a node are used up. System specific resource allocation switches can enforce a
placement in node-core order if necessary. Figure 4.9(b) illustrates such a mapping of a tool layout onto
compute nodes/cores. It uses the layer tree in Figure 4.9(a) as input and ensures that leaf places and their
connected tool places execute on the same compute nodes. The example uses compute nodes with three
cores each.
If all communication strategies send their events immediately, i.e., apply no buffering, then the use of
an alternative means of communication suffices to process all events that occur prior to an application
crash. Additional tool internal communication [126] supports crash handling with aggregating commu-
nication strategies in GTI.
4.3.6 Place Modules and Shutdown
In the GTI implementation, place modules manage the control flow of tool places. While the event-
flow definitions of the abstraction define the activities of tool places, they do not define how places
realize them. Figure 4.10 provides pseudo code for a simplified main loop of a place module. The
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Function placeDriver
aliveCount := toLeavesStrategy.getFanIn() + successorSinkCount()1
while aliveCount > 0 do2
/* Choose a communication direction to handle */
direction := choose({primary, broadcast, intra})3
switch direction do4
case primary5
/* Try to unqueue an event, else try to receive one */
(hasEvent, e, cId) := channelTreeQueues.findEventToDequeue(ε)6
if hasEvent = ⊥ then7
if toLeavesStrategy.isMessageAvailable() then8
e := toLeavesStrategy.receiveMessage()9
cId := arrival.getEventChannelId(e)10
if channelTreeQueues.canProcess(cId) then11
hasEvent := >12
else13
channelTreeQueues.enqueue(e, cId)14
/* If event available: Process, update channelTreeQueues,
and check whether it is an initialize shutdown event */
if hasEvent then15
(closeChannel, channelListToOpen) :=16
arrival.processPrimaryDirectionEvent(e, cId)
if closeChannel = > then17
channelTreeQueues.suspendChannel(cId)18
for openId ∈ channelListToOpen do19
channelTreeQueues.openChannel(openId)20
if arrival.isInitializeShutdown(e) then21
aliveCount := aliveCount− 122
break23
case intra24
if intraStrategy.isMessageAvailable() then25
e := intraStrategy.receiveMessage()26
arrival.processIntraEvent(e)27
break28
case broadcast29
strategy := choose(toRootStrategies)30
if strategy.isMessageAvailable() then31
e := strategy.receiveMessage()32
arrival.processBroadcastEvent(e)33
/* Check whether it is a shutdown notification */
if arrival.isNotifyShutdownEvent(e) then34
aliveCount := aliveCount− 135
break36
Figure 4.10: The main loop of place module must receive events from all communication directions,
consider the state of ongoing event aggregations in order to preserve event order (Sec-
tion 4.5), and observe control messages to apply a coordinated tool shutdown.
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pseudo code excludes the timeout handling that aborts aggregations and focuses on how a place mod-
ule interacts with arrival modules, and communication strategy modules. This includes one strategy—the
toLeavesStrategy—that provides events that progress along the primary communication direction to the
place. Further, the intraStrategy provides events that use the intralayer communication direction. For
each successor layer in the layer tree, one strategy—a toRootStrategy—provides events that progress
along the broadcast direction to the place. The handling of new events highlights how a place uses data
structures—the channelTreeQueues—for order preserving event aggregation. Subsequent sections de-
tail these data structures and the algorithms that apply to them. Finally, a place module must provide a
shutdown mechanism that is triggered when all the leaf places that are connected to the place indicated
their termination. This section introduces a two-phase algorithm that provides a default shutdown hand-
ling, but that also provides a mechanism to implement tool specific shutdown conditions. In summary,
the following variables represent data structures or dependent modules of a place module:
• arrival: The arrival module that triggers analyses and forwards newly received events,
• toLeavesStrategy: The communication strategy that connects towards lower hierarchy layers,
• toRootStrategies: Communication strategies that connect towards higher hierarchy layers,
• intraStrategy: The communication strategy for the intralayer direction,
• channelTreeQueues: A queuing and aggregation state data structure for order preserving event ag-
gregation (subsequent sections), and
• aliveCount: Determines when a tool place can exit its main loop.
The algorithm in Figure 4.10 chooses a communication direction per iteration to handle one of the
three available directions (line 3). The function choose reflects this decision and a round-robin technique
can implement it. Driver implementations could also use multiple threads to handle communication
directions in parallel. Event processing for the primary direction requires a queuing technique that applies
the channelTreeQueues data structure to implement order preserving event aggregation. Subsequent
sections detail this data structure and the queuing rules that it applies, while this section discusses the
respective handling that place drivers use to adapt to these decisions. Before the algorithm receives
a new event it checks whether any event was previously queued and can now be processed (line 6).
Otherwise, the algorithm checks whether an incoming message provides a new event for the primary
direction (line 8). If so, it receives the new event and retrieves a channel identifier that influences queuing
decisions for order preserving event aggregation (lines 9–11). If a place can process a newly received
event or could dequeue a previously queued event, it passes this event to the arrival module and updates
the state of channelTreeQueues (lines 15–23). The other two communication directions require no event
queuing and directly pass newly received events to the arrival module (lines 25–28 and 30–36).
Application places shut down when they observe a specifically marked shutdown hook h ∈ H . The
main loop of the algorithm in Figure 4.10 runs until the aliveCount is 0. A place T of a topology graph
T = (N,ET ) initializes this count with fanin(T, T ) + successorSinkCount(T, T ). The first term
calculates the number of places that forward information along the primary communication direction to
T . The second term—successorSinkCount(T, T )—then calculates the number of descendant places
that are a sink in the topology graph, it is defined as:
|{T ′ ∈ N : T ′ ∈ successors(T, T ) and T ′ is a sink in T }|
The aliveCount serves for a two phase shutdown handling protocol:
In the first phase places forward events of the shutdown hook h along the primary communication
direction. An implicit aggregation replaces all incoming events for h with a single outgoing event
on each place. Thus, each tool place T receives exactly fanin(T, T ) events of type h. Lines 20–21
decrement the aliveCount when a place receives an event of type h. When the last of these events
arrives, a place T has an aliveCount of successorSinkCount(T, T ).
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In the second phase places that are sinks in the topology graph and that received their last event of
type h broadcasts a new event h′. An implicit GTI module triggers h′. Places of sink layers then
exit their main loop, since their aliveCount reached 0. Tool places that receive h′ decrement their
aliveCount (lines 33–34) and forward h′ along the broadcast direction.
Thus, tool places exit their main loop after all their descendant places finished the first shutdown phase
and forwarded an event of type h′ (one for each sink among the descendants). In the case of a TBON
layout, exactly one such sink exists. That is, the root of the layout injects and broadcasts an event of
type h′ to all tool places to notify them that all application places issued their shutdown hook h. This
two-phase handling supports tools that inject additional events, such as that they can apply tool specific
shutdown conditions. Event injection in the proposed abstraction allows an analysis to trigger further
analyses, which can trigger additional analyses in turn. Thus, places can trigger additional analyses even
if the application already issued a shutdown hook. This relates to active message frameworks that also
require specific shutdown handling, e.g., Active Peebles [168] allows developers to specify termination
conditions. GTI follows this approach and also provides tool developers an option to implement a tool
specific shutdown trigger.
GTI provides two options to flag an application hook h as a shutdown trigger. In both cases the event
shuts down application places. The first option lets tool places handle events of h as described above, i.e.,
events of h initiate the tool shut down. The second option lets tool places not apply shutdown handling
to events of type h. This allows GTI tools to use an additional—tool specific—shutdown event that the
tool injects in all of its first layer tool nodes. GTI then applies the shutdown handling above to this
tool specific event. This technique allows tools to specify their own shutdown conditions and to impose
synchronization that ensures that a tool analyzes all events prior to shut down.
4.4 Weaver Algorithms
Based on the event-flow of the proposed abstraction, this section details key algorithms in the weaver
component of GTI’s instantiation system. The event-flow definitions specify the activities of each place,
but they do not specify the shape of events or how to compute which aggregation modules to execute on
which layers. Thus, this section details algorithms for these purposes.
4.4.1 Module and Aggregation Placement
Figure 4.11 summarizes the module placement algorithm of GTI’s weaver component. The weaver issues
the algorithm with the root layer as input argument. The algorithm then uses a depth-first recursion
(line 3) and applies a greedy scheme to add aggregation modules whenever potentially possible. For
each layer l, the algorithm uses a set Modules(l) ⊆ M as its result set of modules to execute on layer
l. Particularly, the algorithm uses the same set of modules on all places of a layer, which simplifies
event routing and shaping. The module sets for each layer then provide the module-to-place association
mT ,M : N → P(M) that the previous sections used to define the event-flow (if T ∈ N belongs to layer
l then mT ,M (T )
def
= Modules(l)).
For its current layer l, the algorithm in Figure 4.11 first initializes the module set for this layer
(Modules(l)) as the set of modules mapped onto the layer (line 1) and then uses three steps:
Step 1: Add all aggregation modules supported by a successor layer to Modules(l), if they are com-
patible with all successor layer modules;
Step 2: Add all dependent modules and supported aggregations for modules in Modules(l); then
Step 3: Remove any aggregation module in Modules(l) that is incompatible with an analysis module
in this set.
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Function placeModules(l)
Modules(l) := mL,M (l)1
/* Step 1: Consider aggregation modules of successor layers */
for l′ with (l, l′) ∈ EL do2
placeModules(l′)3
/* Gather all successor analysis and aggregation modules */
DescModules := ∅4
for l′′ ∈ {l′} ∪ successors(l′, T ) do5
DescModules := DescModules ∪Modules(l′′)6
DescAggregations := DescModules ∩MA7
/* For each successor aggregation module, check whether it is
compatible with all successor analysis modules */
AggregationForwards(l, l′) := ∅8
for magg ∈ DescAggregations do9
if (magg,DescModules) ∈ aggregationCompatible then10
Modules(l) := Modules(l) ∪ {magg}11
AggregationForwards(l, l′) := AggregationForwards(l, l′) ∪ {magg}12
/* Step 2: Add supported aggregations and module dependencies */
while ∃m ∈ Modules(l),m′ 6∈ Modules(l) : m′ ∈ dM (m) ∨m′ ∈ sA(m) do13
Modules(l) := Modules(l) ∪ {m′}14
/* Step 3: Remove incompatible aggregations (greedy scheme) */
while ∃magg ∈ Modules(l) : magg ∈MT ∧ (magg,Modules(l)) 6∈ aggregationCompatible do15
Modules(l) := Modules(l) \ {magg}16
for l′ with (l, l′) ∈ EL do17
AggregationForwards(l, l′) := AggregationForwards(l, l′) \ {magg}18
Figure 4.11: An algorithm to place modules onto layers and to determine which aggregation mod-
ules are applicable for which layer tree connections.
The first step of the algorithm iterates over all direct successors l′ of the current layer to determine
which aggregation modules could support the modules of l′ or any of its successors. This choice em-
ploys the freedom of the Aggregation-Replacement rule (Event-Flow 7) for aggregations. which is that
a place can forward aggregated events to some direct successors, while it may forward original events to
others. Instead of only forwarding aggregated events—and employing the respective aggregation mod-
ule for this aggregation—only if all successors of the current layer support this aggregation module, a
layer-based choice increases the number of aggregations that a layer can execute. The algorithm uses
the sets AggregationForwards to store which aggregation modules may forward aggregated events to
which direct successors of a layer. For each direct successor l′ of the current layer, lines 4–7 determine
the set of all modules that execute on l′ and its successor layers as DescModules. An additional set
DescAggregations then limits the set of all descendant modules to just aggregation modules. For each
of these aggregation modules, lines 9–12 check whether the aggregation module is applicable for the set
DescModules with a comparison to the relation aggregationCompatible, which was introduced for the
event-flow definitions that handle aggregation modules (Section 4.3.2.2 on page 55). Investigating mod-
ules in DescAggregations suffices because it will include all modules that are potentially applicable for
the current layer, since the algorithm performs a greedy search that will add all applicable aggregations
and since the set DescModules increases monotonic for layers closer to the root. If an aggregation is
applicable, the algorithm adds it to Modules(l) and to AggregationForwards(l, l′). At the end of the
first step, the algorithm added all modules directly mapped onto the current layer to Modules(l), as well
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Figure 4.12: An example layer tree for a layout with two root places allows an illustration of the
aggregation placement decisions of the algorithm in Figure 4.11.
l0 l1 l2 l3
mL,M ∅ ∅ {m2} {m0}
Step 1 adds ∅ {m1} ∅ ∅
Step 2 adds ∅ ∅ ∅ {m1}
DescModules {m2,m0}
to l2: {m2} ∅ ∅
to l3: {m0}
DescAggregations {m1}
to l2: ∅ ∅ ∅
to l3: {m1}
AggregationForwards ∅ to l2: ∅ ∅ ∅
to l3: {m1}
Modules ∅ {m1} {m2} {m0,m1}
Table 4.1: Illustration of module placement algorithm (Figure 4.11) results and variables for the
layer tree in Figure 4.12.
as any aggregation module that supports a module of a successor layer l′, and that is applicable for all
modules on successor layers of l′.
The second step, lines 13–14, of the algorithm extends the set Modules(l) for the current layer l
such that it includes all dependencies of any module in the set, as well as any supported aggrega-
tion for a module in this set. The resulting set Modules(l) can violate the Aggregation-Applicability
rule (Event-Flow 6). Thus, the third step of the algorithm, removes all aggregation modules from
Modules(l) that violate the Aggregation-Applicability condition. As a result, for each layer l, the al-
gorithm yields a set Modules(l) that satisfies the event-flow definitions for aggregations, as well as a set
AggregationForwards that highlight for which direct successors a layer can forward aggregated events
of which aggregation module.
Consider the introductory tool specification in Figure 4.3 on page 40 as an example to illustrate the
module placement algorithm. The algorithm computes: Modules(l0) = {m0}, Modules(l1) = ∅, and
Modules(l2) = {m0,m1}. Lines 13–14 compute the full output in this example, since it only uses a
single module dependency and no aggregations. Thus, lines 9–12 will not add any aggregation modules,
while lines 15–18 will not remove any incompatible modules.
Figures 4.7(b) and 4.7(d) on page 54 illustrate a second example. It uses the analysis module m0 that
supports the aggregation module m1. To illustrate the impact of the layer-based aggregation module
decisions in the first step of the algorithm, consider an additional module m2 that is equal to the version
of m0 in Figure 4.7(a), i.e., m2 uses an analysis that is mapped to h0 and does not support aggregation
m1. Figure 4.12 presents a layer tree to instantiate a tool with these modules and Table 4.1 presents
the module mapping (mL,M ) for this example. The table also illustrates the results and intermediate
variables of the module placement algorithm in Figure 4.11. Layers l3 and l2 have no descendants in the
layer tree. Thus, step 1 adds no modules for these layers. Step 2 then adds dependent modules (none), as
well as aggregation modules for layers l3 and l2 (m1 on l3). For layer l1, the first step of the algorithm
determines that the aggregation m1 is applicable for the direct successor layer l3, but not for l2. This
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results from the fact that m0 on layer l3 supports the aggregation module, while m2 on layer l2 does
not. Steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm then neither add nor remove any modules for layer l1. For layer
l0 the algorithm determines that the aggregation m1 is not applicable since the descendant module m2
does not support this aggregation, while both modules have a mapping to h0, i.e., (m1, {m2,m0}) 6∈
aggregationCompatible.
After module placement, a consistency check can warn whether intralayer communication might not
be available on all layers that want to employ it. This holds if a layer l /∈ Lintra executes a module
m ∈ Modules(l) that is mapped to a hook h with dir(h) = intralayer. The weaver implementation of
GTI warns tool developers that such modules may not function correctly. At runtime, if a module on a
layer without intralayer communication wants to inject an intralayer event, the GTI tool infrastructure
implementation will not provide a function pointer for event injection. Such modules may then use
an alternative implementation, e.g., primary and broadcast communication direction in combination, or
abort.
4.4.2 Analysis Input Forwarding
The event-flow definitions of the previous sections detailed the actions that a place must execute when it
observes a hook or when it receives an event from a hook. However, these definitions do not detail the
information that a tool infrastructure implementation must communicate at runtime. As to reduce tool
overheads, events should not include any superfluous information. Thus, GTI’s weaver—after it placed
modules onto layers—shapes the contents of events for all hooks, i.e., it ensures that events only include
necessary data fields.
The event-flow definitions define which hooks can create events. Then, the tool layout, the module
placement, and the communication directions of the individual hooks provide the necessary information
to shape events. As an example, if the root layer—containing application/leaf places—uses no modules,
while successive layers use modules: the places of the root layer must still observe all hooks that use
the primary communication direction and to which a successor layer module is mapped. The GTI im-
plementation uses event shapes to define the event contents that wrapper modules create and that arrival
modules forward to other places. Particularly, the weaver determines minimal contents for the events
that it creates. As an example, if a hook provides an argument that no analysis of a mapped module uses,
then no event needs to include this argument. In addition, when events progress through places, parts
of their information may become unnecessary at certain layers. GTI’s weaver provides event shapes for
each layer, such that arrival modules can reshape events to only include required information. Thus,
minimal events refers to events that only carry information on arguments and operation results that some
module analysis on the remaining part of the event’s communication direction requires. However, this
includes no encoding or redundancy detection techniques, e.g., as opposed to byte encoding in an OTF2
extension [166].
Analysis-hook mappings (Section 4.2.6 on page 47) use sequences to specify which operations or
hook arguments form the individual inputs of an analysis. In the following, the term input refers to
both hook arguments and the results of operations for brevity. Events must contain all inputs that any
analysis on the event’s communication path requires. However, where the mapping requires the use
of sequences that specify the input order for each analysis, to compute event shapes, the weaver only
requires information on the inputs that an event must contain. Thus, the weaver represents event shapes
as sets of inputs. Particularly, a representation with sets removes duplicate inputs in the subsequent
algorithms. The function setify :
⋃
i,j∈N ASeqsi,j → {i|i ∈ N ∨ i = (o ∈ O, seq ∈
⋃
i,j∈N Seqsi,j}
translates mapping sequences into sets, with:
setify
(
(i0, i1, . . .)
)
= {i0, i1, . . .}
Figure 4.13 illustrates an algorithm to calculate event shapes. It calculates sets RequiredInputs(l, h) ∈
codomain(setify) that provide the event contents that layer l must perceive for hook h. The algorithm
calculates event contents for the primary and the intralayer communication directions, while a second
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Function calculateRequiredInputs(l)
/* Initialize all sets of required inputs as empty */
for h ∈ H do1
RequiredInputs(l, h) := ∅2
/* Add own used inputs */
for m ∈ Modules(l) do3
for a ∈ aM (m) do4
for h ∈ H with (a, h) ∈ AH do5
RequiredInputs(l, h) := RequiredInputs(l, h) ∪ setify(mA,H(a, h))6
/* Add inputs from layer tree descendants */
for l′ with (l, l′) ∈ EL do7
calculateRequiredInputs(l)8
for h ∈ H with dir(h) = primary do9
RequiredInputs(l, h) := RequiredInputs(l, h) ∪ RequiredInputs(l′, h)10
Figure 4.13: In order to compute the shape of events and to determine event forwarding, the illus-
trated algorithm computes sets of inputs that each layer must observe/receive for each
hook.
Function forwardInputsForBroadcast(l)
/* Add inputs to layer tree descendants */
for l′ with (l, l′) ∈ EL do1
for h ∈ H with dir(h) = broadcast do2
RequiredInputs(l′, h) := RequiredInputs(l′, h) ∪ RequiredInputs(l, h)3
forwardInputsForBroadcast(l)4
Figure 4.14: An algorithm that complements the algorithm in Figure 4.13 by computing sets of
inputs that layers must observe or receive for each hook along the broadcast direction.
algorithm then completes the event shape for the broadcast direction. The weaver passes the root layer
as the input argument to the algorithm in Figure 4.13 and a recursion then handles all remaining layers.
Lines 1–2 initialize the result sets for all hooks with an empty set. Afterwards, for each hook, lines 3–6
add all inputs that analyses of modules on the current layer require. For hooks that use the intralayer
direction, this set contains the required minimal information, since these hooks originate and target the
same layer. Lines 7–10 of the algorithm first issue a recursion into all descendant layers. Afterwards,
for the primary communication direction, the current layer must perceive any input that a successor layer
requires. Thus, the algorithm adds required inputs of all direct successor layers for hooks that use the
primary communication direction.
Table 4.2 presents results and algorithm variables for the algorithm in Figure 4.13. The introductory
example tool from Figure 4.3 (page 40) serves as the input for the algorithm. The first row of the table
summarizes the module placement result from the last section. Afterwards, the table provides the input
sets that the modules of each layer use (lines 3–6 of the algorithm). Finally, the RequiredInputs row
summarizes the result of the algorithm for each layer and hook, which results from adding successor
layer inputs (lines 7–10).
For hooks that use the broadcast communication direction, a layer must provide all inputs that any
predecessor layer in the layer tree uses. Figure 4.14 illustrates a second algorithm that the weaver issues
after the algorithm in Figure 4.13. The root layer again serves as the initial input that the weaver provides
to the algorithm. A recursion then issues the forwarding for all other layers. The algorithm inverts the
propagation of the required inputs and only applies to hooks of the broadcast communication direction.
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l0 l1 l2
Modules {m0} ∅ {m0,m1}
Lines 3–6
h0 {0} ∅ {0}
h1 ∅ ∅
{
0,
(
o0, (0, 1)
)
, 1
}
RequiredInputs
h0 {0} {0} {0}
h1
{
0,
(
o0, (0, 1)
)
, 1
} {
0,
(
o0, (0, 1)
)
, 1
} {
0,
(
o0, (0, 1)
)
, 1
}
Table 4.2: An illustration of intermediate and final results of the algorithm in Figure 4.13 for the
example from Figure 4.3.
4.5 Order Preserving Aggregation
Event order can influence the results of analyses. As an example, the MPI standard requires that derived
MPI datatypes in communication operations are committed. A module that checks whether an applica-
tion violates this restriction would be mapped to communication operations, e.g., MPI_Send, and to
operations that introduce/commit derived datatype, i.e., MPI_Type_commit. When the module per-
ceives a communication operation, it checks whether the given datatype is derived, and if so, whether it
was committed beforehand. The analysis can fail to report defects, or can report false positives, if event
processing on tool places would modify event order, e.g., a commit event that originally preceded a com-
munication operation could be passed to the analysis only after it analyzed the communication operation.
This section presents a concept that preserves process local event order in the presence of aggregations.
4.5.1 Order
Timestamping techniques use logical timestamps [103], vector clocks [44, 112], and further structures to
determine event order. Usually these approaches include communication calls in their relation, such that,
if process i sends process j a message, then any event of i that occurred before its send event is ordered
before any event of j that occurs after its receive event. However, since the MPI standard leaves MPI
implementations freedoms as to whether collective operations are synchronizing and whether standard
mode send operations are blocking, such a relation needs to adapt to choices of the MPI implementation
to cover actual event order. As a result, if a tool infrastructure for the proposed abstraction is required to
consider event order across multiple processes, then it would both need to consider information on the
semantics of the underlying parallel programming paradigm and on runtime choices of the implemen-
tation of the paradigm. As a result, the proposed abstraction does not require an enforcement of event
order across processes, as to avoid these demands. Thus, the proposed abstraction only considers event
order between events that originate from the same process and uses the term event order to refer to this
process local order for brevity.
For the primary communication direction, process local order requires that if process i creates an event
e before e′, then all analyses (on any place) must process e before e′. Tool developers can derive such
an order manually if they associate timestamps with events. However, this imposes additional com-
plexity on tool modules, while in addition, the discussion below highlights that aggregations complicate
timestamping mechanisms. Thus, GTI provides algorithms that automatically preserve event order in the
presence of aggregations.
Tool places enforce event order with a buffering approach that uses the channelTreeQueues data
structure. The previous place driver algorithm from Figure 4.10 (page 62) illustrates how the main loop
of a tool place interacts with this data structure. Without aggregations, this data structure satisfies:
• channelTreeQueues.findEventToDequeue always returns (⊥,NULL, ε),
• channelTreeQueues.canProcess always returns >, and
• arrival.processPrimaryDirectionEvent always returns
(
⊥, ()
)
.
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Figure 4.15: An input event stream highlights that order preserving event aggregation must consider
the state of ongoing aggregations.
The main loop algorithm immediately preserves event order with these return values, i.e., without ag-
gregations. This follows from the observation that leaf places forward events in their order and that all
tool places process events in the order in which they receive them. Thus, without event aggregation, all
places process and forward events in their order.
Figure 4.15 presents a tool layout with four application places and two layers of tool places. The illus-
tration uses the event stream representation from Section 3.4.1 (page 29) to highlight an event mix that
uses the primary communication direction. This event mix includes events of three types: a (trapezium
shape), b (trapezoid shape), and c (hexagon shape). The superscripts of the events specify the leaf place
identifiers (0–3) of the leaves that contributed information to them. As an example, event a0 is an event
of type a that place T0,0 (application process 0) created, whereas an event a0,1 is an aggregated event of
type a that replaces events from places T0,0 and T0,1, i.e., contains information from these two leaves.
In Figure 4.15, an event aggregation applies to all events of type a, and T1,0, T1,1, and T2,0 apply the
respective aggregation module. Especially, the processing on place T1,1 impacts event order. This place
could receive the events from T0,2 and T0,3 in the following order:
Event a3 first, b2 second, c3 third, and a2 as the last event.
Since the aggregation on T1,1 uses a2 and a3 as its inputs to create an aggregated event a2,3, the place
must handle the two intermediate events b2 and c3.
A first approach could continue event processing when aggregations start. With that, when T1,1 han-
dled a3 that starts the aggregation (waiting for a2 to complete), it will continue to process and forward
events. Thus, T1,1 processes and forwards events b2 and c3, before it finally processes a2, which finishes
the aggregation and creates the aggregated event a2,3. In summary, the node forwards events in the order
that Figure 4.15(b) illustrates. Particularly, the aggregated event a2,3 is the last event that T1,1 forwards.
This output loses event order since: T1,1 forwards c3 before a2,3, while a3 preceded c3 originally (the
aggregated event contains the information of a3).
A second approach could delay event processing/forwarding until aggregations complete. In that case,
when T1,1 processes a3 and starts its aggregation, the place would buffer events b2 and c3. When the
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place receives and processes event a2, it creates and forwards the aggregated event a2,3. Afterwards, it
would process and forward all queued events, which leads to the output event stream in Figure 4.15(c).
This output again violates event order since: T1,1 forwards a2,3 before b2, while originally b2 preceded
a2.
Thus, tool places must use an aggregation handling that buffers events such that event processing and
forwarding preserves event order. The following presents the algorithms and techniques that this thesis
provides for this purpose. The GTI prototype implements this approach.
4.5.2 Channel Identifiers
A set of leaf place indices can express which leaf places provided information to an event. A buffering al-
gorithm [74] can ensure that each place preserves event order if GTI associates such a set of indices with
each event. For an event e, the list indices(e) specifies the leaf place indices of all leaf places that con-
tributed information to e. If a leaf place T0,i creates an event e, then indices(e)
def
= {i}. While, if an ag-
gregation replaces events e0, e1, . . . , ek with an event e, then indices(e)
def
=
⋃k
x=0 indices(ex). Finally, if
a tool place T injects an event e, then indices(e)
def
= {i : T0,i is predecessor of T in the topology graph}.
On each tool place, a buffering algorithm [74] can keep a leaf place state list that supports decisions on
whether processing an event in the presence of active aggregations violates event order or not. In addi-
tion, each place manages a queue of events that it cannot process at the moment. The leaf states mark
a set of leaf place indices I that includes all leaf place identifiers that provided information to an event
that an active aggregation uses. I is the smallest set that satisfies: If an active aggregation uses events
e0, e1 . . . , ek as inputs, then
⋃k
x=0 indices(ex) ⊆ I .
A tool place with an ongoing aggregation leaf identifier set I and an event queue e0, e1, . . . , ek can
process a newly received event e (of the primary communication direction) if:
• I ∩ indices(e) = ∅, and (4.4)
• ∀x ∈ 1
2
{1, . . . , k} : indices(ex) ∩ indices(e) = ∅. (4.5)
Condition (4.4) specifies that a place must not process an event e if it shares a leaf place identifier
with an event e′ that an active aggregation uses. Otherwise, e would overtake e′ while e arrived after e′.
In addition, condition (4.5) ensures that e will not overtake any event that was queued beforehand and
shares a leaf place identifier with e.
Tool places can evaluate these two conditions if each event e in the communication system carries
information on indices(e) as a list. Assume that p leaf places each create one event, for which an
aggregation reduces this wave towards a single event on the root of a tree layout. In this scenario, each
successive aggregation increases the number of leaf place indices, such that the root receives p indices in
total. Thus, even with an efficient aggregation, the root place would require O(p) time and memory to
receive and evaluate these indices. Thus, the use of leaf place index sets limits tool scalability.
The subsequent algorithm for order preserving event aggregation uses channel identifiers, which rep-
resent paths in a tree, to overcome this limitation. On each tool place, a channel tree defines a directed
rooted tree that is a subtree of the topology graph. The channel tree uses the node that represents the tool
place in the topology graph as root. It then uses all predecessors of the tool place node in the topology
graph as its node set. The edges of the channel tree then restrict the edges of the topology graph to the
node set of the channel tree. Figure 4.16(a) presents this arborescence for a place T2,0, e.g., the root
place from the layout in Figure 4.15. Let a channel index be associated with each arc of the channel
tree, such as Figure 4.16(a) illustrates. Then, channel identifiers represent path expressions with channel
indices. These identifiers start from the root of a channel tree and point to a single node of the tree.
Figure 4.16(b) highlights the channel identifier 0.1 for the channel tree of node T2,0, which evaluates to
node T0,1 (highlighted in the figure). Particularly, channel identifiers are evaluated from left to right to
construct their path. Thus, to evaluate the identifier 0.1: First use channel 0 of the channel tree root to
arrive at T1,0, then use channel 1 from this node to arrive at node T0,1. As a second example, the channel
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ous ranges of leaf place indices. The illus-
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sible channel identifiers on place T2,0.
Figure 4.16: An illustration of a channel tree and channel identifiers for place T2,0.
identifier 1 evaluates to node T1,1. For order preserving event aggregation, a channel identifier must be
associated with each event, in order to store which leaf places provided information to the event. As an
example, an event with channel identifier 0.1 on T2,0—Figure 4.16(b)—specifies that only the leaf place
T0,1 provided information to this event.
Figure 4.16(c) relates channel identifiers with sets of leaf place indices: For place T2,0, the channel
identifier 0.1 represents the set of leaf place indices {1}, whereas the channel identifier 1 represents
the set {2, 3}. Thus, channel identifiers can represent sets of leaf place indices. However, while leaf
place identifier sets can adept to aggregations that only use events from some—but not all—leaf places,
channel identifiers use a hierarchical coarsening that will superset such sets. In the example, a leaf place
set such as {0, 2} requires the use of the channel identifier ε—empty path—as a superset.
GTI stores channel identifiers in 64 bit values. For a k-ary tree layout, each component of a channel
identifier requires ld(k + 1) bits, of which k states represent the channel index and the (k + 1)-th state
represents whether a channel identifier uses a certain component or not, e.g., to distinguish the channel
identifier 1 from the identifier 1.0. As an example, for a binary tree layout, each channel identifier
component requires 2 bits. Thus, a single 64 bit value stores 32 components that can represent channel
identifiers in a tree layout with 232 leaves. Thus, channel identifiers render theO(n) memory requirement
for leaf place index sets into an O(ldn) requirement that enables scalability. This improvement comes
at the cost that channel identifiers cannot represent all leaf place index sets. The over-approximation that
channel identifiers use to represent such sets then impacts the subsequent algorithms.
4.5.3 Tree Queue Algorithms
A queue tree combines state information and event queues with channel trees to enable algorithms for
order preserving event aggregation. Queues in the queue tree hold events that a place could not process,
as to not violate event order. GTI’s data structure for nodes of this tree contains the following fields:
childs: Pointers to child nodes,
suspended: Boolean state, where > represents that an active aggregation uses an event whose channel
identifier corresponds to this node, and
queue: A queue of events that could not be processed previously.
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Figure 4.17: Examples of queue trees on a tool place during event processing. The illustration
highlights the data structures and data fields.
Note that a channel tree of a place T is directed towards the node that represents T , since it is based
on a subgraph of the topology graph, e.g., arc directions in Figure 4.16(a). The following considers a
parent-child relationship for queue trees that inverts the arc directions of channel trees. Subsequently,
the terms descendant and ancestor refer to this parent-child relationship: T ′ is a descendant of T if T ′ is
a child of T ; and If T ′′ is a descendant of T ′ and T ′ is a child of T , then T ′′ is a descendant of T . The
arc directions for the queue trees in Figure 4.17 illustrate this relation.
Each tool place initiates the queue tree with a root that it associates with the channel identifier ε.
Figure 4.17(a) illustrates this root node along with its default data fields. During event processing, places
execute algorithms that operate on its local queue tree. These algorithms add new child nodes that
represent specific channel identifiers to store state information. As a result, the queue tree on tool place
T represents a subset of the channel tree of T . Figure 4.17(b) illustrates a queue tree with a root node
and a node that represents the channel identifier 0, for a place such as T2,0 of the layout in Figure 4.15.
A further query to a queue tree algorithm could add a node for the channel identifier 1.0, which adds an
intermediate node for the channel identifier 1 in the subsequent algorithms. Figure 4.17(c) illustrates the
structure of the resulting queue tree. The figure assigns suspended = > for the intermediate node of
channel identifier 1 to illustrate subsequent concepts.
Algorithms that preserve event order in the presence of aggregations need to evaluate conditions (4.4)
and (4.5), which test whether sets of leaf place indices overlap. With queue trees, and the leaf place
indices that channel identifiers represent, two identifiers cid1 and cid2 overlap exactly if (without proof):
• cid1 = cid2,
• cid1 is an ancestor of cid2 in the queue tree, or
1
2
• cid2 is an ancestor of cid1 in the queue tree.
Figure 4.17(c) uses the queue tree node for channel identifier 1 to illustrate these conditions. It marks
that an active aggregation uses an event with this channel identifier, i.e., that the node is suspended from
processing (node with black background). All leaf place indices of nodes with gray or black background
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Function suspendChannel(cid)
if cid = ε then1
this.suspended := >2
/* ...update descendantSuspendCount of all ancestors ... */
else3
this.getChildForChannelIdentifier(cid).suspendChannel
(
pop(cid)
)
4
Function openChannel(cid)
if cid = ε then1
this.suspended := ⊥2
/* ...update descendantSuspendCount of all ancestors ... */
else3
this.getChildForChannelIdentifier(cid).openChannel
(
pop(cid)
)
4
Function canProcess(cid)
/* This node overlaps with cid if this node has a non-emtpy queue
or is suspended; if so return ⊥ */
if this.suspended = > ∨ this.queue.empty() = ⊥ then1
return ⊥2
/* Recursion to the node that represents cid */
if cid = ε then3
/* This node represents cid, check if descendants are suspended
or have non-empty queues */
if this.descendantQueueSize > 0 ∨ this.descendantSuspendCount > 0 then4
return ⊥5
else6
return >7
else8
/* Continue recursion */
child := this.getChildForChannelIdentifier(cid)9
return child.canProcess
(
pop(cid)
)
10
Figure 4.18: Algorithms on queue trees to suspend/open tree nodes and to determine whether events
with given channel identifiers can currently be processed.
overlap with the leaf place indices that the channel identifier 1 represents.
Tool places use the subsequent algorithms to ensure that if an active aggregation suspends a node
in the queue tree, then the place does not process events with overlapping leaf place indices, i.e., the
algorithms implement condition (4.4). The queue tree algorithms also ensure that if a node contains
events in its queue—that could not be processed due to (previously) active aggregations—then events
with channel identifiers that specify overlapping leaf place indices will also not be processed, i.e., the
algorithms implement condition (4.5). A place enqueues an event in one of the queue tree nodes if it
cannot be processed due to either of the two conditions.
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 present the queue tree algorithms that suspend nodes (suspendChannel), re-
move suspensions of nodes (openChannel), specify whether a place can process an event (canProcess),
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Function enqueue(e, cid)
if cid = ε ∨ this.queue.empty() = ⊥ then1
this.queue.push
(
(e, cid)
)
2
/* ...update descendantQueueSize of all ancestors ... */
return3
this.getChildForChannelIdentifier(cid).enqueue
(
e,pop(cid)
)
4
Function findEventToDequeue(cid)
/* If this node is suspended, no events can be dequeued in it or
any of its childs */
if this.suspended = > then1
return (⊥,NULL, cid)2
/* Prune the search if there are no events to be found */
if this.queue.empty() ∧ this.descendantQueueSize = 0 then3
return (⊥,NULL, cid)4
/* Search in childs first, their events preceed this nodes events
*/
for (child, channel) ∈ this.childs do5
(success, e, cidOfE) := child.findEventToDequeue
(
concat(cid, channel)
)
6
if success = > then7
return (>, e, cidOfE)8
/* If no descendant has an event to dequeue, look into our queue
(if no child is suspended) */
if this.descendantSuspendCount = 0 ∧ this.queue.empty() = ⊥ then9
(e, cidOfE) := this.queue.pop()10
/* ...update descendantQueueSize of all ancestors ... */
/* Push events that belong to descendants downwards */
while this.queue.empty() = ⊥ do11
(g, cIdOfG) := this.queue.front()12
if cIdOfG = ε then13
break14
else15
this.queue.pop()16
/* ...update descendantQueueSize of all ancestors ... */
this.getChildForChannelIdentifier(cIdOfG).enqueue
(
g,pop(cIdOfG)
)
17
/* Return the front of this nodes queue */
return
(
>, e, concat(cid, cidOfE)
)
18
return (⊥,NULL, cid)19
Figure 4.19: Algorithms on queue trees to enqueue events and to find and dequeue events that a
layout node can process after it completes an aggregation.
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enqueue an event (enqueue), and dequeue an event (findEventToDequeue). The algorithms represent
queue tree nodes as objects that use the fields childs, suspended, and queue. Additionally, the algo-
rithms use “this.” to refer to these fields of a current node. Some of the queue tree algorithms need
to determine whether a descendant node is suspended or has a non-empty queue. To avoid repeated
searches for these properties, each node carries two additional fields descendantSuspendCount and
descendantQueueSize.
Tool places use the suspendChannel (Figure 4.18) algorithm to suspend a node for a channel identi-
fier once an active aggregation uses an event with this identifier as input. Additionally, tool places use
the openChannel (Figure 4.18) algorithm to remove a suspension from a node after the aggregation that
suspended the node completes. Both algorithms traverse the tree until they find the node that represents
their input channel identifier. To do so, they utilize the function getChildForChannelIdentifier that
reads the leftmost component of a channel identifier, determines whether a child node exists for this
component, and either returns the existing child or creates a new one. In addition, the utility function
pop(cid) removes the leftmost component from a channel identifier to trim channel identifiers for recur-
sion. Both algorithms sketch the update of the descendantSuspendCount field of their ancestors, where
the GTI implementation utilizes an additional parent pointer on each node.
The canProcess algorithm (Figure 4.18) implements conditions (4.4) and (4.5) to determine whether
an event may be processed or not. The algorithm uses recursion to arrive at the node that represents the
channel identifier of the event in question. If during this recursion, an intermediate node has a non-empty
queue or is suspended, then the algorithm immediately returns⊥. Once the algorithm arrives at the target
node, the algorithm checks whether a child node is suspended or has a non-empty queue, in which case
it returns ⊥. Otherwise, it returns >.
The enqueue algorithm (Figure 4.19) traverses towards the node that represents the channel identifier
of the input event and adds it to the queue of this node. However, if an ancestor of the target node
has a non-empty queue, the algorithm adds the event to the first such ancestor instead. This handling
is necessary since the queue tree algorithms dequeue events of descendant nodes before events of their
ancestors. Thus, if enqueue would step over nodes with non-empty queues during its recursion, it could
violate event order. Queues of queue tree nodes store both the actual event and the remaining channel
identifier that the enqueue algorithm uses for its recursion. The findEventToDequeue algorithm then
uses the channel identifier reminder to push events into their actual target nodes at a later time.
The findEventToDequeue algorithm (Figure 4.19) determines whether a queue tree node for a chan-
nel identifier cid has a non-empty queue and whether it satisfies canProcess(cid) = >. It returns a triple
(success, e, cid), where success specifies whether the algorithm found an event to dequeue. If the algo-
rithm finds an event to dequeue it returns the event in e and its associated channel identifier in cid. The
first two if-conditions of the algorithm prune the search if the current node is suspended or if no events
are queued in any descendant. Afterwards, the algorithm uses recursion to investigate the child nodes
of the current node first. If a descendant is successful, the algorithm returns the event that the recursive
call returned. If no child finds a suitable event, the algorithm checks whether the queue of the current
node is non-empty and whether no child node is suspended as well. If so, the algorithm removes the
front element of the current node’s queue and returns this event. In addition, the algorithm redistributes
queued events if they had previously been queued to an ancestor of their target node.
Appendix A.2 (page 164) presents the queue tree algorithm queries that the main driver algorithm of a
tool place creates for the input events that T2,0 receives in Figure 4.15(a). Additionally, it visualizes the
individual states of the queue tree on T2,0 to detail the previous algorithms.
4.5.4 Time Complexities
Table 4.3 summarizes the time complexities of the algorithms in Figures 4.18 and 4.19, as well as of
their utility functions. The “worst case” column specifies worst case complexities for cases where ag-
gregations do not apply or fail, i.e., where events that originate from leaf places reach root places. The
“Worst case, successful aggregations apply” column specifies worst case complexities for situations in
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Layout: k-ary tree, p leaves, l queue entries
Worst case Worst case, successful
aggregations apply
Utility:
getChildForChannelIdentifier O(1) O(1)
Update ancestors descendantQueueSize O(logk p) O(1)
Update ancestors descendantSuspendCount O(logk p) O(1)
Queries:
suspendChannel O(logk p) O(1)
openChannel O(logk p) O(1)
canProcess O(logk p) O(1)
findEventToDequeue O(p+ l logk p) O(k)
enqueue O(logk p) O(1)
Table 4.3: Time complexities for queue tree algorithms and their utility functions. Column “Worst
case" represents a worst case situation in which aggregations may not apply or fail.
Column “Worst case, successful aggregations apply” represents a worst case situation
in which aggregations apply to all events and always succeed.
which aggregations apply to all events and always succeed, i.e., if all places only receive events of the
primary communication direction that were created by their direct predecessors in the layout. With-
out successful aggregations (first column), all algorithms, except for findEventToDequeue, traverse the
tree towards a node that represents an input channel identifier, which results in a time complexity of
O(logk p) for a k-ary tree layout with p leaves. In addition, these algorithms may need to update sus-
pension or queue counts on ancestor nodes, which requires the same cost. The O(logk p) cost adds a
processing time to each event that increases with application scale, but the logarithmic increase does
not prohibit scalability immediately. However, the algorithm findEventToDequeue can limit scalability
with an O(p + l logk p) time complexity. In worst case most leaf nodes of a queue tree are suspended
and have non-empty queues, which requires the algorithm to explore O(p) leaves. If in addition, the last
child of the root node has l queued events, no suspension, and no descendant with a non-empty queue
or suspension; then the algorithm may in addition have to re-queue l − 1 events. However, in this worst
case scenario, the root receives O(p) events in total, i.e., is a scalability bottleneck in the first place.
The time complexities with successful aggregations—second column—are usually O(1) and rep-
resent costs for scalable tools that employ effective event aggregations. The time complexity of the
findEventToDequeue algorithm is O(k) in this scenario, since all places will use queue trees with at
most k children. This cost provides a small overhead for order preserving event aggregation, but does
not limit scalability.
4.5.5 Applicability
Channel identifiers represent leaf place index sets with memory requirements that are logarithmic in
the number of application processes. Additionally, the queue tree algorithms require logarithmic or
lower time complexities (If aggregations apply and are successful). However, channel identifiers cannot
represent some leaf place index sets, which requires that a tool uses channel identifiers that supersets
them. Figure 4.20 illustrates a scenario with two event types a and c. Leaf places of an even index create
an event of type a, while leaf places with an odd index create an event of type c. An aggregation applies
to waves of each event type respectively. The aggregations on nodes T1,0 and T1,1 replace single events
with a new aggregated event, e.g., a0,1. As a result, T2,0 receives two events with channel identifier 0
from T1,0 and two events with channel identifier 1 from T1,1. If the root processes a0,1 first and then
c2,3, its queue tree will not allow any further event processing. However, since neither the aggregation
for events of type a, nor the aggregation for events of type c can complete, no further event processing
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Figure 4.20: An example of an event stream that uses superset channel identifiers, which can cause
interlocking aggregations.
is possible3. This results from the fact that the root place receives events with channel identifiers for
leaf place index sets {0, 1} and {2, 3} respectively, while the events actually only include information of
leaf index sets {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3} respectively. The GTI prototype aborts aggregations if it detects
that a queue tree allows no further event processing. In addition, it also aborts all aggregations after
a configurable timeout. An extension of the GTI prototype supports additional encoding for channel
identifiers to detect and consider patterns in superset identifiers such as odd/even leaf identifiers.
4.6 Previous Publications
Previous publications describe parts of GTI and its underlying abstraction. A first publication on GTI [78]
briefly describes an early design of the infrastructure. This publication focuses on the communication
system, in particular the MPI-based means of communication. The study presents basic performance
measurements for synthetic communication loads. In particular, this early work excludes intralayer com-
munication and broadcasts.
A second publication [72] describes the actual design and abstraction of GTI in natural language.
It lacks the formal definitions for the abstraction terms, as well as the event-flow definitions that this
document presents. Additionally, this document introduces the key algorithms of the weaver, as well as
a main loop for tool places.
A first publication on order preserving event aggregation with channel identifiers [74] elaborates the
basic queuing algorithm to which this document refers. Additionally, the previous publication introduces
channel identifiers and queue trees. A key difference to this document is the description of the channel
tree algorithms that were previously only described in natural language. The more detailed description
with actual algorithms in this document also enables the detailed time complexity investigation of the
previous section. Finally, the combination of a full main loop for tool places and the order preserving
event aggregation algorithms enables a far more detailed description of the overall workings of tool
places.
A further publication [75] highlights the rationale for intralayer communication along with a perfor-
mance study of this functionality for MPI point-to-point matching. In particular, the former publication
3 The aggregation on the first tool layer could be avoided since it replaces single events; in that case a binary TBON layout
with 8 application processes still provides a similar scenario.
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lacks the incorporation of intralayer communication into tool drivers and the adaption of the shutdown
handling. Most importantly, this document introduces the event-flow definitions that apply to intralayer
communication along with descriptions of how the weaver algorithms handle intralayer communication.
At the same time, the previous publication provides deeper insight into communication modules for
intralayer communication.
Finally, a last publication [126] details application crash-handling for GTI and the shared memory
communication protocol that this design uses. This document summarizes GTI’s application crash-
handling approach, while the previous publication serves as a reference for comparisons and a detailed
investigation of this technique.
4.7 Runtime Verification Requirements
The GTI prototype meets all of the MPI runtime verification requirements from Section 3.2 (page 22):
• Its instantiation system provides an instrumentation system that is tailored for the use case of the
tool,
• A topology of additional tool places provides event filtering and aggregation capabilities,
• Exchangeable communication modules provide flexibility in both the means of communication
and its timing, and
• An application crash-handling scheme detects a potential application crash and ensures that event
processing can continue,
In addition, the proposed abstraction overcomes the drawbacks that a development with existing tool
infrastructures would have entailed:
• Lack of an integration between instrumentation and tool functionality,
• Different interfaces for front-end, back-end, and tool hierarchy tool analyses,
• No event order between different event streams, and
• Unsatisfactory support for point-to-point event matching tasks.
The analysis-centric abstraction that this thesis proposes combines: An integration of a tool infrastruc-
ture provided instrumentation system with tool analyses, as well as a single interface for all tool analyses.
Thus, tool developer do not need to manually develop/apply and couple an instrumentation system, but
they rather only need to describe the interaction between instrumentation and tool analysis to the tool
infrastructure. Additionally, in the proposed abstraction, all tool analyses describe their interfaces to the
tool infrastructure. The infrastructure then triggers analyses whenever their input events arrive on a place.
This abstraction ensures that tool analyses can be mapped freely onto places. This overcomes the fixed
categorizations into front-end, back-end, and intermediate layer code that existing tool infrastructures
apply. Such a situation increases flexibility in component reuse and tool integration.
The algorithms for order preserving event aggregation then overcome the limitations of the stream-
based concepts that existing TBON tool infrastructures apply. In the proposed abstraction, a tool in-
frastructure can automatically preserve event order, irrespective of whether events are of the same type
(same stream) or not. This feature simplifies the development of tools that must consider such order,
since they can rely on the tool infrastructure, rather than implementing their own timestamping mecha-
nisms. The intralayer communication that the proposed abstraction incorporates into its event-flow then
enables efficient handling of tasks such as point-to-point matching.
In summary, the proposed abstraction formally introduces a novel concept for parallel tool infras-
tructures that overcomes the described drawbacks of existing approaches. This formal description pro-
vides the concept in a use case and programming paradigm independent manner, as to enable a high
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degree of applicability. The prototype implementation GTI implements this abstraction—with various
extensions—for use cases that target MPI applications. With that, GTI provides a tool infrastructure that
supports the MPI runtime verification use case. Thus, a tool development effort can then exclusively
focus on the actual tool functionality.
Current efforts extend the GTI prototype to provide CUDA instrumentation capabilities for runtime
verification of CUDA applications. Additionally, a study [72] applies a GTI-based tool to gather pro-
filing information for MPI communication, while a further GTI-based tool prototype enables an online
performance workflow [89, 165].
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5 A Distributed MPI Runtime Verification Concept
Scientific computing provides predictions that are increasingly important not just for
research but also for decision-making on issues of great significance to society, in-
cluding economic policy, environmental regulation, and the safety and performance
of such things as cars, airplanes, and buildings. Yet the parallelism that makes much
of this computation practical makes it difficult to build correct programs. [142]
This chapter presents concepts for scalable runtime verification of MPI applications, which avoid a loss
of precision, i.e., that avoid false positives and false negatives. The Marmot Umpire Scalable Tool
(MUST) provides a prototype implementation for these concepts. It uses GTI as its tools infrastructure
and carefully considers the advantages and disadvantages of previous MPI runtime verification tools;
especially Umpire [159], Marmot [99], and TAC [120]. The implementation of MUST combines most
of the existing checks of Marmot and Umpire and favors precise checks of Umpire over less precise
checks of TAC. Correctness analyses that involve two or more processes are the focus of this chapter,
which includes analyses such as type matching for point-to-point and collective operations, validations
for consistent arguments in collective communications, and deadlock detection. Previous concepts for
these analyses either lacked scalability (e.g., Marmot, Umpire, and ISP) or precision (e.g., hash based
type matching in TAC and the NEC/SX library, as well as timeout based deadlock handling in TAC
and Marmot). New concepts for these challenging checks advance the state of the art for runtime MPI
verification tools and serve as a use case to test and verify the prototype implementation GTI.
Section 5.1 summarizes the overall architecture of the MUST prototype. Afterwards, Sections 5.2
and 5.3 present the concepts and the designs that handle MPI point-to-point and collective operations.
The deadlock detection in MUST combines a graph-based deadlock detection, timeouts, and the use of
a transition system to provide both detailed error reports and scalability. Section 5.4 presents this transi-
tion system and relates it to existing transition systems for MPI verification. A design for a distributed
implementation of the transition system provides the scalability for this concept. Based on the transition
system, Section 5.5 details an overall deadlock detection system that incorporates graph-based deadlock
detection and timeouts. Section 5.6 then compares the contributions of this chapter to previous publica-
tions. A comparison of the proposed runtime verification concepts to existing MPI runtime verification
approaches concludes this chapter (Section 5.7).
5.1 Tool Design
GTI provides mechanisms to instantiate a tool for a given use case, to instrument an application, to
implement tool internal communication, and further types of common or specialized infrastructure func-
tionality. As a result, the MUST prototype only needs to provide its actual functionality as a set of GTI
modules and specifications. These specifications describe MPI as a set of hooks, tool internal hooks
for MUST’s internal communication, and analysis-hook mappings. This section first classifies modules
of MUST’s design into different functionality classes and uses this classification to define module pack-
ages. One of these module packages defines all correctness checks of MUST. For this check package, this
section summarizes the individual correctness analyses that involve multiple processes (non-local) and
defines their relation to other MUST modules. The remaining module packages define utility modules
that serve for process identification, MPI resource tracking, logging, and event conditioning. Users can
manually specify a tool layout, and place correctness modules onto the layers of the layout. However, to
provide a scalable tool instance that exhibits low overhead, MUST defines standard configurations that
simplify tool usage.
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Figure 5.1: MUST module packages (rounded boxes), their overall dependencies (arcs), and key
modules (colored boxes).
5.1.1 Module Packages
Figure 5.1 sketches module dependencies with arcs between module packages. The modules of the
identifier package provide basic information on MPI ranks and call locations, e.g., a call name or a call
stack. Thus, most modules require these services to identify which MPI rank created an event. As a
result, most modules have a module dependency to one or multiple modules of the identifier package.
Modules of the check package create correctness messages when they detect a failure. Dependencies
to modules of the logging package provide a service to report these correctness messages to the tool
user. In addition, some check modules can reuse information from other check modules, i.e., these
modules can have internal dependencies. The resource package provides information on handles that
identify MPI datatypes, communicators, groups, requests, and operations. The individual modules in this
package track all default instances of each of these resources and monitor resource creation, destruction,
and modification. Check modules use module dependencies to modules of the resource package to
retrieve detailed information about involved MPI resources. Some modules of the resource package
require information on a different type of resource, e.g., a module to track MPI communicators requires
information on MPI groups. Thus, modules in the resource package may depend on each other. The
condition package provides modules that evaluate whether MPI operations satisfy a specific condition.
If so, they inject a specific event that another module uses (condition pattern from Section 4.3.1 on
page 53). Condition modules should run on a lower-level hierarchy layer to maximize their effect. As a
result, default layouts of MUST place modules of the condition package onto the application layer.
5.1.2 Utility
When an event triggers an analysis of a MUST module, the module usually requires information on
the MPI rank that created the event. As an example, a module that checks whether a communication
operation uses a correct MPI datatype requires rank information to compare the given datatype to valid
datatypes for this rank. In addition, if a check detects an MPI usage error, it should provide the tool user
with as much detail on the defect as possible. One such piece of information is the name of the call that
caused the usage error and preferably additional information such as a call stack or iteration counters.
The modules and operations of the identifier package provide such information. MUST associates a
parallel identifier (pId) with MPI events to provide MPI rank information to all analyses that request this
information. The implementation stores pIds with 64 bit values. This capacity suffices to directly store
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an MPI rank and provides additional storage capacity for information on further parallel paradigms, e.g.,
a thread number. An additional location identifier (lId) provides analyses information on the call site
that created an MPI event. Again the implementation uses 64 bit values for lIds. However, such a value
cannot store arbitrary textual strings or even a call stack. Thus, MUST uses mappings to associate call
location information with (pId, lId) pairs. Appendix B.1 (page 167) details the designs to create these
identifiers and to forward call site information to other layers of the tool layout.
Modules of the check package require a system to report detected failures, suspicious behavior, or
to provide other forms of information to the tool user. The modules of the logging package provide
services to create correctness messages and to store them for investigation. A module dependency to
the CreateMessage module (CM in Figure 5.1) provides access to an interface that introduces new cor-
rectness messages. The CreateMessage module uses event injection to introduce events that represent
correctness messages. Logging modules (L0, L1, . . . in Figure 5.1) are mapped to the hooks that inject
these events, such that these logging modules can receive and handle messages. GTI forwards events
towards any layer with a logging module, the AggregateMessage module (AM in Figure 5.1) combines
similar messages to condense the events that arrive at a logging module. Thus, the MUST prototype
can provide users condensed messages—e.g., ranks 0–1024 violated a specific MPI restriction—in var-
ious output formats. Default instances of MUST use an HTML format for this purpose. Appendix B.2
(page 168) details these modules and the hook that introduces events for correctness messages.
MPI provides resources such as communicators, requests, datatypes, process groups, and reduction
operations to application developers. Handles identify these objects in MPI operations, while the MPI
implementation’s internal representation of these objects is not accessible to an application. Many cor-
rectness checks directly apply to these objects—resources in MUST terminology—to verify their correct
creation, destruction, or state. As an example: To ensure that a target rank in an MPI_Send operation
is a valid rank within the given communicator. Additionally, several correctness checks investigate these
resources as part of their analysis, e.g., point-to-point matching evaluates the communicator resource to
translate ranks. MPI provides limited query functions to retrieve state information for a resource han-
dle, e.g., it provides no functions to query whether a handle is valid. Further, queries to MPI are only
available on the MPI processes directly, but not on other layers of a tool layout. Thus, the modules
of MUST’s resource package provide information on MPI resources instead. Each resource package
module tracks the state of all resources of a single type, e.g., all MPI datatypes. The tracking captures
predefined resources, e.g., MPI_INT, and user-defined resources, e.g., a derived datatype constructed
with MPI_Type_struct. Check modules retrieve access to the interface of a resource package mod-
ule with a dependency. As a consequence, modules of the resource package run on the same layers as the
modules that require their information. Resource package modules map their analyses to all MPI oper-
ations that create, destroy, or modify a resource. These mappings ensure that all instances of a resource
package module provide correct and up-to-date information.
Datatype, request, communicator, and group tracking modules provide services to forward resource
information along the intralayer communication direction. Type-matching checks for point-to-point com-
munication operations require such services since they forward information on MPI operations along the
intralayer direction (rather than the primary communication direction). To support this use case, the
resource package modules provide services that replicate the state of a resource onto another place of
the same layer. This scheme does not update the replicas when successive state changes occur, as to
avoid extensive communication overheads. Later sections detail that modules that require this intralayer
replication will not use stateful information of such resources.
The modules of the condition package serve as event filters. Analysis-hook mappings of modules
that do not run on the application layer require tool communication. This communication unnecessarily
increases the tool overhead, if a module is only interested in a subset of these events, i.e., events that
satisfy a given condition. One such example is the module that matches point-to-point operations for
type-matching and deadlock detection. This module requires information on completed nonblocking
receives that use MPI_ANY_SOURCE as their source argument (wildcard receives). A direct mapping of
a module to all MPI completion operations that provide this information, e.g., MPI_Wait, would cause
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unnecessary events forwarding. Thus, the modules of the condition package implement such conditions
and inject events whenever a condition is met. This technique efficiently reduces tool communication.
Appendix B.3 (page 169) details how a condition package module filters events of MPI completion
operations to extract conditional information.
5.1.3 Correctness Checks
The implementation of MUST provides a variety of—local—correctness checks that require information
from a single MPI process only. Figure 5.1 summarizes the modules that implement these checks as
C0, C1, . . . in the check package. It includes most of the checks that Marmot [97] provides and includes
communication buffer overlap checks [125] that consider basic and derived MPI datatypes. While these
types of checks can impose noticeable overheads, their performance usually does not depend on appli-
cation scale (scale can impact an applications problem size and thus indirectly the overheads of these
checks).
This document focuses on—non-local—correctness checks that use information from multiple MPI
processes, since their implementation strongly impacts tool scalability. As a result, existing tools either
provide scalable non-local checks that can exhibit false positives/negatives to simplify the design of these
checks, e.g. TAC; or have limited scalability without a loss in precision, e.g., Umpire. The non-local
checks that this chapter introduces aim at a combination of both precision and scalability. Figure 5.1
summarizes the MUST modules that implement these non-local checks:
P2PMatch: Matches point-to-point messages, detects lost messages, and issues type matching checks
for MPI datatypes (P2P in Figure 5.2);
CollectiveMatch: Matches events of collective operations, checks for consistent arguments, and issues
type matching checks for MPI datatypes (Coll in Figure 5.2);
TransitionSystem: Analyzes conditions under which MPI operations return the control flow as a tran-
sition system (TS in Figure 5.2); and
WfgManager: Applies a Wait-For Graph (WFG) supported deadlock detection that uses the state of
the TransitionSystem module as input (WFG in Figure 5.2).
The P2PMatch module analyzes point-to-point operations both to detect lost messages, as in the ex-
ample of Figure 2.8 (page 10), and to detect type mismatches, as in the example of Figure 2.1 (page 8).
The module uses intralayer communication to exchange information for message matching and type
matching. Thus, standard MUST layouts place this module on the first non-application layer, since this
layer provides the highest degree of distribution. Section 5.2 details this module and its analyses.
The CollectiveMatch module is an aggregation module that implements checks for collective opera-
tions in the tool hierarchy. As a result, this module runs on all hierarchy layers of the tool for standard
layouts of MUST. Collectives such as MPI_Alltoallv require type matching checks that limit the
efficiency of the aggregation module. Thus, the aggregation module can exchange type matching infor-
mation for such operations with intralayer communication too. Section 5.3 details this module and its
hierarchical checks.
Finally, the TransitionSystem module implements a transition system that emulates the wait-for se-
mantics of all MPI operations in their execution order. If an application deadlocks, the transition system
will also arrive in terminal state that indicates deadlock. The module uses information on point-to-point
and collective operations for its analysis and runs on the same layer as the P2PMatch module. The Tran-
sitionSystem module exchanges state information with intralayer communication and with the primary
communication direction to synchronize state transitions. Utility modules then aggregate and manage
these synchronization events. Section 5.4 presents the theoretical background for the TransitionSystem
module along with a concept and design for a distributed implementation. The WfgManager module
then applies graph-based deadlock detection to a current state of the TransitionSystem module. It trig-
gers deadlock detection in fixed intervals, assures a consistent state of the TransisitionSystem module
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Figure 5.2: An illustration of important layers for common MUST instantiations, along with the
modules that they use.
instances, applies a deadlock search, and if a deadlock was found, reports it to the user. The module is
centralized, i.e., must be placed on a layer with exactly one place. Section 5.5 details this graph-based
deadlock detection, its modules, and its tool internal communication.
5.1.4 Instantiation
MUST provides utilities that create standard layouts for default use cases. This includes the use of
centralized non-local checks, which serve as a reference implementation and that improve upon the non-
local checks of Umpire. Such a layout uses a single extra layer with a single place to execute all non-local
correctness checks.
Figure 5.2 summarizes the module placement of MUST layouts that use the distributed non-local
checks that this thesis proposes. These layouts use a TBON topology, i.e., a layer tree that is a list and
whose final layer uses exactly one place. Additionally, the MUST utilities provide control over the fan-
in that the resulting TBON topology uses. The application layer executes all local correctness checks
(C0, C1, . . . on l0). In addition, the application layer executes the modules of the condition package to
maximize their filtering capabilities. MUST’s utilities map the P2PMatch (P2P) and TransitionSystem
(TS) modules onto the first non-application layer, as to distribute these checks across as many places as
possible. The TBON root then executes one or multiple logging modules (L∗, L∗, . . .), the WfgManager
(WFG) module, and a module that enables the use of the CollectiveMatch (Coll) aggregation module on
all non-application layers. Module dependencies then automatically place the resource package modules,
the identifier package modules, and the CreateMessage module (CM) onto all layers that require them.
5.2 Point-to-Point Analysis
Non-local correctness checks that apply to MPI point-to-point operations are type matching (e.g., the
example of Figure 2.1 on page 8) and the detection of lost messages (e.g., the example of Figure 2.8
on page 10). Both checks require information on pairs of matching point-to-point operations. The
P2PMatch module of MUST serves for this purpose and monitors all point-to-point operations in order
to apply the MPI message matching rules to them. The module triggers type matching checks when it
determines that a pair of operations matches and it reports any lost messages when it observes that an ap-
plication ends its MPI usage. With point-to-point communication, pairs of processes exchange messages,
while the communication pattern of an application can be dynamic, i.e., a-priori knowledge on commu-
nicating process pairs may not be available. Thus, as Section 4.3.4 (page 58) illustrates, a TBON-based
implementation of point-to-point matching [72] can exhibit higher overheads on higher-level tool lay-
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Figure 5.3: A module-hook chart that illustrates how the proposed tool infrastructure abstraction
enables the implementation of a P2PMatch module for distributed analysis of MPI
point-to-point operations.
ers. Thus, the P2PMatch module uses intralayer communication to avoid scalability limitations. MUST
places this module on one layer of the tool layout and exchanges point-to-point matching information
between module instances within this layer (Figure 5.2).
Intralayer communication based point-to-point message matching overcomes the scalability limita-
tions of previous runtime verification tools such as Umpire [159] and ISP [156]. At the same time,
this technique resembles the post-mortem matching approaches of tools such as Scalasca [53] and Vam-
pir [21]. The implementations of these tools communicate between pairs of places—MPI application
processes for Scalasca or an MPI-based analysis application for Vampir—to distribute MPI point-to-
point matching information. However, both of these implementations do not provide TBON services
neither do they apply correctness checks to pairs of matched point-to-point operations. Section 5.4
then details how point-to-point matching in combination with synchronization messages within a TBON
topology allows complex analyses such as the execution of a transition system for deadlock detection.
5.2.1 Module Design
Figure 5.3 illustrates the analyses of the P2PMatch module and the hooks to which it is mapped. This
chapter uses module-hook charts as in Figure 5.3 to detail how MUST uses GTI; to represent modules and
their key analyses; to introduce hooks for MPI operations or tool internal communication; to visualize
analysis-hook mappings; and to highlight which hooks an analysis uses to inject events. Boxes with a
“[Hooks]” prefix in their label (upper half of the figure) summarize a set of related hooks, e.g., hooks
for MPI operations. The rounded boxes within them represent individual hooks—and potentially their
arguments. Boxes with a “[Module]” prefix in their label (lower half of the figure) represent modules and
their analyses as embedded boxes with rounded edges. Solid arcs from a hook to an analyses highlight
that the analysis at the head of the line is mapped to the hook at the tail of the line. Particularly, the
direction of the arcs illustrates the information flow. Dashed arcs from an analysis to a hook illustrate
that the analysis injects events along the primary communication direction with this hook. Similarly
arcs with two parallel, solid lines illustrate event injection along the intralayer communication direction
and arcs with two parallel, dashed lines illustrate event injection along the broadcast communication
direction.
The P2PMatch module provides the send and recv analyses to observe send and receive opera-
tions of MPI. Figure 5.3 illustrates that these analyses use mappings to the hooks for MPI operations
such as MPI_Send and MPI_Recv respectively. The module does not require a specific handling for
distinct send modes (buffered, synchronous, or ready), since it only matches pairs of point-to-point op-
erations. Thus, MUST can map the send analysis to the hooks for these operations as well. The same
holds for nonblocking point-to-point operations such as MPI_Isend. The implementation of MUST
stores information on the request handle that is associated with nonblocking point-to-point operations
for its correctness reports and to interface the P2PMatch module with the TransitionSystem module in
subsequent sections. Finally, for point-to-point matching purposes, a tool can handle persistent point-
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to-point operations like nonblocking operations, i.e., as a send or receive operation with an associated
request handle. For simplicity, Figure 5.3 excludes the additional analyses that monitor invocations of
MPI_Start and MPI_Startall, which trigger these persistent point-to-point communications.
This chapter uses the term match layer to refer to the single layer that executes the P2PMatch module,
which is the first non-application layer in standard layouts of MUST. For p application processes, let
P = {0, 1, 2, . . . , p − 1} be the set of process identifiers (ranks). For a match layer with k places, the
module instance on the i-th place of the layer receives information on all point-to-point operations for a
subset Ki ⊆ P (Such that
⋃i<k
i=0Ki = P and ∀i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , k−1}, i 6= j holds Ki∩Kj = ∅). The
analysis-hook mappings in Figure 5.3 allow GTI to forward information on all point-to-point operations
to the instances of the P2PMatch module. The P2PMatch module applies a domain decomposition
to distribute the matching workload, such that the i-th place of the match layer matches all operation
pairs that include a send operation transferring data to a process in Ki. This decomposition covers all
operation pairs and assigns each pair a unique place of the match layer. Thus, if an instance of the
P2PMatch module observes a send operation with a destination rank that is in Ki, then it forwards
information on the operation to the i-th place of the match layer. Figure 5.3 illustrates the passSend
hook that the P2PMatch module uses to forward this information with intralayer communication. In
summary, a P2PMatch module instance on the i-th place of the match layer perceives information on
receive operations along the primary communication direction with the analysis-hook mappings of the
recv analysis in Figure 5.3. Information on matching send operations then either arrives along the
primary communication direction (if the send also originates from a process inKi) or along the intralayer
communication direction. The point-to-point operation matching rules of MPI consider event order.
For each pair of processes, send and receive operations must be matched in the order in which the
two application processes issued them. The communication of GTI does not violate this order, since
both the primary and the intralayer communication direction preserve the order of the events that they
communicate.
The proposed domain decomposition for the P2PMatch module forwards send operations with in-
tralayer communication, since MPI’s push semantic guarantees that the target process of all send opera-
tions is specified. The source rank for wildcard receive operations is unknown until the receive completes.
Forwarding receive operations—instead of send operations—would require additional considerations.
5.2.2 Data structure
The P2PMatch module must store information on unmatched send and receive operations and uses a
data structure for this purpose. The data structure only holds the operations that the module instance
will match, i.e., it excludes operations that the module forwards with intralayer communication. The
message matching rules of MPI specify that a send and a receive operation match if they both use the
same communicator, their source and target ranks are compatible, and if they both use the same message
tag (or the receive uses MPI_ANY_TAG). Finally, MPI considers message order to resolve situations in
which multiple send or receive operations could match.
For each rank that issues point-to-point operations and for each communicator, the P2PMatch module
uses a separate matching table to store unmatched operations. Each matching table uses one list of
send operations for each target rank of a send and one list of receive operations for each source rank
of a receive. This allows the module to look up a potentially matching send/receive operation for a
new receive/send operation as follows: With O(log k) time it can find the matching table for a total
of k communicators; with an additional O(1) it can look up the respective target or source operation
list; and with a cost of O(l) it can evaluate all l operations in the list. However, O(1) time to look
up the matching tables for an issuer rank or the operation list for a source/target rank requires at least
O(p) memory to allocate all entries. Thus, the MUST implementation uses a map data structure to
associate matching tables with issuing ranks and an additional map to associate a source/target rank with
an operation list. These maps add an additionalO(log p) search time if an application communicates with
all other processes. If processes communicate with n p processes only, then this search time reduces
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to O(log n). The MUST implementation uses no specific operation lists per tag, to maintain event
order for MPI_ANY_TAG support. Future implementations could optimize this handling, especially if
an application does not use MPI_ANY_TAG.
In order to correctly handle wildcard receives, each matching table uses an additional wildcard re-
ceive list that stores these operations, since their source rank is not known. The use of this extra list
requires additional algorithmic consideration to preserve the order of receive operations. Particularly, if
a wildcard operation is present in a matching table, MUST’s implementation will add any subsequent
receive operations of the same communicator temporarily to the wildcard receive list too. At a later time,
when the matching of the wildcard receive is determined (below), the implementation will re-queue
all non-wildcard receives in the wildcard receive list to their respective source-rank-specific lists. This
handling ensures that the matching can correctly consider the order between wildcard and non-wildcard
receives. In the presence of wildcard receives, MPI implementations must also preserve the order of
receive events. This handling can also impact their overheads for such a scenario, but is dependent on
the particular implementation.
If a P2PMatch module instance receives information on a new send or receive operation that matches
an operation in one of its matching tables, the module removes this entry from the table. Otherwise, if no
matching operation is available, it adds the new operation to the table. However, for wildcard receives,
multiple potentially matching send operations may exist. In that case, the MPI implementation decides
which send matches. The P2PMatch module must use the same matching decision, as to provide a cor-
rect analysis [69]. Therefore, the module uses information from completed receive operations to retrieve
this information from the MPI implementation. Appendix B.3 (page 169) details how MUST retrieves
this information. When the P2PMatch module finds a send that could potentially match a wildcard re-
ceive, it postpones the matching until it receives the matching decision from the MPI implementation.
This handling can delay the processing of successive operations. A rare situation arises if an application
never issues a completion operation for a nonblocking wildcard receive operation, or deadlocks within
the completion operation that returns this information. In that case, if at least one matching send for the
operation exists, MUST fails to retrieve the update on MPI’s matching decision. The centralized refer-
ence implementation of MUST implements a probing/deciding technique [76] to handle such scenarios,
whereas the distributed modules of MUST do not provide such an extension yet.
5.2.3 Checks
Point-to-point matching provides input for the transition system in subsequent sections. In addition,
whenever the P2PMatch module matches a send and a receive operation, it can check whether the type
signatures of the two operations match. The MPI specification requires that the type signature of the
send operation is a prefix of the type signature of the receive operation. Type matching algorithms in
MUST [125] require O(1) matching time if both type signatures use a single basic MPI datatype only.
The matching time for more complex types then depends on their respective structure.
The MPI standard requires that no unmatched point-to-point operations remain when all application
processes issued MPI_Finalize. The MUST implementation detects such operations as unmatched
entries in the matching tables that exist after all instances of the P2PMatch observed MPI_Finalize,
while no outstanding intralayer communication exists. Lost message situations as in the example of
Figure 2.8 (page 10) highlight that the presence of unfinished MPI requests is no requirement for the
presence of an unmatched message. As a result, checks that detect the presence of unmatched mes-
sages provide valuable information to application developers. Especially, since some MPI implemen-
tations may silently tolerate such a defect, while others can hang or fail when the application issues
MPI_Finalize. The P2PMatch module lists all unmatched point-to-point operations by traversing its
matching tables and provides information on the invocations of the respective operations to aid develop-
ers in the removal of this defect.
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MPI Operation Type GTI Communication
and Handling
P2PMatch Cost
Any send O(1) O(log p+ log k + l)
Any non-wildcard receive O(1) O(log p+ log k + l)
Any wildcard receive O(1) O(log p+ log k + p · l)
Completion operation with q requests O(q) O
(
q · (log p+ log k + l)
)
Table 5.1: Time complexities for the analyses of the P2PMatch module, along with the respective
handling and communication complexities to provide their input (p application processes,
k MPI communicators, l list size of a matching table slot).
5.2.4 Time Complexities
Table 5.1 summarizes worst case time complexities for the analyses of the P2PMatch module, along with
worst case time complexities for the handling in GTI that provides the input to these analyses. The “GTI
Communication and Handling" column lists the time complexities for GTI’s instrumentation, communi-
cation, and handling. GTI’s instrumentation requires O(1) to intercept any point-to-point operation on
the application, serialize the fixed number of arguments that the P2PMatch module requires into a buffer
for communication, and to communicate the buffer to the match layer (assuming that the target place of
the match layer is idle and that bandwidth and latency are independent of the tool layout). The receiv-
ing place requires O(1) to receive the buffer, unpack it, and to trigger the respective target analysis of
the P2PMatch module (assuming no active aggregations). The intralayer communication that forwards
information on send operations also requires O(1) time per operation (target place is idle, tool layout
independent bandwidths and latencies).
The “P2PMatch Cost" column of Table 5.1 summarizes the time complexities for the analyses of the
P2PMatch module. For non-wildcard communication operations, these analyses either forward an oper-
ation with O(1) time to another module instance on the same layer, or handle the operation with a cost
ofO(log p+ log k+ l) for p processes, k communicators, and a list length of l (as described previously).
The size of l depends on the point-to-point operation series that an application uses and the order in
which place drivers receive events. The P2PMatch module only needs to iterate over an operation list
until it finds a match. Thus, the performance impact of long operation lists can be low. If an application
uses a single tag only, l may still not be constant. However, a search in a non-empty list will always
produce a match for the first list entry. Thus, with a single tag, the analysis cost in the P2PMatch module
becomes O(log p + log k). If furthermore, each application process only communicates with n pro-
cesses, while the application only communicates in the default communicators, then the time complexity
becomes O(log n). The P2PMatch module must search through all send operation lists to determine
whether a potentially matching operation for a wildcard receive exists. Thus, for p application processes,
the module requiresO(log p+log k+p · l) time to search through up to p lists with an average list length
of l. The amount of non-empty lists of send operations depends on the number of processes that send to
the issuer of the wildcard receive. This count can be low for applications that define their communication
patterns on stencil computations, i.e., that use neighborhood communications.
Completion operations such as MPI_Waitall use an array of q requests. The P2PMatch module
receives information on all successful completions of MPI requests that are associated with nonblocking
wildcard receives. For each such receive, the module updates the source rank of the receive operation
and tries to find a matching send operation, which must be issued by the application, but may not yet
have arrived at the P2PMatch module instance. This handling requires O
(
q · (log p+ log k+ l)
)
time if
all requests are associated with wildcard receives and for an average operation list length l.
The time that an MPI implementation requires to implement a point-to-point operation is O(1) in the
best case. In summary, the time complexities of the P2PMatch module allow operation series and pro-
cessing orders that could require higher time complexities than the original MPI operations. Particularly,
some of these factors—list length l and the log p mapping time—can increase with scale. Thus, the
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MUST implementation could incur noticeable overheads that increase with scale. Chapter 6 evaluates
whether such scenarios appear in actual MPI applications, as well for synthetic kernels. However, de-
pending on the internal data structures of the MPI implementation, outstanding point-to-point operations
can impose increased handling costs too, since an MPI implementation must consider operation order in
the presence of multiple tags, wildcard tags, and wildcard receives too. Additionally, GTI communicates
at most two events of a fixed (small) size for each point-to-point operation (for sends one event on the
primary and one event on the intralayer direction), whereas an MPI implementation must communicate
a message buffer of a given payload for each pair of operations, which will usually exceed GTI’s pay-
load. Finally, MPI implementations can require additional costs to guarantee progress of nonblocking
point-to-point operation. Thus, additional terms such as the number of open nonblocking point-to-point
messages influence MPI implementation costs to handle point-to-point operations in practice [68].
5.3 Collective Analysis
Collective communication operations of MPI provide data transfers and reduction operations between
groups of processes. MPI communicators specify these process groups. For a collective communication
to take place, all involved processes issue a collective operation of the same name with a communicator
argument that exactly includes the involved processes. The term collective refers to the overall com-
munication between all members of a process group and the term collective operation refers to a single
MPI call invocation of a member of the group. MPI usage errors for collective operations involve dead-
locks, MPI datatype matching defects, and further kinds of inconsistent arguments. The CollectiveMatch
module of MUST implements correctness analyses for these usage errors and employs the distributed
detection scheme that this section presents. The module issues checks to detect inconsistent arguments
and type matching defects. Additionally, it provides input for deadlock detection (subsequent sections).
Collective checks in related work either use a centralized place that matches collective operations of
all processes, e.g., Umpire [159] and ISP [156], or they use additional collectives to check arguments of
collective operations, e.g., TAC [120], MPI/SX [153], and MPICH-Coll [40]. While the former limits
scalability, the latter influences synchronization properties of the MPI application, provides limited type
matching checks, and was only combined with timeout-based deadlock detection approaches yet, i.e.,
has limited precision.
This section presents a concept for collective checks that operate in a TBON layout with a hierarchical
scheme. The concept uses the observation that most checks for collectives are transitive, i.e., that it
suffices to select one collective operation as a representative of a collective and to compare all other
operations to this representative only. This section first details this hierarchical approach and highlights
its limits for type matching checks that can specify non-transitive restrictions. Afterwards, a description
of the CollectiveMatch module highlights how MUST implements hierarchical collective checks and how
it employs GTI. Finally, this section details time complexities of the GTI handling and for the analyses
of the CollectiveMatch module. This investigation requires a description of the data structures of the
CollectiveMatch module, as well as a description of the individual correctness checks.
5.3.1 Representative Operations
Figure 2.3 (page 9) illustrates an example defect that involves inconsistent collective operation argu-
ments. In the example, processes 0 and 1 specify different values for the root argument. An implementa-
tion for a correctness analysis to detect this failure must compare arguments of collective operations that
belong to the same collective. A comparison such as “Do all processes use the same root argument?” is
transitive. Thus, it is not necessary to compare all pairs of operations with each other. Rather, if collective
operations o0, o1, . . . , on form a collective, then a set of operation comparisons between pairs of opera-
tions C = {(oi0 , oj0), (oi1 , oj1), . . . , (oim , ojm)} (∀k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m} : 0 ≤ ik, jk ≤ n) is guaranteed
to reveal a potential inconsistency if: The transitive closure I∗ of the set of compared operation indices
I
def
= {(i, j) : (oi, oj) ∈ C or (oj , oi) ∈ C} includes index pairs for all pairs of distinct operations
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(I∗ ⊇ {(i, j) : 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6= j}). For transitive correctness properties, any comparison scheme that
satisfies this condition is sufficient to detect the presence of a violation. As an example, the approach in
Umpire uses one operation ox of each collective as a representative and compares all other operations
against ox.
To provide a scalable and distributed comparison scheme, this thesis proposes a step-wise hierarchical
comparison that operates on a tool layout with a layer l that uses exactly one place. Layer l and all its
predecessor layers in the layer tree execute a hierarchical comparison as follows: If a place on these
layers can receive operations o0, o1, . . . , on of a collective along the primary communication direction, it
selects a representative ox (0 ≤ x ≤ n) and compares all remaining operations that it receives to ox. The
place then forwards an event for operation ox and removes the events for the other operations from the
primary communication direction. Further, the place stores in the event for operation ox that this event
is a representative for o0, o1, . . . , on. Places use this information to determine when they perceived all
operations for a collective. If a place detects an inconsistency during a comparison, it reports it to the
user1.
MUST implements this scheme with the CollectiveMatch aggregation module that replaces events for
collective operations with a representative event. A module on a layer l, using one place, enables the
aggregation module on l and all of its predecessor layers. GTI then automatically applies the aggregation
module during its module placement. Further, the MUST implementation modifies the scheme such that
it only applies the aggregation if all input events are consistent. This allows the implementation to report
multiple pairs of operations that violate an MPI restriction, which can simplify root-cause analysis.
The hierarchical comparison scheme satisfies the above condition that the transitive closure of all
compared operations includes all pairs of distinct operations (without proof). As opposed to a centralized
scheme on a single place, the hierarchical scheme provides an efficient distribution. For a k-ary TBON
layout, and collectives that involve all processes, each place receives information on k operations and
forwards information on one operation. Particularly, the workload on each place is independent of the
application scale if k remains constant when scale increases.
The following checks apply to collective communications:
Call: Consistent type of operation, e.g., all operations are a MPI_Bcast, within one collective;
Root: Same root for all operations of a collective that uses a root process;
Op: Compatible reduction operator (MPI_Op) for collectives that use such an operator; and
Types: Type matching for all data transfers of the collective.
All of these checks are transitive with the exception of the type matching rules of the irregular collectives
MPI_Gatherv, MPI_Scatterv, MPI_Alltoallv, and MPI_Alltoallw. Collectives such as
MPI_Gather specify transitive type matching rules where the root of the collective and all other pro-
cesses must use an identical type signature. Type matching checks for such collectives can use a tran-
sitive scheme. The irregular version of this collective (MPI_Gatherv), however, can specify distinct
type signatures between the root process of the collective and each other participating process. Thus,
for irregular collectives, a transitive type matching scheme is inapplicable. The CollectiveMatch module
handles all transitive checks with the hierarchical scheme. For the collectives that use non-transitive
type matching rules, the module uses intralayer communication to efficiently distribute type matching
information (subsequent section). The above checks require O(1) time except for type matching, where
the structure of the datatype influences the comparison cost. For simplicity, this section assumes O(1)
time complexity for type matching, which allows comparisons for any predefined datatype, as well as
for user-defined datatypes that use a single basic MPI datatype only. Thus, a comparison of a collective
operation to a representative requires O(1) time.
1The implementation in MUST restricts checks such that higher hierarchy layers will not re-execute checks that lower hierar-
chy layers already executed, thus, correctness reports include no redundant violation reports.
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(a) Equal type signature labels (e.g., A0 and
A′0) and connected lines illustrate the pairs
of type signatures that a runtime verification
tool needs to compare for MPI_Gatherv.
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(b) Pairs of type signatures to compare for
MPI_Alltoallv. The illustration avoids the use
of connecting lines between the 16 pairs of signatures for
presentation purposes.
Figure 5.4: Examples for non-transitive type matching rules for four application processes.
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Figure 5.5: An illustration of the data distribution for type matching data on two places T1,0 and
T1,1, with events for a MPI_Gatherv collective. The distribution motivates the use of
intralayer communication to forward type matching information (C ′0 and D
′
0) from T1,0
to T1,1.
Finally, the irregular collective operations MPI_Allgatherv and MPI_Reduce_scatter spec-
ify redundant information that allows transitive comparison. The MPI standard requires that all processes
specify similar count arrays for MPI_Reduce_scatter and similar type signatures for the data gath-
ering in MPI_Allgatherv. If k processes participate in a collective, then each process uses arrays
with k entries for this redundant information. As a result, for collectives that involve all processes, cor-
rectness checks that ensure that the redundant data is consistent requireO(p) time during each operation
comparison.
5.3.2 Intralayer Type Matching
For four application processes, Figure 5.4 illustrates the type signatures for the send and receive transfers
of the MPI_Gatherv and MPI_Alltoallv collectives. For MPI_Gatherv (Figure 5.4(a)), each
process uses a specific type signature A0–D0 to send data to the root process, which is process 0 in the
example. The root process specifies all receive type signatures A′0–D
′
0 in turn. Correctness analyses for
MPI datatype matching rules must then compare A0 with A′0, B0 with B
′
0, and so forth. Figure 5.4(a)
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(a) Distribution of type matching information across places T1,0
and T1,1 highlights that both places lack information for type sig-
nature comparison, e.g., C′0 is not available on T1,0.
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(b) All-to-all intralayer communication to ex-
change relevant type matching information be-
tween T1,0 and T1,1.
Figure 5.6: The distribution of type matching information for MPI_Alltoallv on Collective-
Match module instances of the match layer (for the tool layout in Figure 5.5) motivates
an all-to-all exchange with intralayer communication.
highlights these signature pairs with lines. For MPI_Alltoallv all pairs of processes use distinct
type signatures for their transfer. Figure 5.4(b) illustrates such a collective with four processes. The
MPI_Alltoallv and MPI_Alltoallw collectives require p2 type signature comparisons for p pro-
cesses.
For a binary tree layout, Figure 5.5 illustrates the hierarchical correctness analysis of an MPI_Gatherv
collective with the CollectiveMatch module. The left side of the figure uses the event queue representa-
tion from Section 3.4 (page 28) and illustrates collective operations as events o0–o3. The first place of
layer l1 (T1,0) receives the root operation o0 and a non-root operation o1 for the collective. Thus, T1,0
receives information on two send type signatures and all receive type signatures, as the right side of the
figure illustrates. Place T1,1, however, receives information on two send type signatures of o2 and o3
only (lower right of the figure). As a result, T1,1 can apply no type matching checks for this collective.
The CollectiveMatch module uses GTI’s intralayer communication system to distribute type matching
information within the match layer for such situations. For MPI_Gatherv, the place that receives in-
formation on the root of the collective scatters information on the receive type signatures to all other
places of the layer. Figure 5.5 illustrates this for places T1,0 and T1,1 where the former sends the latter
type signatures for C ′0 and D
′
0. The CollectiveMatch module can handle MPI_Scatterv similarly, but
must scatter information on send type signatures instead.
For an MPI_Alltoallv collective, each place on the match layer receives arrays of send and receive
type signatures, as Figure 5.6(a) illustrates with four processes. For a k-ary tree layout, p processes, and a
collective that involves all processes, each place on the match layer can compare k2 type signatures with
its available data. With a hierarchical solution to execute type matching on all layers, the root would
execute O(p2) type signature comparisons, which would limit the scalability of the approach. Thus,
the CollectiveMatch module uses intralayer communication to exchange type matching information for
MPI_Alltoallv and MPI_Alltoallw. Figure 5.6(b) illustrates this exchange for the match layer
and a layout as in Figure 5.5. Each place scatters its receive type signatures to all remaining places. Thus,
the match layer performs an all-to-all exchange overall. Each place requires O(k · p) time to distribute
its type signatures (assuming that target places are idle), receive type signatures from other places, and
to finally compare the type signatures.
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Figure 5.7: A module-hook chart that illustrates how the proposed tool infrastructure abstraction
enables the implementation of a CollectiveMatch module for distributed analysis of MPI
collective operations.
5.3.3 Module Design
Figure 5.7 illustrates the design of the CollectiveMatch module with a module-hook chart. The module
uses one analysis for each collective, e.g., barrier for MPI_Barrier, and one tool internal hook
to inject representative events for the respective collective, e.g., mustBarrier. When the Collective-
Match module determines that all operations of a collective are consistent, it injects a new representative
event with the hook. Otherwise, if an inconsistency exists, it forwards the original events, such as to de-
tect multiple instances of the violation for detailed reporting. The hooks that the CollectiveMatch module
uses include an additional argument that represents information on how many collective operations each
event represents. This information supports the CollectiveMatch module when it determines whether all
reachable operations of a collective arrived.
For collectives with non-transitive type matching rules, such as MPI_Gatherv, the passType-
SigInfo hook allows the CollectiveMatch module to forward type signature information with intralayer
communication. Places that receive these injected events pass their information to the typeSigInfo
analysis of the CollectiveMatch module. The module then determines to which collective the information
belongs and applies the respective type signature comparisons for this collective.
The implementation of MUST varies this design such that it uses a condition module to split all collec-
tive operations into their respective send and receive transfers. This allows MUST to handle collectives
with a root process without forwarding unused arguments (ones that are irrelevant on non-root processes
and vice versa).
5.3.4 Data Structure
If event aggregations are successful, the CollectiveMatch module stores information on at most one
active collective for each communicator, since GTI’s order preserving event aggregation scheme would
not enable an event that starts a second collective. However, if the module detects an inconsistency (and
aborts the aggregation) or a timeout occurs on the place that hosts the module, the module may analyze
multiple collectives for one communicator at a time. Thus, for each communicator, the module manages
a single active collective for which an aggregation can still succeed and an array of collectives whose
aggregations have been aborted. In addition, intralayer type matching information may arrive after the
module perceived all operations of a collective. Thus, per communicator, an additional list manages all
collectives for which intralayer type matching information is missing.
For k communicators, when a new collective operation arrives, the CollectiveMatch module requires
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O(log k) time to find the matching communicator. Afterwards, the module determines to which collec-
tive the event belongs. This requires up to l tests (one active and l − 1 timed-out collectives). Each of
these tests compares the channel identifier of the new operation against a data structure that resembles
the queue tree from Section 4.5.2 (page 71). Thus, each test requires O(log p) time for p application
processes. If aggregations are successful on all layers, the comparison time is O(1), since channel iden-
tifiers will always identify a direct predecessor place of the current place. As stated previously, the actual
correctness checks for an operation pair require O(1) time if the operations do not use arrays to specify
irregular memory transfers, in which case the checks require O(p) time instead.
5.3.5 Time Complexities
In summary the analysis of a new operation requires either O(log k + l · log p) (regular transfers) or
O(log k + l · log p+ p) time (irregular transfers). If aggregations succeed on all layers of the layout, the
CollectiveMatch module only analyzes a single collective per communicator and the queue tree structure
has depth one. Thus, these time complexities become O(log k) and O(log k + p) respectively.
Table 5.2 summarizes all MPI-2.1 collective communications, the checks that apply to them, and in-
formation on how the CollectiveMatch module handles them. The “Types” Column specifies the scheme
that compares type signatures. It includes “Local” for hierarchical comparisons on all layers of the tool
(transitive scheme), “Local, Redundancy” for hierarchical comparisons that can use representatives for
irregular communication operations due to redundant specifications in the operations, and “Intralayer”
for intralayer-based exchanges of type signature information. The “GTI and MUST” column specifies
both the time complexity that GTI requires to intercept a collective operation, communicate an event
that represents the operation, and to trigger respective analyses on a tool place along with the analysis
cost of the CollectiveMatch module. The GTI time cost is O(1) for all regular transfers where an event
of constant size represents an operation and O(p) for all irregular transfers for which events include an
array of size p (assuming idle target places in GTI’s communication). These times exclude the potential
impact of GTI’s order preserving algorithm from Section 4.5 (page 69). The time complexity of the
CollectiveMatch module uses the terms above and uses ∂ for the term log k + l · log p for brevity.
The “Communication Load (MPI)” column specifies the maximum number of data transfers that an
operation of a collective can send or receive. As an example, for an MPI_Reduce, each operation
sends one buffer and the root operation receives at least one buffer in addition, i.e., each operation has
a load of O(1), since it transfers one or two buffers. For an MPI_Gather, the root operation receives
one buffer from each process in the collective, i.e., the maximum load for this operation is O(p). The
table shows that if ∂ is close to O(1), which holds for applications with few communicators and where
aggregations succeed, the MUST and GTI handling costs match the communication load or is even lower
than this load. Thus, the proposed approach can analyze the correctness of collective communications
with similar costs as the original collective operations (irrespective of how an MPI library implements
them). Scalable layouts must keep the fan-in constant when scale increases. Otherwise, places would
analyze increasing amounts of collective operations, which would limit tool scalability in turn.
5.4 Single Execution Transition System
This thesis proposes a deadlock detection approach that combines: A transition system for low overhead
analysis and graph-based deadlock detection to provide dependency information for detailed error re-
ports. This section first introduces the rational that leads to this decision and then introduces a transition
system that models the behavior of MPI operations. A specification of the transition system then enables
a distributed implementation, which this section summarizes. Finally, a time complexity analysis for
this distributed analysis defines costs for different types of MPI operations. The following section then
introduces a wait-for-graph (WFG) module that captures a consistent state of the transition system and
applies graph-based deadlock detection to it, such that the proposed approach can still provide detailed
error reports.
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5.4.1 Rationale
Timeout-based approaches to detect MPI deadlocks may report false positives and usually provide lim-
ited insight into the dependencies that cause a deadlock. Runtime detection approaches can overcome
these drawbacks with a wait-for graph analysis or the use of transition systems.
Umpire as an early tool with an implicit WFG uses a graph search to detect deadlocks after analyzing
each MPI operation. Per operation, this scheme can exhibit worst case analysis times of O(p2) [67] and
higher. The description of similar approaches such as MPIDD [64] also indicates the use of a graph
search after analyzing each single MPI operation. An analysis of the wait-for dependency types that MPI
operations can create [67, 69, 76] indicates that a single graph search for a deadlock requiresO(p2) time.
The model in the study (AND⊕OR model) can require additional graph nodes for some MPI operations,
which can increase the search time. An empirical study with MPI applications uses heuristics to reuse
knowledge from previous graph searches [67]. This scheme provides an approach that exhibits O(p)
analysis time per MPI operation for several applications.
Since MPI point-to-point operations can have an actual cost of O(1) time, any deadlock analysis with
an analysis cost of O(p) per operation limits scalability. This results from the fact that each process
can issue MPI operations at a maximum rate that is about constant across scale. Thus, in worst case,
the global rate at which an application issues MPI operations grows linearly with application scale. A
distributed deadlock detection scheme must use its parallelism to cope with this linear increase, rather
than with distributing O(p) time for the analysis of single operations. Consequently, a runtime deadlock
detection approach must exhibit sub-linear analysis time per operation, in order to provide a basis for a
distributed and scalable implementation.
Transition systems that mimic the semantics of MPI operations offer an alternative to graph-based
approaches. Existing specifications [137, 142, 155] target the analysis of non-determinism in MPI ap-
plications with transition systems, in order to analyze all potential interleavings of an MPI application.
While these specifications target non-determinism, informal approaches [69, 76] use an implicit transi-
tion system to model the behavior of MPI operations, but explicitly only consider a single execution.
This approach allows a runtime tool to analyze whether a deadlock occurs in the interleaving that it ob-
serves during an application run. A centralized deadlock detection module of the MUST prototype [76]
uses an informal transition system to analyze the conditions under which an MPI operation can return
the control flow to an application process. A time complexity analysis of this approach along with an
empirical study indicates that this approach can yield time complexities lower than O(p) per operation,
where a wide range of applications have near constant or logarithmic increases with respect to scale.
This approach provides the basis for a distributed implementation that could offer scalability, but lacks
a formalism that underlines the soundness of the implicit model that analyzes MPI operations. Further,
this approach uses a centralized module, i.e., has a scalability bottleneck.
Besides the lack of approaches for distributed implementations of low-cost transition systems for MPI,
the use of a transition system comes with a disadvantage: A non-terminal state of a transition system,
for which no further transition system rule applies, indicates the presence of a deadlock. This allows a
tool to report all active MPI operations in a deadlock state. But, such a report offers no analysis as to
which MPI operations cause the deadlock. Graph-based deadlock approaches, in turn, detect the core of
the deadlock as their deadlock criterion and offer an approach to report and visualize it to the tool user.
A study [124] details the types of error reports that a detailed graph-based deadlock detection enables.
Overall, this situation motivates a combination of a transition system for low overhead operation anal-
ysis with a graph-based detection to provide detailed error reports. In that case, a novel, distributed
execution of the transition state could enable scalability.
5.4.2 Transition System
A transition system can capture an execution state of an MPI application and applies rules that determine
whether an active MPI operation could return the control flow to the application. As an example, if an
MPI_Recv operation is active in a state, it can return if the send operation that matches the receive is
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Process 0 Process 1 Process 2
MPI_Send(to:1) MPI_Recv(from:ANY) MPI_Send(to:1)
MPI_Recv(from:ANY)
MPI_Barrier() MPI_Barrier() MPI_Barrier()
MPI_Send(to:1) MPI_Send(to:2) MPI_Send(to:0)
MPI_Recv(from:2) MPI_Recv(from:0) MPI_Recv(from:1)
Figure 5.8: A series of MPI operations on three processes that includes a send-send deadlock, as
well as the use of wildcard receives.
o0,0=MPI_Send(to:1)	  
0	  
o1,0=MPI_Recv(from:ANY)	  
o2,0=MPI_Send(to:1)	  
o0,1=MPI_Barrier()	  
1	  
o1,1=MPI_Recv(from:ANY)	  
o2,1=MPI_Barrier()	  
o0,2=MPI_Send(to:1)	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o1,2=MPI_Barrier()	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o1,3=MPI_Send(to:2)	  
Process	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Process	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Process	  2:	  
Logical	  Time	  
Figure 5.9: A trace of MPI operations for the example from Figure 5.8 allows a transition system to
analyze whether specific operations can unblock in a given execution state. Connected
shades highlight matching operations.
also active or was previously activated for the current state. If so, the transition system advances the state
of the issuer of the receive to the next available operation. The subsequent definition for such a transition
system is based on a previous publication [68]. The transition system uses a trace as input and utilizes a
function that provides information on whether specific types of MPI operations require a condition to be
met in order to return the control flow.
Let P = {0, 1, 2, . . . , p − 1} be a finite set of process identifiers and let a finite sequence of MPI
operations t(i) = oi,0, oi,1, . . . , oi,mi represent each process (i ∈ P ). If no deadlock occurs, the last
operation oi,mi is MPI_Finalize (∀i ∈ P ). A pair (i, j) where i is the process identifier (i.e., i ∈ P )
and j the local and logical timestamp (i.e., j ∈ {0, . . . ,mi}) subsequently refers to an operation in a
sequence t(i). The set of all MPI operations is:
Op
def
=
{
(i, j) : i ∈ P, j ∈ {0, . . . ,mi}
}
Figure 5.9 illustrates the traces of the three processes from the example application in Figure 5.8. This
application issues two receive operations with wildcard sources on process 1, which match the two send
operations of processes 0 and 2. Afterwards, all processes issue the collective operation MPI_Barrier,
followed by a send operation. This application can deadlock since these standard mode send operations
may block until a matching receive appears, which cannot be posted once that all processes enter their
respective send operation. Each of the boxes in Figure 5.9 represents one of the operations and the
trace ends at the send operations that can cause deadlock. Colored overlays connect matching operations
and represent one of the two possible matches of the applications, i.e., o1,0 could match o0,0 instead of
o2,0. The trace must represent the matching decisions of the MPI implementation and the approach from
Section 5.2 provides this information.
The transition system must consider whether an operation is blocking, i.e., waits until some condition
is met, or nonblocking, i.e., will always return after some finite time. The Boolean-valued function
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b : Op→ {⊥,>} denotes this. The definition of b is:
b(i, j)
def
=

> :
oi,j is an MPI_Send, MPI_Ssend,MPI_Recv,
MPI_Probe, a collective, or
MPI_Wait[any,some,all],
⊥ :
oi,j is an MPI_Iprobe, MPI_I[s,r,b]send,
MPI_{B,R}send, MPI_Test[any,some,all],
or MPI_Irecv
For simplicity, b excludes persistent communication operations, since they have the same charac-
teristics as nonblocking point-to-point operations. Further, MPI_Sendrecv can be represented as a
series of operations such as the MPI standard suggests. Thus, the definition of b also excludes these
send-receive operations. Also, the MPI standard lets implementations decide whether some operations,
e.g., MPI_Send, use internal buffering or not. As a result, these operations may not be blocking, even
though the definition of b indicates this. Subsequent sections consider these freedoms in detail. The trace
in Figure 5.9 only uses blocking operations according to the definition of b.
Based on the definitions of the traces ti (i ∈ P ) and the blocking property b, the proposed transition
system is T = (States,→ws, L0), where States constitutes the state space of p-tuples (l0, . . . , lp−1) and
where li ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,mi} for i ∈ P . Each state represents the logical timestamps of the currently active
MPI operations at an execution state of the application. The initial state L0 = (0, . . . , 0) activates the
first operation of all processes and the transition relation→ws⊆ States × States is the smallest binary
relation on States that satisfies the following rules2:
(1) oi,j is a nonblocking operation:
b(i, j) = ⊥ ∧ li = j
(l0, . . . , li, . . . , lp−1)
nb→ws (l0, . . . , li + 1, . . . , lp−1)
(2) oi,j is a send/receive/probe operation where ok,n is the matching receive/send/send operation:
li = j ∧ lk ≥ n
(l0, . . . , li, . . . , lp−1)
p2p→ws (l0, . . . , li + 1, . . . , lp−1)
(3) C = {(i0, j0), (i1, j1), . . . , (in, jn)} is a complete set of matching collective operations (i.e., each
process in the process set associated with the collective is present):
(i, j) ∈ C ∧ li = j ∧ ∀(k, n) ∈ C : lk ≥ n
(l0, . . . , li, . . . , lp−1)
coll→ws (l0, . . . , li + 1, . . . , lp−1)
(4) oi,j is a completion operation that uses MPI requests that are associated with nonblocking send/re-
ceive operations oi,j0 , oi,j1 . . . , oi,jx (∀k ∈ {0, . . . , x} : jk < j):
(I) oi,j is an MPI_Waitany or MPI_Waitsome and the send/receive operation oi,jy for some
y ∈ {0, . . . , x} is matched with the receive/send operation ok,n:
li = j ∧ lk ≥ n
(l0, . . . , li, . . . , lp−1)
any→ws (l0, . . . , li + 1, . . . , lp−1)
(II) oi,j is an MPI_Wait or MPI_Waitall operation and for all y ∈ {0, . . . , x}, the send/re-
ceive oi,jy is matched with the receive/send operation oky ,ny :
li = j ∧ ∀y ∈ {0, . . . , x} : lky ≥ ny
(l0, . . . , li, . . . , lp−1)
all→ws (l0, . . . , li + 1, . . . , lp−1)
2Rules (1)-(4) and subsequent transition examples use labels for the transitions to indicate the type of the executed operation,
e.g., nb→ws for Rule (1).
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Rule (1) reflects that nonblocking operations always return after a finite amount of time, whereas the
other rules define when a process is allowed to return from a blocking operation. For a process with an
active point-to-point operation—rule (2)—the process may advance to the next operation if the match-
ing operation is also active. This rule also includes the use of MPI_Probe, which only differs from
a blocking receive operation in its consequences for point-to-point matching, since it does not receive
a message. Similarly, for processes that are active in a collective—rule (3)—a process may advance to
the next operation if all processes that belong to the collectives process group activated their participat-
ing operation. Note that if a deadlock manifests, a matching operation may not exist, e.g., for o0,2 in
Figure 5.9. The presence of a matching operation is a premise for rules (2)–(4).
The rules do not enforce an order in which processes activate the next operation, which represents
the semantics of MPI and reduces the need for synchronization, which simplifies a distributed imple-
mentation. In particular rule (2) allows receiver processes in point-to-point communications to ad-
vance to the next operation while the sender is still active in the send. In such a case the sender
would have communicated the complete message buffer to the receiver, while the sender still handles
local computations, e.g., frees a temporary buffer. Rule (4) handles blocking completion operations,
i.e., MPI_Wait[any,some,all]. For any/some completions it requires that a matching and active
operation exists for at least one associated nonblocking communication. The two types of operations
only differ in that MPI may complete multiple communications in MPI_Waitsome, which influences
the trace of operations that MUST records, but not the transition system rules. For all completions—
MPI_Waitall—a matching and active operation must exist for all associated nonblocking operations.
The executions of the transition system T are generated by starting in the initial state L0 and then
repeatedly moving to a successor state according to the transition relation→ws until no further rule can
be applied. For the example in Figure 5.9 a possible execution of the transition system is: (0, 0, 0)
p2p→ws
(0, 0, 1)
p2p→ws (0, 1, 1)
p2p→ws (0, 2, 1)
p2p→ws (1, 2, 1)
coll→ws (1, 2, 2)
coll→ws (2, 2, 2)
coll→ws (2, 3, 2). To illustrate
the preconditions of the rules, consider the state (0, 0, 1): In this state, rule (2) cannot again be applied
to o2,0, since l2 6= 0, i.e., this operation is not the current operation of process 2. Also rule (2) is not
applicable to o0,0, even though it is the active operation of process 0, since the matching operation o1,1
is not active in this state (the state does not satisfy the second part of the precondition of rule (2)). As a
last example, rule (3) is not applicable to o2,1. While this operation is active on process 2, both matching
operations o0,1 and o1,2 are not active in this state, i.e., the state does not satisfy the second part of the
precondition of rule (3).
5.4.3 Deadlock Criterion
The transition system rule for collective operations also applies to other operations that must be executed
collectively, e.g., MPI_Comm_dup. The only exception is the last operation mi in the trace (∀i ∈ P )
that represents MPI_Finalize. No transition system rule applies to this operation, such that it serves
as a well-defined terminal state (if reachable). Consequently, the transition system always arrives in a
terminal state (l0, . . . , lp−1), where either li = mi for all i ∈ P or li < mi for some i. In the former
case, the transition system could analyze all operations in the trace and arrived at the MPI_Finalize
operations for which no rule is applicable, i.e., no deadlock exists in the analyzed trace. In the latter case,
where some li < mi exists, the transition system revealed a deadlock. Thus, the transition system itself
is sufficient to detect deadlocks and provides information on the terminal state, i.e., the operations that
are active during the deadlock.
Only one final state exists even though the transition system is nondeterministic, e.g., for the example
in Figure 5.9 both (0, 0, 0) →ws (0, 0, 1) and (0, 0, 0) →ws (0, 1, 0) are choices for the first transition.
However, each rule that allows an application of→ws never disables any transition that could have been
applied at a previous state. That is, if a rule can increment lk at state (l0, . . . , lk−1, lk, lk+1, . . . , lp−1),
then all states (l′0, . . . , l
′
k−1, lk, l
′
k+1, . . . , l
′
p−1) with l
′
i ≥ li (∀i ∈ P \ {k}) still allow the application of
this rule. Thus, a terminal state must exist since the traces have finite length.
To combine graph-based deadlock detection with the transition system in this section, the latter must
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Process 0 Process 1 Process 2
MPI_Send(to:1) MPI_Recv(from:ANY)
MPI_Reduce(root=1) MPI_Reduce(root=1) MPI_Reduce(root=1)
MPI_Recv(from:ANY) MPI_Send(to:1)
Figure 5.10: A series of MPI operations on three processes that enables an unexpected match. For
MPI implementations that implement MPI_Reduce without global synchronization,
the send operation of process 2 can match the first wildcard receive of process 1.
provide wait-for dependencies for a current state. The current state of the transition system may include
operations for which a transition rule can be applied, i.e., which can unblock in the current state. These
operations must not create any wait-for conditions as a result. Thus, a process i ∈ P is blocked in a
current state S = (l0, . . . , li, . . . , lp−1) if no (S, S′) ∈→ws with S′ = (l0, . . . , li + 1, . . . , lp−1) exists.
The state (2, 3, 1) for the example trace in Figure 5.9 illustrates this definition. Processes 0 and 1
arrived in the send operations in which they will deadlock, while process 2 still uses the MPI_Barrier
operation as its active operation. A wait-for graph for this state uses dependencies for processes 0 and 1
since no transition is enabled for them, but does not use dependencies for process 2, since a transition ap-
plies to this process. A WFG model for MPI [69] allows a representation of the blocked MPI operations
as a dependency graph. The graph would include that process 0 waits for process 1, due to its unmatched
MPI_Send operation and that process 1 waits for process 2, due to its also unmatched MPI_Send
operation. This graph does not indicate deadlock for the AND⊕OR model [69]. Afterwards, when the
transition system arrives in the terminal state (2, 3, 2), all operations provide wait-for dependencies for
graph-based deadlock detection, since no transition is enabled for any process. These wait-for dependen-
cies form a cycle (a necessary and sufficient deadlock criterion in this situation) and reveal the deadlock
similarly to the terminal state of the transition system, but with the ability to provide enhanced outputs.
5.4.4 Freedoms of the MPI Standard
The MPI standard grants implementations freedoms as to whether specific types of MPI operations are
blocking or not. This includes operations such as MPI_Send and collective communication operations
such as MPI_Reduce. For the first operation, an implementation can buffer the payload of the send
transfer and apply a nonblocking implementation, while for the second operation, an implementation
may avoid a synchronization across all processes of the collective. The definition of b, however, is fixed
and assumes the strictest interpretation of the MPI standard in such cases. This allows the transition
system to arrive in a terminal state where the application continues its execution. In such a case the tool
detects a deadlock that would manifest for stricter MPI implementations, i.e., a portability defect.
Wildcard receives in combination with an operation that may or may not be blocking can cause unex-
pected matches. Figure 5.10 illustrates an example that can yield an unexpected match and that is free
of deadlock. If the MPI_Reduce operation is synchronizing, the send-receive pairs before and after the
collective will match respectively. However, if the MPI implementation allows the collective operation
of process 2 to return before process 1 enters the collective, then the send of process 2 can match the first
receive of process 1. In that case, the trace specifies that the first wildcard receive of process 1 matches
the send of process 2. However, the transition system will not be able to apply any rule to its initial state,
since: For process 0 no matching receive is available, for process 1 its matching send is not active in the
state, and process 2 is the only process active in its collective.
An unexpected match for a wildcard receive oi1,j1 is a terminal state S of the transition system in which
a send operation oi2,j2 exists that is active in S and that could match the active operation oi1,j1 , while
the MPI implementation returns information on a match with another send that is not active in S. The
transition system must weaken its definition of b for such unexpected matches and the above definition
allows an implementation to detect such scenarios. The subsequent distributed implementation does
not adapt the definition of b for unexpected matches. However, while the transition system arrives in a
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Figure 5.11: A module-hook chart that illustrates how the proposed tool infrastructure abstraction
enables the implementation of a TransitionSystem module for a distributed transition
system implementation.
terminal state in such a situation, the graph-based deadlock detection that Section 5.5 introduces will not
report a deadlock.
5.4.5 Distributed Implementation
A decomposition of the transition system state provides a basis for a distributed implementation of the
transition system. The MUST prototype implements this distributed transition system with the Transi-
tionSystem module. Rule (2) requires information on matching point-to-point operations and whether
these operations are active in a current state. Since the former information is directly available on the
match layer, the MUST prototype places the TransitionSystem module onto the match layer too. Simi-
larly to the domain decomposition in Section 5.2, the module distributes a state S = (l0, l1, . . . , lp−1)
such that if processes i, i+ 1, . . . , i+ k ∈ P send events along the primary communication direction to
a place of the match layer, then this place handles the components li, li+1, . . . , li+k of S.
Since both the P2PMatch and the CollectiveMatch modules run on the match layer, these modules can
provide information on matching point-to-point and collective operations to the TransitionSystem mod-
ule. Figure 5.11 presents a module-hook chart for the TransitionSystem module. The fine-dashed lines
that originate at the P2PMatch and CollectiveMatch modules highlight the information flow from these
modules to the TransitionSystem module—a callback mechanism and module dependencies implement
it. The analysis operationHandling (dashed-dotted line) summarizes multiple analyses and call-
backs to simplify the figure. A subsequent description highlights the behavior of this handling. Analysis-
hook mappings onto all MPI completion calls—all versions of MPI_Test and MPI_Wait—provide
the TransitionSystem module both information for the management of nonblocking point-to-point oper-
ations and on operations that belong to the trace of operations. Thus, the callbacks that the P2PMatch
and the CollectiveMatch modules invoke add point-to-point and collective operations to the trace, while
analysis mappings add completion operations to the trace.
Figure 5.12(a) illustrates a tool layout for three application processes. Let this layout apply to the
example series of MPI operations from Figure 5.8. For this layout, Figure 5.12(b) illustrates that each
TransitionSystem module instance on the match layer receives a subset of the overall operation trace.
Additionally, each module instance covers a subset of the transition system state, i.e., T1,0 covers the
states of processes 0 and 1, while T1,1 covers the state of process 2. The send-receive operation pair o1,0
and o2,0 (highlighted in white on black) illustrates the need to exchange information between the places
of the match layer. On place T1,0, the TransitionSystem module perceives information on operation o1,0
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(a) A tool layout for the three application pro-
cesses in Figure 5.8 with the TransitionSystem
module on the match layer.
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(b) Places T1,0 and T1,1 receive parts of the overall trace
of operations with the layout in (a). Matching operations
such as o1,0 and o2,0 are distributed over both places.
Figure 5.12: The data distribution that results with a placement of the TransitionSystem module
requires the exchange of state information.
and on its matching operation o2,0, due to the intralayer communication of the P2PMatch module, which
forwards information on o2,0 to T1,0. However, in order to apply rule (2), the module instance also
requires information on the current transition system state of process 2, which is hosted on place T1,1.
Similarly, place T1,1 neither perceives information on the state of process 1 nor on the operation that
matches o2,0. The TransitionSystem module uses the following hooks to exchanges information on rule
premises for a global state (l0, l1, . . . , lp−1):
• passSend: [intralayer-direction] (from Figure 5.3) Passes information on an active send operation
oi1,j1 hosted on place T to the place T
′, which hosts the matching receive operation oi2,j2 , includes
the timestamp of the send (provides T ′ with the information that oi1,j1 and oi2,j2 match, as well as that
the precondition of rule (2) is satisfied for i2, i.e., that li1 ≥ j1);
• recvActive: [intralayer-direction] Informs place T hosting an active send operation oi1,j1 that the
matching receive operation oi2,j2 is now also active (provides T with the information that oi1,j1 and
oi2,j2 match, as well as that the precondition of rule (2) is satisfied for i1, i.e., that li2 ≥ j2);
• collActive: [primary-direction] For a collective, if a place T can receive information on the
participating collective operations oi1,j1 , oi2,j2 , . . . , oin,jn along the primary communication direction:
If all of these operations are active in the current state (∀x ∈ {i1, i2, . . . , in} : lx ≥ jx), T sends this
message towards the TBON root; and
• collAck: [broadcast-direction] If the root of the TBON determines that all processes k0, . . . , kn
that belong to a collective have activated their participating operation (match layer places provided
the respective collActive events), it broadcasts this message towards the match layer (notifies all
places that processes k0, . . . , kn satisfy the precondition of rule (3)).
When the TransitionSystem module registers a callback with the P2PMatch module—to add point-to-
point operations to its trace—it also modifies the behavior of the latter module. The default handling
of the P2PMatch module passes information on send operations with the intralayer hook passSend,
whenever it receives information on a new send operation. However, with the presence of the Transi-
tionSystem module, the P2PMatch module only forwards this information once that the respective send
operation became active. The passSend hook then provides all the information that the receiver place
requires to apply rule (2) to the matching receive call—if the receive is blocking and only after it became
active. The intralayer hook recvActive provides similar data to TransitionSystem module instances
that host receive operations. The passSend hook includes the logical timestamp of the send opera-
tion, such that a subsequent recvActive hook can include this timestamp. Receivers of recvActive events
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use the send operation timestamp that these events provide to identify the operation to which rule (2)
is applicable. Figure 5.11 illustrates that the handleRecvActive analysis of the TransitionSystem
module is mapped to the recvActive hook to perceive premise information for point-to-point receive
operations.
Each instance of the TransitionSystem module handles traces for one or multiple processes. In or-
der to apply rule (3), module instances must determine whether all processes in the process group of a
collective activated their participating operations. Thus, instances of the TransitionSystem module must
exchange information in order to assure that the premise of rule (3) holds. The TransitionSystem module
injects an event with the collectiveActive hook (primary communication direction) when all the
processes that it manages are active in a collective (or the respective sub-group of these processes if the
communicator of the collective does not include all processes). An aggregation module combines these
events from individual TransitionSystem module instances. A further module on the root then checks
whether all processes in a collective’s process group activated their participating operations. If so, this
module injects an event with the collAck hook (broadcast direction), which notifies all Tranisition-
System module instances that the premise of rule (3) is valid for the respective collective. Appendix B.4
(page 170) details these additional modules and their analysis-hook mappings.
5.4.6 Operation Processing
Figure 5.11 uses the analysis operationHandling that combines analyses, callbacks, and a progress
loop. Analysis-hook mappings provide information on MPI completion operations, the callbacks pro-
vide information on point-to-point and collective operations from the P2PMatch and CollectiveMatch
modules, and the progress loop checks whether transition system rules are applicable, or whether events
must be injected to forward information to other places. The handlers in Figure 5.13 details how the
TransitionSystem module reacts to specific events and when it injects an event in response. It uses o to
refer to an operation and represents them as C++-like objects, i.e., “o.” selects an attribute or member
of the object. The attribute o.l is the timestamp of the operation, o.ls the timestamp of a matching send
operation, and o.active expresses whether the operation is active in the current transition system state.
For an active operation o of a process i ∈ P , the additional attribute o.canAdvance specifies whether
process i can take the transition from li to li + 1, i.e., whether any transition rule applies to the operation.
The handlers set this attribute to > for oi,j if:
• b(i, j) = ⊥,
• A collectiveAck has arrived for collective oi,j ,
• A passSend has arrived for the active receive oi,j ,
• A recvActive has arrived for the active send oi,j , or
• For the completion operation oi,j that is associated with the nonblocking send/receive operations
oi,j0 , oi,j1 ,. . . ,oi,jx (∀k ∈ {0, . . . , x} : jk < j):
– oi,j is either an MPI_Waitany or an MPI_Waitsome and ∃y ∈ {0, . . . , x} such that
canAdvance(oi,ky) = >, or
– oi,j is an MPI_Wait or MPI_Waitall and ∀y ∈ {0, . . . , x} canAdvance(oi,ky) = >.
The handlers in Figure 5.13 exclude the handling of blocking completions, but the above rules detail
the conditions under which a transition system rule applies to such an operation.
Figure 5.14 illustrates a possible processing order to handle the highlighted point-to-point operations
of Figure 5.12(b), which are the receive o1,0 on place T1,0 and the send o2,0 on place T1,1. The fig-
ure highlights the communication between the two places to exchange information on transition rule
premises. Place T1,1 receives and handles its operation before T1,0 and immediately activates it. Thus, it
uses the handlers newOp and activate from Figure 5.13. When o2,0 becomes active, its host module
injects an event with the passSend hook to notify T1,0 of the activation of the send operation. Place
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Function newOp(o)
o.l := nextTimestamp()1
o.active := ⊥2
if o.isBlocking() then3
o.canAdvance := ⊥4
else5
o.canAdvance := >6
Function activate(o)
o.active := >1
if o.isSend() then2
/* P2PMatch module executes this in the actual implementation */
communicate::passSend(. . . , o.l)3
if isLastInactiveCollectivOperationOnPlace(o) then4
communicate::collActive(o.comm)5
if o.isRecv() ∧ o.hasMatchingSend() then6
communicate::recvActive(o.ls)7
Function handleCollAck(communicator)
o0, . . . , ok := findActiveOpsInTrace(communicator)1
for oi in o0, . . . , ok do2
oi.canAdvance := >3
Function handlePassSend(. . . ,ls)
if hasMatchingRecv(. . .) then1
recv := findMatchingRecv(. . .)2
recv.ls := ls3
if recv.active then4
communicate::recvActive(recv.ls)5
else6
storeSendForMatching(. . . , ls)7
Function handleRecvActive(ls)
send := findOpInTrace(ls)1
send.gotRecvActive := >2
send.canAdvance := >3
Figure 5.13: The handlers of the TransitionSystem module that enable an exchange of state infor-
mation between instances of the module.
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newOp(o2,0);activate(o2,0)	  
T1,1:	  
T1,0:	  
,me	  
newOp(o1,0)	  
passSend !
(...,	  ls=0)	  
activate(o1,0)	  
handleRecvActive(ls)	  
handlePassSend(...,	  ls)	  
recvActive 
(ls=0)	  
Figure 5.14: An information exchange with the passSend and recvActive hooks for opera-
tions o1,0 and o2,0 from Figure 5.12(b). The illustration highlights how instances of
the TransitionSystem module exchange state information for MPI point-to-point oper-
ations.
T1,0 receives and handles this event with the handlePassSend handler. The timing in the example lets
this information arrive on place T1,0 even before it receives operation o1,0. Thus, the P2PMatch module
on this place stores information on the send operation and its timestamp in its matching structures. Af-
terwards, when T1,0 receives, handles, and activates operation o1,0—including an update of the wildcard
receive source to determine the matching decision of the MPI implementation—the place injects an event
with the recvActive hook to notify T1,1 of the activation of the receive operation. Place T1,1 then
handles this notification with the handleRecvActive handler and uses the timestamp of the message
to identify the send operation in question. Place T1,0 sets canAdvance to> for o1,0 immediately when it
activates the operation, since it observes the passSend event for this operation beforehand. Place T1,1
sets canAdvance to > for o2,0 when it handles the recvActive event. Afterwards, the progress loop
on these TransitionSystem module instances can advance to the next operation to continue the execution
of the transition system.
5.4.7 Data Structure
A complete operation trace, even for a fixed number of processes, can exceed the available main memory
on a compute node. However, the TranisitionSystem module can remove processed operations from the
trace. This includes all operations with timestamps that are below the current timestamp of their issuer
process in the state vector. The only exception are nonblocking point-to-point communications that
can be referenced by a latter completion operation. A reference count mechanism in combination with
mappings to all MPI completion calls ensures that the TranisitionSystem module removes nonblocking
communication operations when the MPI implementation completed them and no further completion
operation in the trace references them. As a consequence, if module instances process operations faster
than new operations arrive on places, the trace requires a bounded amount of memory.
The TranisitionSystem module uses a trace data structure that maps the timestamp of an operation
to the object that represents it. This mapping simplifies access to operations during processing. The
data structure in the MUST prototype implements addition to the trace and access to an element in the
trace with O(log l) time for a trace size of l. This allows the module to use timestamps as operation
identifiers within the interfaces to the CollectiveMatch and P2PMatch modules. The use of a pointer
along with a linked list data structure could reduce the access and management time to O(1) in a future
implementation.
An additional map stores information on uncompleted nonblocking point-to-point communication op-
erations, which MPI identifies with a request in completion operations. Callbacks from the P2PMatch
module add new requests of nonblocking point-to-point communications to the map when the applica-
tion initiates them. Analysis-hook mappings of the TransitionSystem module remove these entries when
a subsequent completion operation completes them. To associate a blocking completion operation, with
r requests, requires O(r · log q) time to associate the completion with each of the r nonblocking com-
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Point-to-point operation Collective operation
Completion operation
r requests
Create operation O(1) O(1) O(r · log q)
Add/remove to/from trace O(log l) O(log l) O(log l)
Activate O(1) O(1) O(1)
Communication O(τ) O(τ · log p) –
Update canAdvance O(1) O(1) O(r)
Delete operation O(1) O(1) O(r)
Total O(τ + log l) O(τ · log p+ log l) O(log l + r · log q)
Table 5.3: Time complexities within the operation handling of the TransitionSystem module for p
processes, trace length of a process l, q open nonblocking operations, and a communica-
tion response time of τ .
munications out of a total of q open nonblocking communications. The number of uncompleted commu-
nication operations q is independent of the actual analysis state of the transition system and matches the
number of uncompleted point-to-point operations on the application process at the time when it issued
the completion.
5.4.8 Time Complexities
Table 5.3 summarizes the time complexities of the TransitionSystem module for point-to-point, collec-
tive, and completion operations. For a point-to-point operation—irrespective of whether it is blocking or
not—the module uses an object of O(1) memory size to represent the operation and adds it to the trace
with O(log l) time for a trace of length l. When the progress loop of the module activates the operation,
it can inject a single event (either with recvActive or passSend) that has a payload of O(1) and
that thus requires O(1) communication time (assuming a responsive target place). The P2PMatch and
CollectiveMatch modules of the previous section also used communication to handle their events, but
their event handling did not require a response message to enable progress. However, the Transition-
System module may have to wait until a response arrives before it can apply a transition system rule.
The previous sections assumed idle target places for an O(1) communication time, where the MUST
prototype employs event buffering to usually ensure this cost even if target places are not idle. Due to
the need of a response event, this section assumes a communication cost τ to represent the response time
of a target place. This time depends on the load of the place and its processing order. The Transition-
System module updates the canAdvance attribute of the currently active operation with O(1) time when
a response arrives for a point-to-point operation. Deleting the operation and removing it from the trace
requires O(log l). In summary, the handling of a point-to-point operation requires O(τ + log l). With a
short trace and responsive places, this cost can match the time that an MPI implementation requires for
such an operation.
The analysis cost for collective operations only differs in the response time that requires that log p
places process and respond to a collActivemessage. More exactly logk p for a layout with a constant
fan-in of k. This yields a total time complexity of O(τ · log p+ log l) (assuming a similar response time
for all places) that can match the actual cost of collectives that use a hierarchic implementation. Besides
the influence of the response time and the trace length, MPI implementations that use specific multicast/-
broadcast or synchronization network capabilities [4] can outperform the TransitionSystem module.
The total cost of a completion operation with r requests isO(log l+r ·log q) for a blocking completion
and O(r · log q) for a nonblocking completion, which only updates the map of open nonblocking point-
to-point communication operations. The time complexity for both types of completions includes the
lookup time for each operation associated with every request, which isO(r · log q). Blocking completion
operations require no communication time since the handling time of the respective point-to-point oper-
ations already includes this overhead. However, to check whether the progress loop can set canAdvance
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to true requires O(r) time to check the state of up to r communications. Again the handling cost for
blocking completions may exceed the handling time of an MPI implementation, but is still independent
of the application scale.
In summary, these complexities provide promising characteristics for a distributed transition system
implementation. Especially, these costs do not include any O(p) complexities that would limit scalabil-
ity. This distribution scheme combines low analysis costs per MPI operation as in a previous centralized
deadlock detection [76] approach with an informal transition system. However, while the previous ap-
proach could not scale due to its centralized analysis, the proposed scheme distributes the operation
processing.
5.5 Deadlock Detection
The transition system implementation of the last section suffices to detect deadlock in MPI applications.
If each process has an active operation, no transition rule is applicable, and the TransitionSystem module
instances processed and perceived all events from the passSend, recvActive, collActive, and
collAck hooks, then the module arrived at a terminal state. If at least one operation in a terminal state
is not MPI_Finalize and no unexpected match exists, then the transition system revealed a deadlock.
This section proposes a combination of graph-based deadlock detection with a transition system to
provide more detailed error reports. The MUST implementation uses the WfgManager module for the
graph search and interfaces it with the TransitionSystem module, such that is can analyze any of its
intermediate states. The actual detection uses the AND⊕OR model [69] with a generalization [76]
that transforms AND-OR wait for semantics [14, 106, 172] into the former model. The WfgManager
module is centralized—runs on a single place—and uses a timeout to initiate deadlock detection, since
the time complexity of the detection prohibits continuous detection. This section presents the design of
the WfgManager module with its synchronization scheme, which assures that the input for the graph-
based deadlock detection is consistent. A second interface then allows instances of the TransitionSystem
module to describe the wait-for dependencies of all active operations to which no transition rule applies
in the current state. This input then forms the basis for graph-based deadlock detection.
5.5.1 Consistent State
The previous section introduced the relation between a transition system state and a graph-based dead-
lock detection: Given a transition system state l0, l1, . . . , li, . . . , lp−1, a process i has wait-for depen-
dencies in this state if no rule applies that could advance li to li + 1. In a centralized transition system
implementation, all information to evaluate this property is immediately available. However, for the
distributed implementation of MUST, the overall state is distributed across multiple module instances.
When one instance applies a transition rule, it communicates events to notify other instances of the state
change. Inconsistent global states exist, since this communication is not instantaneous, i.e., if a request
for wait-for information arrives while events of the passSend, recvActive, collActive, and
collAck hooks are in transit, then a module instance may not be able to evaluate the above property
correctly. Thus, a synchronization scheme must ensure that all relevant events are handled before any
module reports wait-for dependencies.
To illustrate an inconsistent state, consider the point-to-point operation handling in Figure 5.14. If a
request for wait-for data arrives on T1,1 after it activated o2,0 and before it received the recvActive
event from T1,0, then it would report a wait-for dependency for o2,0 since the place can’t apply a tran-
sition rule to this operation. When T1,0 handles the request for wait-for information itself, the wait-for
dependency reported by T1,1 is correct if T1,0 did not activate o1,0 yet. However, if T1,0 already activated
o1,0, then T1,1 must not report any wait-for dependencies for o2,0, since rule (2) is applicable to this
operation then.
Figure 5.15 presents a module-hook chart for the analyses of the WfgManager module, as well as for
the analyses of the TransitionSystem module, which exchange wait-for data for the graph-based deadlock
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[Module]	  Transi0onSystem	  
handleCStateRequest(…) handleWfgDataRequest (…)
[Hooks]	  MUST	  WaitFor	  
Legend	  
Mapped	  to	   Injects	  
cStateRequest(…) cStateAck(…)
No0fies	  
[Module]	  WfgManager	  
timeout(…)
wfgDataRequest(…) wfgData(…)
handleCStateAck(…) updateWfg(…)
Injects	  [broadcast]	  
Figure 5.15: A module-hook chart that illustrates how the proposed tool infrastructure abstraction
enables the synchronization for a consistent state of the TransitionSystem module, as
well as the forwarding of WFG data for a centralized graph search.
detection and provide synchronization for a consistent global transition system state. The hooks in the
figure provide the necessary tool internal communication for these tasks. A configurable timeout on the
WfgManager module triggers deadlock detection. A callback from a utility module (TSRequestManager
in Appendix B.4 on page 170) resets the timeout whenever all processes issue a collective communica-
tion to avoid unnecessary deadlock detections. When a timeout occurs, the WfgManager module first
injects an event with the cStateRequest hook (broadcast direction) to initiate the synchronization
that ensures a consistent state. When a TransitionSystem module instance handles this event with the
handleCStateRequest analysis it:
(i) Locks its portion of the global state, i.e., disables the use of any transition rules;
(ii) Determines all active send operations for which no recvActive event arrived yet;
(iii) For each target process of one of these operations, initiates a ping-pong communication with the
place that hosts the trace for the target process (intralayer direction); and
(iv) When a place finished all of its ping-pong communications it injects an event with the cStateAck
hook (primary direction).
Action (i) ensures that module instances do not advance to subsequent operations, which avoids the
creation of a continuous stream of communication events. As the previous example illustrates for point-
to-point operations, passSend and recvActive events can be in transfer between pairs of places
on the match layer. Action (ii) identifies all pairs of places for which such outstanding events may
exist. Finally, action (iii) initiates a ping-pong communication between each of these place pairs, for
which the place that hosts the send operation sends the ping event and the place that hosts the receive
operation answers with a pong event. This communication ensures—due to GTI’s order preserving
communication—that any outstanding passSend event is processed before a respective ping event.
Thus, a place that hosts a receive operation is guaranteed to inject any outstanding recvActive events
before it injects the pong event. This in turn guarantees that a place that hosts a send operation will pro-
cess and handle any outstanding recvActive events before it handles the pong event. Appendix B.5
(page 171) details this ping-pong communication with its analyses and hooks.
After a place completed all its ping-pong communications, it injects an event with the cStateAck
hook (primary direction) to notify the WfgManager module that it arrived in a consistent state (ac-
tion (iv)). The WfgManager uses the wfgDataRequest hook to inject an event along the broadcast
direction to request the actual wait-for data when it received cStateAck events from all match layer
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places. The use of the cStateAck and wfgDataRequest events serves two purposes: First, if places
would immediately provide WFG data after the ping-pong communications, then places that only host
receive operations would not know when the ping-pong communications are completed. Second, incon-
sistent states can also result from pending collActive and collAck events. The cStateAck and
the subsequent wfgDataRequest events ensure that any pending communications on the primary or
broadcast directions arrive before a place handles a wfgDataRequest event. GTI’s order preserving
event aggregation system guarantees that collActive events precede cStateAck events and that
collAck events precede wfgDataRequest events.
5.5.2 WFG Data
When an instance of the TransitionSystem module handles a wfgDataRequest event, it builds wait-for
dependencies for each active and blocking operation to which no transition rule applies. Previous pub-
lications [67, 69] describe the wait-for conditions that result from individual operation types. For point-
to-point operations, the TransitionSystem module retrieves matching information from the P2PMatch
module in order to build their wait-for dependencies. Similarly for blocking completions, the module
combines the wait-for dependencies of unmatched point-to-point operations that are associated with a
completion. The type of the completion operation determines the semantic of this combination. If a
TransitionSystem module instance must report wait-for dependencies for a collective operation, it only
describes the communicator of the collective. The WfgManager then determines which processes did not
join a collective to compute the actual wait-for dependencies.
The WfgManager waits until all places of the match layer reported their wait-for dependencies, builds
a WFG from this information, and applies a graph search to detect deadlock (if present). If it detects
a deadlock, it reports it to the user and terminates its execution. Otherwise, the WfgManager module
acknowledges the receival of the wait-for information with an event that uses the broadcast direction.
When TransitionSystem module instances receive this event, they unlock their state and continue their
analysis.
5.5.3 Time Complexities
The synchronization scheme requires that each place of the match layer performs a ping-pong communi-
cation with all other places in worst case, which requiresO(p) time for p processes. Each communication
of the places on the match layer with the WfgManager module requires O(log p) time, if an aggregation
combines the individual replies from the match layer (assuming idle places). An unmatched wildcard
receive operation introduces p arcs into a WFG. A completion operation that is associated with k such
wildcard receives then introduces k · p arcs and k additional nodes [76]. With that, the overall transfer of
wait-for information to the WfgManager module requiresO(k ·p2 · log p) time in worst case, if each pro-
cess issues a completion with k wildcard receive operations. The actual deadlock detection then requires
O(k2 · p2) time in worst case (k > 0). Thus, a worst case synchronization, WFG data communication,
and deadlock detection requires O
(
k · p2 · (k + log p)
)
time in total.
Since the timeout is configurable and should appear rarely, theO(p) communication time for the ping-
pong communications could have a limited impact on tool scalability. More efficient synchronization
schemes could use communication along the primary and broadcast direction instead. However, the p2
factor for the wait-for data communication and the actual deadlock detection clearly limit scalability.
Future extensions of the graph-based detection approach could use more compact representations to
transfer wait-for data and could combine WFG nodes for processes with similar behavior. Approaches
for stack-based debugging techniques [7] highlight that most execution states in a parallel application
will have many commonalities across the individual processes. Approaches such as ScalaExtrap [171]
provide techniques to efficiently encode process groups and could highlight that most processes in MPI
parallel applications exhibit similar behavior.
Graph-based deadlock detection with the approach in this section may remain an option for applica-
tions at smaller scale, but will ultimately limit scalability. At the same time, the transition system of
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the previous section already suffices to detect deadlock. Disabling graph-based detection starting at a
given scale is consequently an option to overcome this limitation. However, at the cost of disabling the
advanced error reports [124] that a graph-based deadlock detection enables.
5.6 Previous Publications
A first publication on MUST [78] specifies the design goals of MUST and primarily details GTI func-
tionality. Further publications detail specific checks [125] or output extensions [124] of MUST. This
document focuses on the distributed analyses that enable scalable runtime MPI verification and is or-
thogonal to these publications.
The description of the point-to-point matching module in this chapter relates to a previous publica-
tion [75] with a similar topic. The description in this document introduces the use of GTI in more detail,
especially Appendix B.3 (page 169) elaborates on the adaption of the point-to-point matching analysis
to runtime decisions of the MPI implementation. A further difference to the previous publication is the
time complexity analysis that specifies the analysis cost of MUST’s point-to-point matching capability.
The distributed, hierarchical scheme for MPI collective verification that this document introduces is
based on three publications: A first prototype to match and check argument consistency for a single
MPI collective, a first full prototype for hierarchical collective checking [63], and a publication on the
final implementation in MUST [70]. This document uses the module-hook illustration in Section 5.3.3
to highlight how the hierarchical collective matching approach can efficiently utilize GTI. In particu-
lar, the first prototype [63] did not fully support MPI calls that require non-transitive type matching
checks, such as MPI_Gatherv. Additionally, this document provides more detail for the intralayer-
based communication for type matching information of collectives with non-transitive rules than the pre-
vious description of the MUST implementation [70]. A further difference to the previous documents is
the clear definition of the type matching handling with redundancy information for MPI_Allgatherv
and MPI_Reduce_scatter. Finally, Table 5.2 introduces a summary of the CollectiveMatch mod-
ule handling for different classes of collectives. Both previous publications lacked the time complexity
analysis that this table includes.
The transition system in Section 5.4 is based on a previous publication [68] and restates its formaliza-
tion. However, the description of the distributed transition system implementation in Section 5.4.5 then
provides more detail on the design of the TransitionSystem module and how GTI serves to provide its
necessary tool communication. A mayor difference in the implementation that this chapter introduces
is a more efficient handling of point-to-point operations. The previous implementation used three com-
munication events to handle a pair of point-to-point operations, whereas the scheme that this document
introduces only requires two events. Finally, the time complexity analysis in Section 5.4.8 provides
a clear definition of the analysis costs of the distributed transition system implementation, where the
previous publication lacked this investigation.
Both the WfgManager module in Section 5.5 and a previous publication [68] apply graph-based dead-
lock detection to states of the distributed transition system implementation. The description in this doc-
ument, however, provides more detail on how GTI provides the necessary means of communication to
both implement synchronization and wait-for data communication. In addition, the time complexity
analysis in this document clearly defines the scalability limitations of this approach. Both descriptions
rely on the results of previous approaches to handle MPI deadlock with centralized graph-based ap-
proaches [67, 69, 76].
5.7 Comparison
This chapter presents the overall design of a prototype runtime verification tool called MUST. The tool
provides similar functionality to Umpire [159] and overcomes its corner case limitations with the use of
a formal transition system and a well-defined graph-based deadlock detection [67, 69, 76]. Tools such
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as Marmot [99], TAC [120], MPI/SX [153], and MPICH-Coll [40] have similar goals, but use timeout-
based deadlock handling approaches, no deadlock approach at all, or can provide false-negatives for type
matching checks. With that, the approach in this document advances non-scalable implementations of
precise checks towards distributed implementations. At the same time it avoids the simplifications that
limit the precision of TAC, MPI/SX, and MPICH-Coll, which provided their basis for scalability. The
time complexity analysis in this chapter highlights that all analyses except the graph-based deadlock
detection can scale for some scenarios. The graph-based deadlock detection itself is not necessary to
detect deadlocks, which the transition system provides already, but can provide detailed error reports
where application scale permits.
The approach in this chapter chooses to analyze a single execution of an MPI application and uses re-
turn values from MPI calls to adapt its matching decisions to the ones of the MPI implementation. Tools
such as ISP [156], specifically analyze alternative interleavings to detect deadlock in other executions.
MUST avoids this approach, which enables the low time complexities for the deadlock detection ap-
proach in this chapter. Exponential search spaces and assumptions on the behavior of MPI applications3
limit both applicability and scalability of ISP. The approach in DAMPI [162] uses even stronger assump-
tions on application behavior4 and the limited precision of Lamport clocks [103] to reveal all alternative
interleavings of an MPI application with a single execution. Afterwards, DAMPI uses a timeout-based
approach to detect deadlock in all interleavings. The MUST prototype could provide a precise dead-
lock detection approach for the individual executions that enforce a particular interleaving instead. This
combination would overcome the limited precision of DAMPI’s timeout approach.
Finally, this chapter details how MUST is implemented as a collection of GTI modules and how it
utilizes individual capabilities of GTI to implement its novel analyses. The use of modules simplifies the
development of the tool and also provides well-defined means for documentation, such as the module-
hook charts that Section 5.2.1 introduces. Automatic utilities around GTI could generate such charts
from a tool specification. Further, if modules provide time complexities for their analyses, then future
extensions of GTI could also evaluate the scalability of a tool, based on a tool specification and a tool
layout. Such an analysis could reveal scalability bottlenecks immediately to highlight tool limitations or
design flaws. Particularly, MUST requires capabilities such as event aggregation, intralayer communi-
cation, and order preserving event aggregation, which—to the best of my knowledge—no other parallel
tools infrastructure provides in combination. This notion underlines the applicability of GTI for a com-
plex and scalable tool. Additionally, the GTI prototype enables flexible configurations of MUST, where
the user of the tool can decide whether he is interested in all of its correctness checks or just a subset.
As an example, if a particular user experiences an application crash, a run without deadlock detection
can reduce tool overheads. Experience with an on-line tracing prototype [89, 165] shows that some of
MUST’s modules provide a high degree of reusability. The mentioned prototype tool reuses several
MUST modules, e.g., call location services from Appendix B.1 (page 167).
3Execution of MPI operations must only have non-deterministic control-flow dependencies that depend on return values of
MPI operations.
4Processes must execute similar series of MPI operations across all executions.
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6 Application Study
Finally, we noted the debugging value of trying large-scale experiments early and
often during the benchmarking process. Too often, we increased the scale of our
experiments only to expose bugs in our software or experimental methodology that
were hidden at the smaller scales. [130]
In order to evaluate the applicability and scalability of the prototype implementations of GTI and MUST,
this chapter applies synthetic stress tests and benchmark applications. The synthetic tests exhibit dis-
tinct types and patterns of MPI operations to enable a step-by-step investigation of the behavior of the
proposed correctness analyses. The benchmark applications then serve as more complex test cases that
provide feedback on applicability for real world applications. Section 6.1 introduces details on the overall
measurement setup. Synthetic tests then specifically stress the individual components from the previous
chapter to allow a comparison of exhibited behavior and theoretic time complexities (Section 6.2). A
comparison to a centralized implementation within MUST compares the scaling behavior of the dis-
tributed components to previous centralized runtime correctness approaches. Further, these measure-
ments evaluate the performance impact of increased numbers of tool places. Section 6.3 then uses the
SPEC MPI2007 [116] benchmark suite to apply MUST to strong scaling tests that are derived from real
world applications. A first goal of these measurements is to evaluate the applicability of MUST to more
complex applications. Secondly, the overhead results for this benchmark provide information on the per-
formance impact that the tool could exhibit for potential target applications. Section 6.4 uses the NAS
Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) [10] that consist of synthetic kernels and pseudo applications to evaluate
MUST’s behavior at increased scale. An overall evaluation of the measurement results concludes this
chapter (Section 6.5).
Besides the performance oriented experiments in this chapter, MUST uses a test suite with a wide range
of examples—with or without a defect—to evaluate whether its various correctness analyses operate as
intended. This includes examples that specifically target the distributed MUST components from the
previous chapter (point-to-point matching, collective matching, and deadlock detection). Particularly,
this suite includes the test cases from the runtime MPI correctness checking tools Marmot [99] and
Umpire [159] to include challenging test cases that previous approaches identified.
6.1 Measurement Setup
The application study in this chapter uses the Sierra cluster at the Lawrence Livermore National Lab-
oratory and the Juqueen system at the research center Jülich. The former system is Linux-based and
consists of 1,944 nodes with two 6 core Xeon 5660 processors each. Nodes have 24 GB of available
main memory and are connected with QDR InfiniBand. Juqueen uses the BlueGene/Q architecture and
features 28,672 nodes, each equipped with 16 cores and 16 GB of main memory. Microarchitectures on
the front- and back-end nodes of Juqueen differ. Thus, the system employs a cross compiler.
Sierra supports all features of MUST and allows experiments with up to 8,096 MPI processes. Particu-
larly, this system supports the application crash-handling scheme in MUST and resembles other systems
that provided results for the SPEC MPI2007 benchmark. The latter enables a comparison of benchmark
runtimes to published results, which helps to identify situations in which an application exhibits unex-
pectedly slow results. Thus, Sierra serves for both the synthetic stress tests and for experiments with
SPEC MPI2007. Juqueen provides far more compute cores than Sierra, while it also represents a sec-
ond architecture type. Thus, Juqueen serves for experiments with NPB at increased scale, while it also
evaluates the applicability of MUST and GTI to different compute architectures.
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The measurements in this chapter evaluate the overall performance impact of MUST, which includes
its tool stack that consists of GTI and the base infrastructure PnMPI. This holistic approach to determine
overall tool-induced overheads provides results on the scalability of the whole prototypes of MUST
and GTI. Experiments with different tool configurations then provide information on the behavior of
individual correctness analyses, as well as on the impact of the tool layout. Available documentation [66]
details the access to the source code that any measurement employs, the installation of the overall tool
stack, the setup and installation of the target benchmarks, access to synthetic benchmarks or utilities, and
access to result files. This information serves as a reference for an increased level of detail, as well as for
providing an opportunity to reproduce the results in this chapter.
Firstly, this section summarizes the tool configurations that the measurements use. Afterwards, an
additional description of the GTI prototype implementation details how GTI provides tool places and
which communication choices the individual MUST configurations use. Finally, this section provides
information on the MPI process-to-core placement that impacts measurement results.
6.1.1 Metric and Layouts
An application run with the MUST prototype increases both the required number of compute resources
and the runtime of the target application. This chapter focuses on the impact of the increased runtime.
The increase in involved compute resources depends on the tool layout, where subsequent experiments
require up to twice as many compute resources. However, this resource cost is bounded for a given
tool layout, whereas runtime can drastically increase if a tool fails to scale. Thus, additional compute
resources for runs with the tool—during testing and debugging phases of the development workflow—
increase cost by up to a factor of two in the following measurements. However, this cost increase is less
critical than severe runtime increases, which, for a tool that fails to scale, can increase linearly with scale,
or even worse.
As a consequence, this chapter focuses on the runtime increase that results from the presence of the
MUST prototype. Thus, the main metric for the experiments in this chapter is the slowdown factor with
the tool, i.e., a ratio of the runtime with a specific MUST layout to the runtime of a reference run (no
tool). For brevity, slowdown is subsequently used to refer to the slowdown factor. A slowdown of 1
indicates that the tool causes no (measurable) overhead, while a slowdown of 2 indicates that the tool
doubles the execution time.
The measurements analyze three different MUST layouts that specifically evaluate the overheads of
the correctness analyses of the previous chapter:
• Layouts that only map the P2PMatch module,
• Layouts that only map the CollectiveMatch module, and
• Layouts that only map the TransitionSystem and WfgManager modules, which indirectly use both
the P2PMatch and the CollectiveMatch modules.
The first layout allows a detailed study of the overheads that point-to-point matching and its associated
type matching induce. This allows a study of whether layouts with the P2PMatch module can achieve
the scalability that the theoretic time complexities in Table 5.1 (page 89) suggest. The second layout then
specifically targets the overheads of the collective matching and collective consistency checks. Synthetic
kernels for different collectives then allow a comparison of actual overheads to the time complexities
from Table 5.2 (page 96). Finally, the third layout allows a study of the distributed transition system
implementation and its centralized deadlock detection. Again this layout targets a basic comparison of
measured overheads to the time complexities of Table 5.3 (page 107).
Besides the modules for the above types of correctness analyses, the individual layouts use any utility
modules, e.g., resource tracking or logging modules, that they require. As a result, since the measured
overheads include GTI and PnMPI overheads, as well as overheads from multiple utility modules, this
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chapter only targets a comparison to the theoretic time complexities, rather than a micro-benchmark ap-
proach that fits measurements of individual GTI/MUST components to their theoretic time complexities.
The latter would need to use predefined operation schedules, as to consider the processing order and
queue length factors in the time complexities for the P2PMatch, CollectiveMatch, and TransitionSystem
modules.
6.1.2 Places and Communication
GTI uses communicator virtualization [99] to utilize MPI processes as both application and tool places.
This approach allows MUST to instantiate, i.e., start and initialize, all places with a single mpiexec com-
mand. Thus, batch system requests must allocate compute cores for both the application processes and
the tool places of a MUST layout. As an example, a layout for 4 application processes and two tool
layers—of 2 and 1 places each—would require a batch allocation of 7 compute cores. MUST would
then use an mpiexec command that requests 7 processes in total. GTI then virtualizes the communicator
MPI_COMM_WORLD, such that the application processes only perceive 4 of these processes, while the re-
maining 3 processes serve as tool places. This technique allows all measurements in this chapter to utilize
MPI communication, i.e., all measurements use an MPI-based communication protocol (Section 4.2.4
on page 46). The only exceptions are MUST layouts that use the application crash-handling scheme of
GTI, which uses a shared memory communication protocol in addition (Section 4.3.5 on page 60).
GTI provides a flexible selection of a communication strategy in order to enable a consideration of op-
timization for bandwidth or latency. The MUST layouts that employ the P2PMatch and CollectiveMatch
modules apply a communication strategy that aggregates multiple events into larger continuous commu-
nication buffers (100 KiB), in order to optimize for higher bandwidths. The TransitionSystem layout, on
the other hand, must both tolerate a potential application deadlock and is more latency sensitive, since it
requires replies for control messages. Thus, this layout uses a communication strategy that immediately
(asynchronous up to a limit of outstanding messages) sends events for latency efficiency. This both re-
moves the need to flush aggregated event buffers on the application processes when a deadlock occurs,
and it reduces the latency for control messages of the TransitionSystem module. This choice impacts
the overhead of the TransitionSystem module layout, since it will not be able to utilize the available
bandwidth as efficiently as the other two layouts.
6.1.3 Process-to-Core Placement
For each application or benchmark, the experiments in this chapter execute one or multiple configura-
tions of MUST, along with a reference run that does not use the tool. The reference runtime then serves
to calculate a slowdown for each MUST configuration. The measurements execute all of these runs (for
a single target benchmark) in the same batch job, i.e., with the same compute node allocation. A process-
to-core mapping must determine which MPI processes execute on which compute cores. This mapping
impacts application performance. Processes that regularly communicate with each other will often bene-
fit from a mapping that puts them onto the same compute node, or at least onto compute nodes that have
a short distance in the network topology. Thus, all experiments ensure that the application processes of
reference and of tool runs execute on the same compute cores. This increases the comparability between
executions with or without the MUST prototype.
With 12 available cores per compute node on Sierra, all measurements map 12 application processes
on each compute node, starting with the first compute node that the batch system provides. When all
application processes are mapped, the process-to-core mapping continues with the processes for the tool
places, also using up to 12 tool places per compute node. The mapping on Juqueen is similar, but uses
16 application processes per compute node, since they provide 16 cores.
As a result, tool places usually execute on different compute nodes than application processes. Process
placement optimizations [17, 19, 83] would provide better process-to-core mappings that could consider
both the communication of the application itself, as well as the added communication of the MUST
prototype. Some of the experiments on Sierra use the application crash-handling scheme of MUST. In
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order to enable a shared memory communication, this scheme requires that one tool place executes on
each compute node that executes any application processes. Thus, this layout differs from the above
placement in that is uses at most 11 application processes per compute node. As to be comparable,
reference runs for the crash-handling layouts use 11 application processes per compute node only.
6.2 Synthetic Tests
The first set of measurements in this chapter uses synthetic stress tests to evaluate how the MUST proto-
type behaves for pre-defined communication patterns. These stress tests include:
• The kernel cyclicexchange that only employs point-to-point communication;
• One collective kernel for each class of collectives in Table 5.2, e.g., reduces for MPI_Reduce;
and
• The two deadlock patterns dlcyclic and dlall.
The point-to-point kernel cyclicexchange resembles the Exchange pattern that the Intel MPI bench-
marks [86] introduce, but differs in its time measurements. It uses the MPI operations MPI_Isend,
MPI_Recv, and MPI_Waitall. The collective kernels each use a single collective operation to evalu-
ate how MUST handles them. Finally, the two deadlock patterns target the centralized deadlock detection
of the WfgManager module to analyze whether its limited scalability yields acceptable overheads at up
to 4,096 processes.
Each of these kernels executes its point-to-point pattern or its collective in a loop for a set amount of
iterations. This approach resembles a weak scaling test where the workload remains constant or even
increases with scale. Increasing workloads particularly apply to several MPI collectives, such as for the
kernel alltoalls that uses MPI_Alltoall operations. As a result, measurements for some of the col-
lective kernels use iteration counts that decrease with scale, as to avoid excessive runtime requirements.
The deadlock kernels cause a deadlock in their first iteration. Additionally, all MPI operations use the
datatype MPI_INT along with a count of 1. For collectives with arrays of counts, the kernels set each
array entry to 1. Finally, all kernels use the MPI communicator MPI_COMM_WORLD exclusively. The
detailed documentation for these measurements [66] contains access information to the implementation
of each kernel.
MPI initialization and finalization overheads increase with scale on Sierra, i.e., the cost of executing
MPI_Init and MPI_Finalize. Would the measurements in this section include these increasing
overheads for a weak scaling benchmark, then their impact would bias the resulting slowdowns. Thus,
the synthetic kernels measure the time that elapses after rank 0 leaves MPI_Init and before it enters
MPI_Finalize. This time span exclusively includes the execution time for the actual communication
pattern or collective. MUST’s asynchronous operation mode allows tool places to still analyze some
events when rank 0 issues MPI_Finalize. In order to include processing costs that take place while
the application already enters MPI_Finalize, runs with MUST calculate the time span on the tool
place that serves as root. The root place will issue MPI_Finalize only after all event analysis was
completed.
This section presents three studies:
• Fan-in measurements for the cyclicexchange and the reduces (MPI_Reduce) kernels to evaluate
the performance impact of different application-to-tool-place ratios (fan-ins), this includes refer-
ence measurements with centralized reference modules in MUST;
• A study that analyzes the slowdown of the CollectiveMatch module for different collective kernels;
and
• A study that analyzes the applicability of the WfgManager module.
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6.2.1 Fan-In Study
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 presents slowdowns for the cyclicexchange and reduces kernels on Sierra. The
P2PMatch layout (Figure 6.1(a)) and the TransitionSystem layout (Figure 6.1(b)) apply to the cyclicex-
change kernel. The CollectiveMatch layout is not meaningful for this kernel, since the kernel only
employs point-to-point communication operations (except for initialization and finalization). Similarly,
the CollectiveMatch layout (Figure 6.2(a)) and the TransitionSystem layout (Figure 6.2(b)) apply to the
reduces kernel. For this kernel, the P2PMatch layout is not meaningful, since this kernel only employs
collective operations.
The study uses layouts with fan-ins of 32, 16, 11, 8, 4, and 2. Runs with a fan-in of 11 use the
application crash-handling scheme rather than a purely MPI-based communication. In addition, the
measurements compare the slowdowns of the MUST layouts to centralized reference implementation
that use a single tool place for their tool analysis (“Centralized” in Figures 6.1 and 6.2). Exponential
fittings highlight the general behavior of such centralized implementations that fail to scale for these
weak scaling experiments.
6.2.1.1 Cyclicexchange
The cyclicexchange kernel achieves good weak scaling properties. Its communication wall clock time
increases from about 0.2 seconds for 16 processes to about 0.3 seconds at 4,096 processes. Thus, the
total number of events that a tool needs to analyze doubles with each increase in scale, while the kernel
runtime stays roughly equal for each increase. The centralized implementation fails to cope with this
increasing workload, while the layout that only maps the P2PMatch module—“fan-in 32” to “fan-in
2” in Figure 6.1(a)—demonstrates that the module implementation can handle this increasing workload
without increasing overheads. As expected, higher fan-ins yield higher overheads, while low fan-ins
decrease the tool overhead. Overheads for each fan-in stay about constant across scale. A fan-in of 2
achieves a slowdown of 16.2 for 4,096 application processes. The subsequent sections of this chapter
relate this stress test result to the behavior of actual applications.
The measurements with a fan-in of 11 in Figure 6.1(a) yield higher slowdowns than a fan-in of 16.
This behavior results from the application crash-handling scheme for fan-in 11. This scheme uses shared
memory instead of the MPI communication medium between the first tool layer and the application
processes. Additionally, the crash-handling layout uses a communication strategy that immediately sends
events rather than aggregating multiple events into larger continuous buffers. These differences in the
communication choices cause increased communication overheads on the application processes, as well
as on the places of the first tool layer. Thus, causing the increased overheads for fan-in 11.
In Figure 6.1(a), for 4,096 processes both fan-in 2 and fan-in 4 have almost identical slowdowns,
whereas each other scale clearly exhibits a performance benefit for fan-in 2. An analysis of GTI’s profil-
ing data highlights that this behavior results from increased MPI communicator management and setup
costs for the experiments with fan-in 2. At 4,096 processes, this communicator setup consumes about
36.0% of the total measured wall clock time, whereas for fan-in 4, it only consumes 6.2% (13 layers
with a total of 8,191 processes versus 7 layers with a total of 5,461 processes). This behavior highlights
a potential for future study and improvement, but it does not indicate a deficiency in designs of GTI or
the P2PMatch module. Particularly, the profiling results from GTI detail that the overall average time
per analysis function remains about constant across scale and is almost similar for both fan-in 2 and
fan-in 4. This behavior matches the theoretic time complexities from Table 5.1 (page 89). The stress test
uses a single communicator only, no wildcard receives, and the type matching cost for the basic datatype
MPI_INT is O(1) [125]. Thus, the theoretic time complexity to analyze each operation in the cyclicex-
change kernel is O(l). The list size l remains, since the kernel specifically uses multiple tags to explore
the impact of this factor. The almost constant average time per analysis function across scale (about 1µs)
highlights that this factor has close to no impact for the P2PMatch implementation with the cyclicex-
change kernel. At the same time, this experiment underlines that the implementation of both GTI and
the P2PMatch module can match the theoretic time complexities of Table 5.1. Except for the increasing
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scale, while a centralized reference implementation fails to scale.
Figure 6.1: Evaluation of the fan-in impact for the cyclicexchange kernel on the Sierra system.
management overheads with lower fan-ins, the performance results support that decreasing fan-ins re-
duce the tool slowdown. For the Sierra system with a target scale of up to 4,096 processes, a fan-in of 4
provides a good balance between extra resources and the resulting performance improvements.
Figure 6.1(b) presents the slowdowns of the TransitionSystem layout for the cyclicexchange kernel
on Sierra. This layout uses the TransitionSystem, P2PMatch, CollectiveMatch, and the WfgManager
modules. The latter two modules impact the overall slowdown only marginally. The CollectiveMatch
module remains almost completely inactive since the kernel uses no collective operations, except for
initialization and shutdown. The WfgManager module only activates after a timeout, which, according to
GTI’s profiling data, happens once or twice during most experiment runs. WFG data analysis consumes
about 10.0% of the total runtime for fan-in 2 at 4,096 processes on the root place of the layout. The
analysis of the TransitionSystem and P2PMatch modules on the first tool layer dominate the overall tool
overhead across all fan-ins and all levels of scale.
Like the P2PMatch layout, the TransitionSystem layout achieves almost constant slowdowns across
scale. At 4,096 processes, a fan-in of 2 yields a slowdown of about 46, which highlights both the
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performance impact of the TransitionSystem module and the lack of aggregating communication for this
layout. Particularly, since all fan-ins cannot use an aggregating communication strategy, the application
crash-handling scheme for fan-in 11 causes almost no extra overhead. An analysis of the overall average
time per analysis function highlights that analysis time increases with scale. For fan-in 2 it increases from
1.8µs at 16 processes to 2.1µs at 4,096 processes. At the same time the maximum trace size for this
fan-in increases from 182 operations at 16 processes to 6,058 operations at 4,096 processes. Thus, the
trace length l influence—as O(log l)—in the theoretic time complexity for the TransitionSystem module
in Table 5.3 (page 107) could cause this increase in the average times. Overall, the scaling behavior
of the TransitionSystem module in Figure 6.1(b) highlights that the approach in this thesis can yield
dramatic applicability improvements for runtime deadlock detection. The state-of-the-art [76] reference
implementation “Centralized” yields a slowdown of 3,115 at 512 processes as a comparison, i.e, fan-in
2 at 512 processes decreases the tool slowdown by two orders of magnitude already.
6.2.1.2 Reduces
Figure 6.2(a) presents the slowdown of the CollectiveMatch layout for the reduces kernel on Sierra. This
kernel uses the collective operation MPI_Reduce that provides weak scaling characteristics. However,
the theoretic runtime of the operation must increase at least in a logarithmic manner with scale. With
increasing scale, the reference runtimes for this kernel increases. The kernel loop consumes about 0.5s
for 16 processes and about 4.3s for 4,096 processes. This increase in reference runtime impacts the
slowdown results for the CollectiveMatch layout. Slowdown for fan-in 4 starts at 4.9 for 16 processes
and decreases towards 1.4 for 4,096 processes. GTI’s profiling data highlights that the average analysis
function runtime (on the first tool layer) remains about constant across scale. Thus, the about constant
event analysis cost across scale, along with increasing reference runtimes, enable decreasing tool over-
heads in Figure 6.2(a). In other words, MUST adapts to the increase in scale better than the underlying
MPI implementation.
Table 5.2 (page 96) summarizes the theoretic time complexities for the CollectiveMatch module. The
reduces kernel uses a single MPI communicator only and causes no timeouts during the experiments, i.e.,
it aborts no event aggregations. Thus, since no collective waves exist for the timed-out state, the analysis
time for each MPI_Reduce operation is O(1) for this kernel. The about constant analysis times from
GTI’s profiling data suggests that the implementation matches this cost for the kernel.
The slowdown for fan-in 32 in Figure 6.2(a) exhibits a strong increase for 1,024 processes. GTI’s
profiling data indicates that the primary source for this slowdown is the root place of the layout. The
data reports a substantial amount of runtime to infrastructure activities such as running the main loop of
a place or executing order preserving event aggregation. The source of this overhead remains a target
for future study and could point to a performance inefficiency in the source code. This defect seems to
introduce an overhead that at least linearly depends on the fan-in of a place, since low fan-ins such as 4
do not exhibit this behavior. In addition for fan-in 32, layouts for 64, 128, 256, and 512 processes use
a fan-in of 2, 4, 8, and 16 respectively for their root process (these process counts are no powers of 32).
Thus, these levels of scale suffer less from the assumed performance inefficiency.
Figure 6.2(a) highlights that the slowdown for fan-in 2 decreases from 16 processes up to a scale of
1,024 processes. Afterwards, the slowdown increases with scale. With 1,024 processes, the slowdowns
for both fan-in 2 and fan-in 4 are about equal. At higher scale, fan-in 2 yields higher slowdowns than a
fan-in of 4. GTI’s profiling data highlights that MPI communicator setup also impacts the measurements
with the reduces kernel. For fan-in 2, at 4,096 processes, 25.1% of the measured time is spent for this
communicator management. Whereas for fan-in 4 at the same scale, this activity only consumes about
7.3% of the measured time. Thus starting at a scale of 1,024 processes, the increasing communicator
setup cost negates the decreased analysis load per tool place that fan-in 2 achieves over fan-in 4.
GTI’s profiling data also highlights that MPI activities on the application layer dominate the runtime
for fan-in 2 and 4 runs with 1,024 processes or more. Tool places report high idle times for these
levels of scale and fan-ins. Figure 6.2(a) reports a slowdown of about 1.5, even though GTI’s profiling
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(b) The slowdown for the TransitionSystem layout remains about constant or even decreases with scale, while a
centralized reference implementation yields slowdowns that exponentially increase with scale.
Figure 6.2: Evaluation of the fan-in impact for the reduces kernel on the Sierra system.
data indicates idle times on all tool places. A likely cause for this behavior is that the kernel’s MPI
communication competes with GTI’s MPI-based communication, thus increasing MPI runtimes on the
application processes. Overall, a slowdown of 1.5 for 4,096 processes with fan-in 4 is a very encouraging
result for a stress test benchmark.
Figure 6.2(b) presents slowdowns for the TransitionSystem layout for the reduces kernel. The slow-
downs exhibit similar anomalies for fan-ins 2 and 32 as for the CollectiveMatch layout. Since the Tran-
sitionSystem layout uses a communication strategy that immediately sends events—rather than aggregat-
ing events into larger continuous buffers—it causes higher overheads than the CollectiveMatch layout.
Additionally, the TransitionSystem module introduces additional analysis overheads and uses control
messages between the first tool layer and the root of the layout (Section 5.4.5 on page 102). For each
MPI_Reduce collective, the instances of the TransitionSystem module must wait until their control
messages propagate to the root, which then provides a reply. The module instances can continue their
analysis only after a reply arrives. This distinction impacts the slowdowns in Figure 6.2(b), since this re-
ply time logarithmically increases with the number of application processes (Section 5.4.8 on page 107).
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Figure 6.3: Slowdowns for the CollectiveMatch layout on Sierra with fan-in 4 highlight that the pro-
posed distributed design can scalably analyze representatives of the collective classes
from Table 5.2.
However, as for the CollectiveMatch layout, slowdown still decreases with scale, e.g., for fan-in 4 it
decreases from 13.3 at 16 processes to 5.9 at 4,096 processes. The average runtime per analysis function
(on the first tool layer) remains about constant across scale, which supports that the module implemen-
tation can match the theoretic time complexities from Table 5.3 (page 107). The scaling behavior of
the TransitionSystem layout along with its low slowdowns at scale underlines the advantages of this dis-
tributed transition system approach for MPI deadlock detection. Particularly, at 1024 processes already,
the fan-in 4 layout performs about 35 times faster than the previous state-of-the-art runtime deadlock
detection approach “Centralized” [76]. Note that the latter approach specifically optimized the handling
of collective operations to achieve an O(1) handling cost per collective operation.
6.2.2 Collective Study
The behavior of the CollectiveMatch module depends on the type of collective operation. As Table 5.2
(page 96) summarizes. Collectives with redundant or non-transitive type matching data can require addi-
tional consistency checks, or even require intralayer communication on the first tool layer. Measurements
in this section evaluate the behavior of the CollectiveMatch module for a representative collective from
each of the groups in Table 5.2. The measurements exclude the group that the reduces kernel represents,
since the previous section already analyzed measurement results for this kernel. All measurements use a
fan-in of 4, since this selection yielded low overheads in the fan-in study.
Figure 6.3 presents the measured slowdowns and uses the kernels allgathers (MPI_Allgather),
allgathervs (MPI_Allgatherv), alltoallvs (MPI_Alltoallv), gathers (MPI_Gather), gathervs
(MPI_Gathervs), and allreduces (MPI_Allreduce). The results highlight that the CollectiveMatch
module scales well for each of the collective classes, as the theoretic time complexities in Table 5.2
suggest.
The implementation of the module yields decreasing slowdowns for the kernels allgathers, gathers,
gathervs, and allreduces. GTI’s profiling data reports about constant average analysis function runtimes
(first tool layer) for these four kernels. Thus, since reference runtimes increase with scale, tool slowdown
decreases. The CollectiveMatch module uses intralayer communication to implement type matching
checks for the gathervs kernel. First layer tool places—analyzing an MPI_Gatherv event from the
root process of a collective—initiate this intralayer communication. The kernel advances the root of the
collective in a round-robin fashion (as in the Intel MPI benchmarks [86]). Thus, the extra workload to
initiate this intralayer communication is distributed equally across the tool places. As a result, a static
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root rank could yield higher slowdowns.
The kernels allgathervs and alltoallvs yield higher slowdowns for the CollectiveMatch layout and do
not exhibit a steady slowdown decrease with scale. The allgathervs kernel triggers the redundancy type
matching checks in the CollectiveMatch module. For p application processes, these checks introduce an
O(p) time complexity for the analysis of each operation and also require that GTI communicates events
of size O(p). GTI’s profiling data highlights this with average analysis function runtimes that increase
linearly with scale. This increasing correctness analysis cost yields no increasing slowdowns, since the
implementation of this collective operation also involves an O(p) time complexity on all application
processes.
The CollectiveMatch module uses intralayer communication on the first tool layer to handle the nec-
essary type matching checks for the alltoallvs kernel. This intralayer communication yields an all-to-all
communication pattern on the first tool layer. Each MPI_Alltoallv collective creates O(p2) in-
tralayer messages ((p/4)2 for fan-in 4). The kernel uses decreasing iteration counts at higher scale,
since the reference runtime for the kernel increases with O(p2). These reduced iteration counts reduce
the number of intralayer messages that each pair of first tool layer places exchanges with each other.
The intralayer communication strategy that the CollectiveMatch layout uses provides a capacity limit
for outstanding messages. This capacity is available for each target place. With the decreased itera-
tion counts, for 2,048 and 4,096 processes, the intralayer communication strategy does not exceed this
capacity anymore. This causes lower intralayer communication overheads for these levels of scale and
enables the reduced tool slowdowns in Figure 6.3. This behavior highlights a potential for performance
improvements in the intralayer communication strategy in use. However, this deficiency does not limit
the scalability of the approach.
Appendix C.1 (page 173) presents slowdown results for the TransitionSystem layout with the individ-
ual collective kernels. These measurements mainly suffer the performance impact from the immediate
communication (rather than aggregating multiple events into a larger continuous buffer). The analyses
of the TransitionSystem module are independent of the collective operation type, and thus, only impact
collective operations with low analysis costs.
In summary, in all measurements with the synthetic collective kernels, the MUST layouts are able to
scale well.
6.2.3 Deadlock Study
The previous measurements evaluated the overheads of the P2PMatch, CollectiveMatch, and Transi-
tionSystem module implementations. Two deadlocking kernels serve as synthetic tests to evaluate the
behavior of the WfgManager module. The theoretic time complexities in Section 5.5.3 clearly highlight
the limited scalability of this module. As a result, these measurements primarily evaluate whether the
approach is still applicable at a scale of up to 4,096 processes. In addition, they analyze the cost of dif-
ferent activities during deadlock detection, including the synchronization time of the TransitionSystem
module. These individual activities are:
• Synchronization: Synchronization time to compute a consistent state in the TransitionSystem module
(Section 5.5.1);
• Gather WFG: Runtime spent to receive wait-for information for all processes on the root of the
layout;
• Build WFG: Runtime spent to build the wait-for graph on the root of the layout;
• Deadlock Check: Runtime of the graph search for a necessary and sufficient deadlock criterion; and
• Report: Runtime spent to provide an HTML report, and a wait-for graph of the deadlocked processes
in the DOT1 format.
1http://www.graphviz.org/
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(a) The breakdown for the dlcyclic kernel highlights that WFGs with few arcs impose no scalability limita-
tions with 4,096 processes.
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(b) The breakdown for the dlall kernel highlights that complex WFGs impose noticeable overheads at 4,096
processes.
Figure 6.4: A breakdown of the overheads for Wait-For Graph (WFG) analysis with increasing scale
on Sierra.
This section uses the two deadlocking kernels dlcyclic and dlall that differ in the wait-for dependencies
that they use. The former kernel creates a dependency chain with p arcs, whereas the latter uses wildcard
receives to create a WFG with p2 arcs. Figure 6.4 presents a breakdown of the overall deadlock detection
cost (after a timeout triggers a detection) for the dlcyclic and dlall kernels. Besides times for the above
activities, it includes a sum for the overall handling as “sum”. In Figure 6.4(a), the overall deadlock
detection time for the dlcyclic kernel increases from 10.8ms for 16 processes to 668.8ms for 4,096 pro-
cesses. In Figure 6.4(b), the p2 WFG size of the dlall kernel causes higher deadlock detection overheads,
which increase from 17.3ms for 16 processes to 470.8s for 4,096 processes. Writing the WFG in the
DOT format into a file consumes the majority of the latter runtime (454.7s). Without writing this output,
a detection overhead of 16.1s remains for this scale. This overhead is noticeable, but still imposes no
restriction on the use of the centralized graph-based deadlock detection with 4,096 processes.
At the same time, a WFG with 4,096 nodes and 4,0962 arcs provides no meaningful output to tool
users. This notion highlights that even if the implementation in MUST was using distributed algorithms
to scalably build the WFG and to detect the deadlock criterion, the user output could still not be visu-
alized. As a result, techniques to detect processes that are in a similar execution state could drastically
reduce the number of nodes and arcs in a WFG. Techniques such as in ScalaExtrap [171] could facilitate
such a regularity detection, while work on stack trace debugging [7] motivates the assumption that most
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parallel application states will have a limited (low) number of distinct activity types across all processes.
A similarity-based approach to condense wait-for conditions of processes in similar activities would both
reduce detection and WFG analysis overheads. At the same time, it would yield outputs that could be
visualized for the end user.
Overall, the overheads in Figure 6.4 highlight that a deadlock detection at 4,096 processes remains
feasible with 668.8ms overall detection time for the dlcyclic kernel and 16.1s detection time for the dlall
kernel (without the report time). In addition, the overhead breakdown underlines that all of the activities
except for the Synchronization activity suffer from limited scalability. The latter activity exhibits a sub-
linear increase with scale, but also depends on the state of the TransitionSystem module, i.e., the number
of outstanding control messages that exist when a request for a consistent state arrives.
6.3 SPEC MPI2007
The benchmark suite SPEC MPI2007 [116] (v2.0) provides benchmarks that are derived from real world
applications. This includes complex applications such as the whether prediction code 147.l2wrf2 [145].
Thus, the following refers to these kernels as applications instead. The maximum size dataset of SPEC
MPI2007 is the lref data set that supports up to 2,048 processes2 and includes twelve applications.
Appendix C.2 (page 174) provides a comparison of reference runtimes for these applications to reported
benchmark results.
Figure 6.5 presents slowdowns of three MUST layouts with the lref data set for SPEC MPI2007.
The slowdown calculation uses the benchmark times that the benchmark suite reports, which includes
overheads for MPI initialization and finalization. The measurements use a fan-in of 4, which indicated
low overheads in the previous measurements. Appendix C.3 (page 175) presents additional results with a
fan-in of 11 and GTI’s application crash-handling scheme, which is important for use cases that involve
an application crash. Figure 6.5(a) presents slowdowns with the P2PMatch layout, Figure 6.5(b) uses
the CollectiveMatch layout, and Figure 6.5(c) uses the TransitionSystem layout instead.
Slowdowns for both the P2PMatch and the CollectiveMatch layouts remain low across scale. All
slowdowns for the P2PMatch and the CollectiveMatch layouts remain below 2, with the only exception
of the P2PMatch layout for the application 121.pop2 at 2,048 processes. This result highlights that while
slowdowns for stress test like the cyclicexchange kernel can be high, actual applications exhibit lower
loads for a tool such as MUST. SPEC MPI2007 is a strong scaling benchmark where the problem size
remains constant and increasing process counts serve to reduce the runtime of an application. Thus, the
rate at which application processes issue MPI operations increases with scale. The applications 121.pop2
and 128.GAPgeofem exhibit the highest rates. At 256 processes, application ranks of 121.pop2 issue up
to 3,733 MPI operations per second and at 2,048 processes the application issues up to 21,421 MPI
operations per second. Processes of the application 128.GAPgeofem issues up to 15,170 MPI operations
per second at 256 processes and up to 93,411 MPI operations per second at 2,048 processes. This
behavior explains the increasing slowdowns in Figure 6.5. This increased slowdown for 121.pop2 at
2,048 processes with the P2PMatch layout could be an outlier, since GTI’s profiling data reports high
idle times on all tool places.
The slowdowns for the TransitionSystem layout—Figure 6.5(c)—are higher than for the other two
layouts. These increased overheads results both from the lack of an aggregating communication strategy
and the additional overheads from the TransitionSystem module. The application 128.GAPgeofem causes
slowdowns of up to 15.7. However, this increase is not a scalability limit of the module implementations.
The rate at which application processes issue MPI operations increases by a factor of 6.2 from 256
processes to 2,048 processes. The slowdown increases by an almost identical factor of 6.8 as a result.
The application 137.lu exhibits performance gains—slowdowns below 1—for 256 and 512 processes
with the TransitionSystem layout. A previous investigation [68] of this anomaly identified high numbers
of outstanding MPI_Send operations in the application as the source of this behavior. MPI implemen-
2http://www.spec.org/mpi/docs/faq.html#DataSetL
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(a) The P2PMatch layout imposes low overheads across all applications and all levels of scale.
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(b) The CollectiveMatch layout imposes low overheads across all applications and all levels of scale.
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(c) The TransitionSystem layout imposes noticeable overheads for applications with high MPI invocation rates.
Figure 6.5: Slowdowns for the SPEC MPI2007 applications on Sierra provide information on tool
overheads with potential real world applications (lref data set and strong scaling).
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Figure 6.6: Involved overheads to detect the send-send deadlock in 126.lammps.
tations usually buffer such operations in order to allow application processes to continue their execution.
In order to do so, an MPI implementation must store information for such pending send operations.
Whenever an application issues an MPI operation, the MPI implementation checks the progress of all
outstanding sends. Large numbers of pending sends then incur a performance penalty whenever the ap-
plication issues an MPI operation. The communication strategy for the TransitionSystem layout blocks
within tool internal communication when the first tool layer fails to drain outstanding communication
buffers for previous events. This blocking in the tool communication is assumed to reduce the number
of pending send operations for 137.lu. This in turn reduces MPI internal overheads3. The previous study
used an MPI_Send wrapper that rewrites some sends with an MPI_Ssend operation to support the
soundness of this assumption. This wrapper enabled performance improvements that compare to the
runtime reduction for the TransitionSystem layout.
The application 126.lammps contains a send-send deadlock that manifests for MPI implementations
that do not buffer the involved MPI_Send operations. No deadlock manifests on Sierra, since the MPI
implementation on Sierra buffers these operations. At the same time, the application remains incorrect
and has limited portability as a consequence. The slowdown for 126.lammps in Figure 6.5(c) includes
the overall runtime of the application with the TransitionSystem layout. This time is dominated by
MPI internal timeouts that implement the MPI_Abort operation on Sierra. The WfgManager module
invokes this operation after it detects and reports a deadlock. Figure 6.6 provides a breakdown of the
deadlock detection overheads for this application with the same activity types as in Section 6.2.3. The
overall detection time remains at about 0.24s at 2,048 processes, since the deadlock criterion involves a
pair of processes only. Thus, the report visualizes a deadlock criterion of constant size across scale.
Overall, the P2PMatch and the CollectiveMatch layouts exhibit low slowdowns for all of the SPEC
MPI2007 applications and enable a correctness analysis for benchmarks that are based on actual ap-
plications. Slowdown for the TransitionSystem module is below 2 for eight out of twelve applications,
while the layout detects a defect for the application 126.lammps. Slowdown for the remaining three
applications is in a range of 2.8 up to 15.7. The former slowdown may not cause issues for some use
cases, but could limit applicability for long running applications. However, this effect is not a cause of
limited scalability, but rather a result of high handling costs with GTI and the MUST module imple-
mentations. Future (single core) performance optimization in these implementations could reduce the
overheads further.
3Note that GTI itself suffered from similar performance penalties when it used high numbers of pending send operations for
tool communication. Performance tuning revealed that a limit of at most 50 outstanding send operations yields dramatic
performance improvements.
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6.4 NAS Parallel Benchmarks
This section evaluates module behavior at increased scale on the Juqueen system. The NAS Parallel
Benchmarks (NPB) [10] (v3.3) serve as target benchmark on Juqueen and support a scale of up to 16,384
processes. This benchmark is also a strong scaling benchmark. The experiments use problem size D with
up to 4,096 processes and size E for increased scale (up to 16,384 processes). The experiments increase
the process count from 512 to 16,384 processes, which requires the use of two problem sizes, as to avoid
excessive runtimes and out-of-memory situations at smaller scale.
All runs use 16 MPI processes per compute node. As opposed to the measurements for SPEC MPI2007
that use a fan-in of 4, initial measurements with this fan-in on Juqueen yielded moderate to high slow-
downs. Thus, the experiments in this section use a fan-in of 2 between the application layer and the first
tool layer. This choice provides additional parallelism to the layer that hosts the most modules for the
TransitionSystem layout. All remaining layers use a fan-in of 4, in order to limit the amount of extra
resources that the runs require. Benchmark results exclude the kernel is, as it does not support problem
size E. The kernels bt and sp require numbers of processes that are a square of a natural number. As a
result, these kernels use 529 instead of 512, 2,116 instead of 2,048, and 8,281 instead of 8,192 processes.
Figure 6.7 presents slowdowns for the kernels and pseudo applications from NPB. The measurements
use the P2PMatch layout (Figure 6.7(a)), the CollectiveMatch layout (Figure 6.7(b)), and the Transition-
System layout (Figure 6.7(c)). An initial slowdown calculation from total execution times—as for SPEC
MPI2007—highlighted moderate to high slowdowns, especially for short running kernels such as mg and
ep. Reference measurements with an application that only invokes MPI_Init and MPI_Finalize
highlight that without the tool, runtime increases from 4.6s for 512 processes to 5.5s for 16,384 pro-
cesses. At the same time, total runtime with the MUST layouts increases from 20.5s for 512 processes to
82.1s for 16,384 processes (numbers for the P2PMatch layout). Thus, the MUST modules invoke a no-
ticeable and scale dependent startup/shutdown overhead. A preliminary investigation detected increasing
overheads for loading shared libraries as one influential overhead. A future study of the individual startup
and shutdown overheads could reduce the overheads that MUST introduces. Particularly, an approach
such as Spindle [47] could reduce shared library loading times. At the same time, a constant overhead
of about 80s at 16,384 processes (including writing of profiling data) is noticeable, but should not limit
the applicability of the approach. As a consequence, the slowdown calculation in Figure 6.7 uses the
reported benchmark times from NPB as the reference runtime, which captures a timespan that starts after
the application issued MPI_Init and that ends before it invokes MPI_Finalize. The MUST run-
time captures the same timespan, but removes startup and shutdown overheads that include initialization
times for loading shared libraries and for MPI communicator management.
Overall, Figure 6.7(a) presents low slowdowns for the P2PMatch layout. Only the kernels lu and mg
exhibit slowdowns above 2. The former kernel issues large numbers of point-to-point messages that
stress the P2PMatch module. The dip in the slowdown at 8,192 processes results from switching from
problem size D to problem size E. This switch increases runtimes for the kernel and causes reduced MPI
call invocation rates. These reduced invocation rates enable lower slowdowns for MUST.
The kernel mg has a very short reference runtime—5.5s for 16,384 processes—and issues MPI oper-
ations at a low rate. The increasing slowdowns for this kernel result from an increased load on the root
place of the MUST layouts. An investigation of this overhead highlights that initialization events for
MUST’s MPI resource tracking modules (utilities) increase with scale. This behavior represents a target
for future improvements, but does not highlight a limitation in the distributed analysis modules that this
thesis proposes.
The slowdowns for the CollectiveMatch layout (Figure 6.7(b)) are generally low. The kernels ep, ft,
and mg exhibit slowdowns above 2. Since lu primarily uses point-to-point operations, it stresses the
CollectiveMatch layout far less than the P2PMatch layout. The mg kernel suffers from the same effect
as for the P2PMatch layout. The slowdown for the kernel ep is slightly above 2 for 16,384 processes and
combines workload for collectives and a short runtime (7.4s for 16,384 processes). As a result, it exhibits
a slightly higher load for the CollectiveMatch layout than for the P2PMatch layout, while overheads for
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(a) Slowdowns for the P2PMatch layout depend on MPI invocation ratios and remain below 4.
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(b) Slowdowns for the CollectiveMatch layout depend on MPI invocation ratios and remain below 4.
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(c) The TransitionSystem module imposes increased overheads for kernels with high MPI invocation ratios.
Figure 6.7: Slowdowns for kernels and pseudo applications of NPB on Juqueen provide results for
the behavior of the MUST prototype at increased scale (problem size D up to 4,096
processes and size E for higher levels of scale).
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MPI resource tracking initialization again cause an increased overhead at scale. The kernel ft stresses
the CollectiveMatch module since it uses collectives on small user-defined communicators. These small
and comb-shaped communicators (non-continuous ranks) reduce the efficiency of the event aggregations
that the module employs (Section 4.5.5 on page 77).
Figure 6.7(c) presents NPB slowdowns for the TransitionSystem layout, which largely combines the
overheads of the previous two layouts. Particularly, slowdowns for cg, ep, ft, and mg closely resemble the
slowdowns of the CollectiveMatch layout. Again the lack of aggregating communication strategies and
the additional overheads of the TransitionSystem modules increase slowdowns for the remaining three
point-to-point intensive kernels bt, lu, and sp.
6.5 Summary
This chapter evaluates overheads of the prototype implementations of GTI and MUST. Synthetic stress
tests highlight that tool layouts with the P2PMatch, CollectiveMatch, and TransitionSystem modules
scale very well. Depending on the kernel and the fan-in, all layouts exhibit near constant or even de-
creasing slowdowns across scale. These empirical results support the theoretic time complexities of
the previous chapter and highlight that the runtime correctness approach that this thesis proposes can
scale with applications. Comparisons with centralized implementations for deadlock detection highlight
performance improvements of two orders of magnitude for 512 processes already.
An evaluation of the WfgManager module, which provides limited scalability, reveals its applicability
to complex deadlock scenarios for up to 4,096 processes. Experiments with these deadlock examples
highlight that solutions that remove the scalability limitations of this module must not only distribute
the actual analysis, but must also provide condensed outputs to the user. These results motivate the
exploration of similarity-based reduction techniques for wait-for data.
The stress tests can cause the prototype implementation to exhibit high slowdowns even for low fan-
ins. Measurements with two benchmark suites relate these results to more complex synthetic kernels,
pseudo applications, and benchmarks derived from real world applications. The individual layouts yield
low slowdowns—below 2—for most of these 19 examples. Additionally, MUST successfully identifies
a potential deadlock in one of the SPEC MPI applications. On Juqueen, the experiments use a scale of up
to 16,384 application process, for which the MUST layouts use 27,307 MPI processes in total (fan-in 2
combined with fan-in 4).
Finally, these measurements do not only evaluate the modules from the previous chapter, but also
the GTI prototype as a whole. Most importantly, the measurements demonstrate that a mapping-based
abstraction, as in GTI, not only enables the creation of tools, but that such tools can operate for a wide
range of applications across multiple compute architectures. MUST as a tool advances the state-of-the art
in runtime deadlock detection for MPI, while it operates on a flexible and generic tool infrastructure at the
same time. Thus, this empirical tool study highlights that the abstractions in GTI allow the specification
of complex tools that can achieve good scalability. The measurements also underline the applicability
of the new infrastructure techniques of this thesis, including mapping-based tool instantiation, intralayer
communication, and order preserving event aggregation.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
When knowledge is embedded in a tool, it frees the practitioner from the need to
master that particular knowledge, it changes the skills needed, and it opens the way
for development of new knowledge. [157]
Parallel programming with message passing abstractions such as MPI introduces an additional source
for program defects. The parallelism that enables complex state-of-the art simulations complicates the
detection and removal of these defects. Tools that aid application developers and system support person-
nel in spotting, tracking, and removing such defects add to efficient development workflows. One such
class of tools are runtime correctness checkers for MPI applications.
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis advances runtime correctness tools for MPI applications towards increased scalability without
sacrificing detection precision. Previous approaches achieved scalability by replacing precise detection
algorithms with heuristic techniques that can yield false positives or false negatives (limited precision).
Tools that used precise techniques, on the other hand, used centralized error detection algorithms that
limited their scalability. The thesis contributes MUST as a novel runtime correctness tool that:
• Uses event offloading like previous runtime correctness tools with deadlock detection capabilities,
but uses hierarchies of additional processes rather than a single process to run the correctness
analysis;
• Provides distributed precise type matching checks for MPI point-to-point operations;
• Provides hierarchical correctness analyses for MPI collective operations that include precise type
matching checks;
• Specifies a transition system that serves for deadlock detection with a state that consists of a single
vector;
• Implements a distributed transition system for deadlock detection—based on the small state—that
employs control messages within the tool processes;
• Provides detailed deadlock reports with a wait-for dependency analysis that employs a graph-based
deadlock criterion; and
• Details the time complexities of these analyses to evaluate their scalability on a theoretic level and
to simplify comparisons for future approaches.
Thus, the design and the prototype implementation of MUST fill the gap of a precise tool that of-
fers a high degree of scalability. The theoretic time complexities of the described analyses—except for
graph-based reports—highlight that the tool can analyze MPI operations with costs that compare to their
overheads within an MPI implementation.
At the same time, the development of runtime tools for high performance computing systems is expen-
sive and involves many common components and tasks. Recent developments in parallel tool infrastruc-
tures provide one approach to avoid reoccurring development costs for such tools. Moreover, abstractions
and patterns can guide tool developers towards scalable implementations. Several scalable tools use tree-
overlay abstractions, such as provided by the abstractions of MRNet. However, this abstraction does not
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incorporate instrumentation of a target application and thus requires the use of additional tool compo-
nents. The runtime correctness use case also requires further functionality classes such as application
crash-handling. High event rates for correctness tools also motivate flexible communication systems that
can benefit from specialized hardware of modern HPC platforms. Thus, this thesis contributes a concept
for a novel tool infrastructure that:
• Incorporates tree-overlay networks with an instrumentation system;
• Provides flexible choices for both the communication medium and the communication timing;
• Reuses the idea of event-action mappings to allow tool developers to specify which tool analyses
apply to which events;
• Extends this mapping approach to tree-overlay networks with a notion of event aggregations;
• Allows tools to inject events along three communication directions;
• Overcomes deficits of pure tree-overlay networks for tasks such as point-to-point matching with a
new intralayer communication direction;
• Adds a crash-handling scheme to be fully applicable for the runtime correctness use case; and
• Scalably preserves event order in the presence of event aggregations.
The GTI abstraction targets a tool development that allows the programmer to focus on his tool’s
analyses (functionality) rather than on implementing common components. Most importantly, the tool
infrastructure abstraction that this thesis proposes uses a single concept to apply tool analyses onto ap-
plication processes, the root of a hierarchy of tool places, or on an intermediate hierarchy level. This
ability forms a key difference to existing infrastructure concepts, which use differing interfaces with ap-
plication processes, a root process of a hierarchy, or an intermediate layer. The analysis concept of the
GTI abstraction allows tool developers to flexibly apply all types of tool activities, regardless of previ-
ous placement decisions. This result is an important contribution towards a development with highly
reusable tool components. Additionally, this thesis provides a concept for tool infrastructures that auto-
matically preserve process local event order in the presence of event aggregations. Thus, a tool developer
can simply assume that events arrive in their original order, as opposed to using separate event streams
or managing event order manually. This further simplifies the development of runtime tools with the
proposed tool infrastructure abstraction.
MUST serves as a challenging test case for GTI, which requires a wide variety of its functionality
classes. GTI both supports all of MUST’s requirements and allows this tool to be specified as a col-
lection of modules—representing the tool analyses—and specifications that provide the analysis-event
mappings. Besides that, MUST does not implement any of the usual tool components, e.g., instrumenta-
tion, tool internal communication, or spawning extra tool processes/threads.
Widespread use of an abstraction such as GTI would drastically simplify tool integrations and combi-
nations. The integrations of many existing runtime tools for HPC consider pairs of tools and can easily
fail after a few releases, due to lack of maintenance. In addition, the whole specification of GTI’s ab-
straction imposes close to no assumptions on the target programming paradigm. While the MUST and
GTI prototypes implement their functionality for MPI, GTI could support other paradigms as well. Sim-
ilarly, GTI can support multiple types of tools. MUST represents a runtime correctness tool, while other
GTI-based tool prototypes target a performance optimization use case already. Widespread use of a tool
infrastructure such as GTI could provide support for a multitude of programming paradigms along with
well-tested scalable communication services. In such a situation, tool developers for GTI automatically
gain the capability to easily extend the scalability of their tool and to support further paradigms. These
two tasks consume large amounts of development costs in current runtime tool developments, due to
an ongoing investigation of new programming paradigms in the HPC community along with increasing
system scale.
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An empiric study with synthetic stress tests and two widely used HPC benchmarks evaluates the pro-
totypes of GTI and MUST. The stress tests with up to 4,096 application processes (8,191 total MPI
processes) underline that the analyses in MUST and the overheads within GTI can match the scalability
that their theoretic time complexities suggest. In addition, a study with deadlock cases highlights that the
limited scalability of the graph-based deadlock reports causes increased detection times at scale, but re-
mains practical at up to 4,096 processes. The two benchmark suites at 2,048 and 16,384 application pro-
cesses respectively (2,731 and 27,307 total MPI processes) highlight that the MUST analyses—without
deadlock detection—provide low overheads that should not limit the applicability of the approach. With
the transition system for deadlock detection, the measurements exhibit more noticeable overheads for the
benchmark suites and increase application runtime by a factor of 4 for two out of nineteen kernels. Two
further applications exhibit even higher slowdowns at their maximum scale. However, the experiments
with the synthetic kernels highlight that this behavior is not a scalability limitation, but rather the result
of MPI invocation rates that increase with scale. Future performance optimizations of the MUST and
GTI prototypes could reduce these overheads.
At the same time, no other runtime deadlock detection approach for MPI reports overheads for a
similar scale. A comparison of the overheads of the distributed transition system to a state-of-the-art
centralized runtime deadlock detection approach (also based on GTI) highlights that the approach in
this thesis provides two orders of magnitudes lower overheads at 512 processes already. Finally, the
measurements use two compute architectures to demonstrate that GTI’s abstraction is applicable for
multiple architectures, including a frontend-backend system.
7.2 Future Work
Both GTI and MUST serve as prototypes to explore new ideas, designs, and abstractions. These proto-
types undergo nightly tests with hundreds of test cases and regular performance tests. As a result, both
codes reached a quality that goes beyond a mere prototype and were included in several tutorials and
workshops. Furthermore, MUST is installed on HPC systems at the Lawrence Livermore National Lab-
oratories (USA), the Jülich Supercomputing Center (Germany), the Barcelona Supercomputing Center
(Spain), the RWTH Aachen university (Germany), and the Technische Universität Dresden (Germany).
Several ongoing, planned, and future evaluations and extensions target an evolution of these prototypes
towards actual products. Beyond ongoing improvements in applicability, portability, and stability, there
exists a wide range of ideas for future research.
7.2.1 Towards Products
The distributed transition system for deadlock detection currently lacks two extensions to support all
MPI usage scenarios. The first is an extension to adapt the currently static specifications of which MPI
operations may block. Support for unexpected matches (Section 5.4.4 on page 101) requires information
on whether the MPI implementation buffers a send operation or not. An MPI interface that provides
an interface for such information would simplify support for unexpected matches. Secondly, the cen-
tralized reference implementation for deadlock detection [76] supports situations where information on
wildcard receive matching is unavailable. This implementation uses a state exploration that can yield
exponential numbers of states to visit. The distributed implementation in this thesis avoids the use of
this technique, due to potentially high overheads. The MPI function MPI_Request_get_status
(MPI-2 and above) could serve as a solution to avoid explorations of exponential numbers of states.
Placement drivers must select a communication channel to receive new events in their main loop
(choose function in Section 4.3.6 on page 61). This selection impacts the behavior of a GTI tool if
it uses event aggregations or control messages such as for the TransitionSystem module. Some newly
received events can increase the memory demand of the tool—e.g., a new operation in the trace of
the TransitionSystem module—while other events can reduce the memory demand. A tool can exhaust
the available main memory if a placement driver repeatedly receives events that increase the memory
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footprint. This happens for the application 128.GAPgeofem for example. The GTI prototype uses a
mechanism to pause the execution of the application to avoid such out-of-memory situations. A current
study [77] extends this technique of the GTI prototype and explores the impact of static and dynamic
communication channel selection approaches.
The MUST modules of the condition package (Section 5.1 on page 81) highlight a requirement for a
further dependency type in GTI. The current module dependencies of GTI enforce that the infrastructure
maps dependent modules onto layers that execute the depending module. The condition modules require
a new dependency type that causes the dependent modules to be mapped onto the application layer or a
specifically marked layer. Currently, MUST manages this dependency type manually.
Finally, GTI-based tools consist of a set of modules, specifications, and potentially additional helper
scripts or applications that invoke the tool. The current prototypes lack functionality to easily package
up and to provide a GTI tool to its users. A future packaging concept is an important requirement
for tool combinations that consist of multiple GTI-based tools. One approach is a repository concept
where a GTI utility would allow users to add repository locations for existing tools. GTI could then
automatically install and configure these tools in order to create a single collection of tool modules and
their specifications.
Simplifications and tool support for the creation and management of GTI specifications are also an
important target for improvement. Currently, module interfaces and some of the specifications contain
redundant information. A source code analysis approach could create a subset of the specifications
automatically in the future. Additionally, tools to analyze and apply analysis-hook mappings could
simplify the mapping of analyses to their target hooks. Such extensions would simplify the development
of GTI-based tools.
7.2.2 Runtime Correctness Research
New features of MPI, such as the nonblocking collectives in MPI-3, motivate extensions of MUST. The
latter type of collectives, as an example, would primarily impact the TransitionSystem module, which
would need to support completion operations with associated nonblocking collectives. Besides wider
MPI support, the WfgManagerModule remains a target for future research. Its limited scalability and the
results in this thesis motivate an exploration of similarity based reduction techniques (Section 5.5.3 on
page 110) to reduce the overall number of nodes in a WFG. A hierarchical reduction of the WFG data
could implement this. A reduction could provide users both accessible deadlock reports and limit the
overheads of the graph creation and deadlock criterion search.
Tools such as ISP and DAMPI use a model checking like exploration of alternative schedules to reveal
defects that only manifest as an inconsitent state or a failure for some interleavings. MUST explicitly
avoids such explorations and targets increased scalability instead. DAMPI uses the limited precision
of Lamport clocks along with assumptions on the MPI usage of an application to implement a scal-
able detection of alternative interleavings. Afterwards, it uses a timeout-based heuristic to report the
presence of a deadlock for each interleaving. A combination of DAMPI with MUST could combine an
interleaving exploration with precise deadlock detection and suggests a high degree of synergy between
the approaches. Ongoing research already combines DAMPI’s predecessor tool ISP with MUST. This
combination uses ISP to explore different interleavings and MUST to report deadlocks. Also, tool com-
binations with static analysis approaches such as in the temporal order analysis in STAT [2] could allow
MUST to provide additional detail for deadlock situations and other defects it detects.
GTI support for further programming paradigms would allow MUST to apply correctness checks to
them. This could include message passing libraries such as MCAPI or libraries or language extensions
for partitioned global address space programming, e.g., GASPI, Co-array Fortran, and UPC. Ongoing
research projects extend GTI to support the OpenMP paradigm and target correctness analyses for the
accelerator concepts of OpenMP 4.0.
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7.2.3 Tool Infrastructure Research
Currently the GTI prototype relies on an MPI communicator virtualization technique and an MPI-based
communication implementation to spawn and connect its tool places. GTI support for further program-
ming paradigms or libraries can require additional technologies to handle spawning and communication
tasks. An ongoing investigation for OpenMP support considers the use of additional threads as tool
places.
The order preserving event aggregation in GTI uses channel identifiers to store which processes sub-
mitted information to an aggregate event. This scheme works well if all processes, or at least continuous
ranges of processes, provide events for an aggregation. MPI communicators of a comb-like shape—e.g.,
odd processes—stress this technique such as in the kernel ft of the NAS parallel benchmarks. A stride
representation to mark regular subsets of a continuous process range could overcome this limitation. The
GTI prototype uses extra bits in the channel identifiers to store such a stride representation to reduce
the overheads that it exhibits for the kernel ft. A study of potential representations for non-continuous
process sets and the resulting extensions to the tree queue algorithm (Section 4.5.3 on page 4.5.3) is still
pending.
GTI uses tool places—processes or threads—to provide additional compute resources to tools. An
application run with a GTI-based tool then includes both communication operations from the applica-
tion and the tool internal communication. An optimization of the process-to-compute-core mapping is
important for an efficient use of the overall communication resources. Such a placement must consider
the communication pattern of the application and that of the GTI tool. A balance between optimizing for
the one or the other communication pattern will yield improved latency and bandwidth at higher scales.
Currently GTI uses static placements of processes to compute nodes that could result in a high average
communication distance at scale. Future studies should evaluate placement optimization frameworks and
heuristics that could yield better placements.
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Glossary
analysis Also [tool] analysis. A part of the functionality of a runtime tool.
In the proposed tool infrastructure abstraction, an analysis is a piece of tool
functionality that can be triggered by an event and that is implemented in a
module.
back-end In the MRNet abstraction, code that executes on the leaves of a TBON layout.
centralized A [tool] architecture type that uses a single process or thread for some
computation.
channel identifier For events that a place handles, a channel identifier can identify a descendant
place that created this event.
check A correctness analysis of a correctness tool.
defect Commonly bug. Defects in the source code can result in an infested—
incorrect—application state and become visible as failures.
event Occurrence of something observable.
In the proposed tool infrastructure abstraction, the data that results when a
place triggers an instrumented hook.
event aggregation A computation that occurs on places, which uses events as inputs, and that
replaces the input events with new event(s).
event-flow In the proposed tool infrastructure abstraction, if a place observes or receives
an event, the event-flow provides a set of definitions that specify how the event
must be handled.
fan-in The number of child places of a place in a topology (assuming a parent-child
relation as in a tree topology).
front-end In the MRNet abstraction, code that executes on the root of a TBON layout.
GTI Generic Tools Infrastructure
The prototype implementation that implements the proposed tool infrastruc-
ture abstraction.
hook In the proposed tool infrastructure abstraction, a source of events, which can
be instrumented.
HPC High Performance Computing
Computing on a compute system that drastically outperforms current desktop
systems. This thesis primarilly addresses distributed memory systems, where
compute cores cannot access all available memory. The use of of a parallel pro-
gramming paradigm such as provided by MPI allows an application to utilize
such a system.
interleaving Without synchronization, events on parallel processes or threads can occur in
different orders for different executions of an application. The term interleav-
ing refers to one such execution with a specific event timing.
layer In the proposed infrastructure abstraction, a set of places.
match layer A specifically marked layer for the proposed runtime correctness concepts to
which the P2PMatch and TransitionSystem modules are mapped.
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module A reusable piece of a runtime tool.
In the proposed tool infrastructure abstraction, a collection of analyses and
their associated data.
MPI Message-Passing Interface
The MPI standard defines a set of functions that enable message-based data
transfers between processes with distributed memory. The standard uses a sin-
gle executable that is executed by all processes, however, each process differs
by a unique identifier called rank.
MUST Marmot Umpire Scalable Tool
The prototype implementation that implements the proposed distributed MPI
runtime MPI verification concepts as a GTI-based tool.
operation An invocation of an MPI function.
In Chapter 4 as part of the proposed infrastructure abstraction, a computation
that can transform arguments of a hook.
place A thread or process that is part of an application with an attached runtime tool.
Tool places serve as an additional process or thread to offload computations of
a tool, application/leaf places are the processes or threads to which the tool
connects, and a root place is a tool place that has all application places as its
descendants.
precise In the context of runtime correctness tools, a tool is precise if its detection ca-
pabilities do not use simplifications or heuristics that can cause false positives
or false negatives.
protocol Also communication protocol. A tool component of a GTI-based tool that
provides a means to transfer events from a place to a connected place.
rank An identifier for a process of an MPI parallel application.
resource In the context of MPI, information on MPI handles such as communicators,
process groups, and requests.
runtime verification Often also correctness checking, runtime checking, dynamic verification, or
dynamic testing. An approach to detect software defects with information that
was captured during the execution of an application.
slowdown The runtime of an application run with a runtime tool divided by the runtime
of a reference run. Often calculated from a specific timespan of an execution
to exclude initialization/finalization overheads.
specification In the proposed infrastructure abstraction, specifications describe a runtime
tool.
strategy Also communication strategy. A tool component of a GTI-based tool that times
the use of a communication protocol.
tag A message identifier for MPI-based point-to-point communication.
TBON Tree-Based Overlay Network
A rooted tree network that spans all application processes/threads as its leaves.
tool infrastructure An infrastructure or a framework that provides services for a runtime tool.
trace Lists of unprocessed events for the proposed distributed transition system for
MPI deadlock detection.
wave A set of associated events that originate from different places.
weaver Part of the GTI prototype that processes a tool specification to instantiate a
GTI-based tool.
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WFG Wait-For Graph
A graph that represents wait-for conditions of an execution state of a parallel
application. The graph-based deadlock search in this thesis uses the AND⊕OR
WFG that provides two types of wait-for dependencies.
wrapper A part of a runtime tool that observes events.
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A GTI: A Parallel Tools Infrastructure
A.1 Module Relationships
GTI organizes instances of modules in a DAG to simplify instance creation and destruction. Each module
receives access to interfaces of their dependent module instances. For analysis and aggregation modules
(modules in M ), the function dM specifies this relationship. Arrival, wrapper, strategy, protocol, and
place modules use predefined module dependencies. These predefined dependencies depend on the tool
layout and the module placement and are:
Place instances depends on:
• 1 Strategy module (ancestor layer),
• 0–N Strategy modules (descendant layers),
• 0–1 Strategy module (intralayer, see Section 4.3.4 on page 58),
• 1 Arrival module, and
• 1 Wrapper module.
Wrapper instances depends on:
• 0–N Strategy modules (ancestor layer),
• 1 Strategy modules (descendant layers),
• 0–1 Strategy modules (intralayer, see Section 4.3.4 on page 58), and
• M Analysis/Aggregation modules.
Arrival instances depends on:
• 0–N Strategy modules (towards root direction),
• 1 Strategy modules (from-leaves direction), and
• M Analysis/Aggregation modules.
Strategy instances depends on:
• 1 Protocol module.
Protocol instances have no dependencies.
GTI uses a PnMPI configuration file to provide arguments to module instances. These arguments
specify whether and how often a module uses an optional dependency. As an example, a place module
receives information on the number of strategy modules (0–N ) that connect the place to descendant
layers. Figure A.1 presents dependencies between module instances for the GTI mappings and layout
from Figure 4.3 (page 40). The large boxes distinguish module instance hierarchies for layers l0–l2.
Boxes with rounded edges represent module instances and their labels indicate the module type. Arrows
indicate module dependencies where the arrow points towards the dependent module. Finally, pointed
lines between protocol modules indicate communication connections across layers. Note that except for
the two tool modulesm0 andm1 the figure only indicates module types rather than module names. Thus,
the two strategy module instances of layer l1 may be instances of the same or of distinct modules. The
root module on application places is a single wrapper instance, which GTI creates when it perceives the
first event. On tool places, a single place module instance serves as root instance, which GTI creates
when it starts the place.
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Figure A.1: Example module instance hierarchy for the example from Figure 4.3.
A.2 Channel Tree Algorithm Example
As an example to illustrate the outcome of the channel tree algorithms and the channel trees that they
create, consider node T2,0 in Figure 4.15(a) (page 70). The listing below summarizes key actions of the
tool driver (Figure 4.10 on page 62) and its queries and updates to the channel tree along with their return
values:
(1) • Actions:
– findEventToDequeue(ε) = (⊥,NULL, ε)
– Receive b2 with channel identifier 1.0
– treeNodeAncestorOrDescendantSuspended(1.0) = ⊥
– Process b2
• Resulting channel tree: Figure A.2(a)
(2) • Actions:
– findEventToDequeue(ε) = (⊥,NULL, ε)
– Receive a0,1 with channel identifier 0
– treeNodeAncestorOrDescendantSuspended(0) = ⊥
– Process a0,1
– suspendChannel(0)
• Resulting channel tree: Figure A.2(b)
(3) • Actions:
– findEventToDequeue(ε) = (⊥,NULL, ε)
– Receive c1 with channel identifier 0.1
– treeNodeAncestorOrDescendantSuspended(0.1) = >
– enqueue(c1, 0.1)
• Resulting channel tree: Figure A.2(c)
(4) • Actions:
– findEventToDequeue(ε) = (⊥,NULL, ε)
– Receive c0 with channel identifier 0.0
– treeNodeAncestorOrDescendantSuspended(0.0) = >
– enqueue(c0, 0.0)
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• Resulting channel tree: Figure A.2(d)
(5) • Actions:
– findEventToDequeue(ε) = (⊥,NULL, ε)
– Receive a2,3 with channel identifier 1
– treeNodeAncestorOrDescendantSuspended(1) = ⊥
– Process a2,3
– openChannel(0)
• Resulting channel tree: Figure A.2(e)
(6) • Actions:
– findEventToDequeue(ε) = (>, c0, 0.0)
– Process c0
(7) • Actions:
– findEventToDequeue(ε) = (>, c1, 0.1)
– Process c1
• Resulting channel tree: Figure A.2(f)
(8) • Actions:
– findEventToDequeue(ε) = (⊥,NULL, ε)
– Receive c3 with channel identifier 1.1
– treeNodeAncestorOrDescendantSuspended(1.1) = ⊥
– Process c3
• Resulting channel tree: Figure A.2(g)
The listing assigns iterations of the algorithm in Figure 4.10 numbers and assumes that each of these
iterations uses the regular direction, while the input communication strategy always provides an event
to receive, i.e., no idle loops. While the listing specifies the individual channel tree queries and updates,
Figure A.2 presents the state of the channel tree after most of the iterations. The figure highlights sus-
pended nodes in black and white, while it also highlights nodes whose process index sets overlap with
suspended or non-empty queue nodes in gray.
Iteration (1) receives and processes event b2. Afterwards, iteration (2) receives and processes event
a0,1. Since the processing starts an aggregation (that waits for a2,3), the driver algorithm suspends the
channel tree node for this event. Iterations (3) and (4) then receive events c1 and c0, that the driver
algorithm enqueues since the process index sets that their channel identifiers represent overlap with the
set of the suspended node. When the driver receives and processes event a2,3 in iteration (5), it finishes
the aggregation and removes the suspension for channel identifier 0. Iterations (6) and (7) then dequeue
and process events c0 and c1. Finally, iteration 8 receives and processes event c3.
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(e) Removed suspension to node associated with channel identifier 0.
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(f) Dequeued all events.
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(g) Added node for channel identifier 1.1.
Figure A.2: Series of channel tree states for an execution of node T2,0 from Figure 4.15.
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B.1 Parallel and Location Identifiers in MUST
[Hooks]	  MUST	  Base	  
[Module]	  Loca4on	  
newLocation(           ,           ,               )pId lId INFO
newInfo(           ,           ,               )pId lId INFO getIdForCall(           ,               )pId INFO
Legend	  
Mapped	  to	   Injects	  
getInfo(           ,            ) : INFOpId lId
[Module]	  Loca4onFilter	  
newInfo(           ,           ,               )pId lId INFO
Figure B.1: Analyses of the Location module and the hooks that serve for the forwarding of location
information.
Some modules require information on MPI ranks to discern the events that trigger their analyses.
MUST provides parallel identifiers (pIds) to associate rank information with events. The pId includes
the MPI rank, but could also include additional identifiers, e.g., a thread number to distinguish threads
on a process (if an application uses MPI in combination with a threading paradigm like OpenMP). A
GTI operation creates the pId of an event directly on the application processes. MUST modules use a
dependency to a module from the identifier package to retrieve information from pIds, e.g., to retrieve
an MPI rank from a pId.
A location identifier (lId) provides information on call locations to MUST modules. Information on
call locations includes the name of the function that created an event and, if available, a call stack1.
Since an integer identfier cannot store an arbitrary string, nor a call stack, MUST maps (pId, lId) pairs
to information structures that specify the call name and call stack (if available). MUST provides the
Location module to create lIds and to manage the identifier mappings. Figure B.1 summarizes the
analyses and services of the Location module that manages and provides lIds. The figure uses the
module-hook representation that Section 5.2 on page 85 introduces. The getIdForCall analysis
of the Location module provides location identifiers for a description of the MPI call (and stack) as well
as a pId, The Location module compares the given pId and call site information (INFO) to its mapping
structures to either return the lId of an existing similar mapping, or it creates a new lId that extends
the existing mappings. Whenever this analysis introduces a new lId, i.e., recognizes a new call site,
then MUST distributes the new (pId, lId) pair and its call site information to all descendant layers. The
Location module distributes this information with an injected event to which the module is mapped itself.
The newLocation hook serves for this event injection.
The Location module supports the aggregation module LocationFilter that removes information on
redundant call sites. This filter module detects whether distinct MPI ranks use similar lIds for similar
call sites. If so, a newLocation event describes redundant information and qualifies for filtering.
Finally, MUST modules use a dependency to the Location module to translate (pId, lIds) pairs into call
site information. The getInfo service (analysis without a mapping) provides this information. This
dependency ensures that GTI places the Location module onto all layers that require this module. In turn,
1The MUST implementation can use an installation of the Stackwalker API of the Dyninst project (http://www.dyninst.org/)
to retrieve this information.
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Location 
Location 
Location 
LocationFilter 
LocationFilter 
LocationFilter 
Cx Location 
Figure B.2: Example layout that illustrates the placement of the Location module and its filter mod-
ule (LocationFilter).
the presence of the module on a layer ensures that a tool instance forwards events of the newLocation
hook towards the layer, due to the mapping of the newInfo analysis to the hook.
Figure B.2 illustrates the placement of the Location and LocationFilter modules with four application
processes and a single check module (Cx) that is placed onto layer l2. The application layer (l0) uses
the Location module to create lIds and layer l2 uses this module to provide information on call sites
to module Cx. The presence of the Location module on layer l2 allows GTI to automatically place the
aggregation module LocationFilter onto layers l1 and l2.
B.2 Correctness Message Logging in MUST
[Hooks]	  MUST	  Base	  
[Module]	  CreateMessage	  (CM)	  
newMessage(           ,           ,               )pId lId INFO
newMessage(           ,           ,               )pId lId INFO
Legend	  
Mapped	  to	   Injects	  
[Module]	  Logger	  (Lx)	  
logMessage(           ,           ,               )pId lId INFO
[Module]	  AggregateMessage	  (AM)	  
combineMessages(           ,           ,               )pId lId INFO
Figure B.3: Modules of MUST’s logging system and the hooks that is used to forward information.
An efficient logging system should not provide one correctness report per application process, but
rather a single report with condensed information. As a result, MUST provides a flexible logging system
that can combine similar correctness messages. Figure B.3 presents the modules of MUST’s logging
package and the hooks that inject events for logging purposes.
Modules use a dependency to the CreateMessage module (CM) to inject events for correctness mes-
sages. The newMessage analysis (without a mapping) provides an interface to describe a new message.
When a module issues this analysis, the CreateMessage module does not store the new message in a log
directly, but rather injects an event that describes the message. The module uses the newMessage hook
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Figure B.4: Example layout that illustrates a logging module placement.
for this purpose. This design enables the use of distinct and use-case-specific modules to log messages.
MUST uses the term Logger for any module that handles, stores, or visualizes messages. These modules
provide an analysis that is mapped to the newMessage hook, such as the example module in Figure B.3.
Thus, a Logger module on a layer that consists of a single place, can provide a single correctness report
for all application processes. At the same time, different Logger placements allow use-case-specific
logging designs.
The AggregateMessage module (AM) is an aggregation module that aids Logger modules. The aggre-
gation condenses similar correctness messages to reduce the number of events that the tool communicates
and to provide short reports. As an example, if all application processes exhibit a similar MPI usage er-
ror, then the AggregateMessage module ensures that Loggers do no log individual correctness messages
for all processes, but rather a single report that states that all processes exhibit the failure.
Figure B.4 illustrates the usage of the logging package modules with an example instantiation. The
scenario uses four application processes, a check module (Cx) on layer l0, and a check module (Cy)
on layer l1. In addition, it uses a the Logger module Lx on layer l2. GTI places the CreateMessage
onto layers l0 and l1, since the check modules Cx and Cy depend upon this module. Lx supports the
AggregateMessage aggregation, thus, GTI places this module onto layers l1 and l2.
B.3 Status Source Updates for the P2PMatch Module
[Hooks]	  MPI	  
MPI_Wait(…)
[Module]	  WildcardUpdate	  
completion(…)
[Hooks]	  MUST	  P2P	  
Legend	  
Mapped	  to	   Injects	  
[Module]	  P2PMatch	  
statusUpdate (…)…	

updateRecv(…)
MPI_Irecv(…) …	

irecv(…)
Figure B.5: The WildcardUpdate module as a filter for receive operation updates of the P2PMatch
module.
Section 5.2 on page 85 describes that the P2PMatch module for point-to-point message matching re-
quires information on completed wildcard receives. The module uses matching information from the
MPI implementation to adjust its own matching decissions accordingly. MPI provides information on
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its matching decissions when a blocking receive operation completes or when a completion operation
successfully handled an MPI request. Direct analysis mappings to the hooks that procvide this informa-
tion, e.g., to MPI_Wait, would create superfluous events since these operations provide this data for all
point-to-point operations. The P2PMatch module, however, only requires this data for wildcard receives.
MUST uses the WildcardUpdate module to implement a conditional analysis mapping. Its default
layout places the module on the application layer to only communicate necessary events towards further
layers. Figure B.5 sketches the design of this module and the hook that forwards matching informa-
tion for wildcard receives. The WildcardUpdate module requires information on which MPI requests
are associated with nonblocking receive operations in order to apply its conditional filtering. Analysis
mappings to all operations that initiate nonblocking receives, e.g., MPI_Irecv or MPI_Start, pro-
vide this information. The module then stores all requests of wildcard receive operations in a map data
structure. Analysis mappings of the WildcardUpdate module provide all MPI matching information for
completion operations such as MPI_Wait and for all blocking receive operations such as MPI_Recv.
For blocking receives the module injects an event with the statusUpdate hook if the receive uses a
wildcard source, as well as for completions that successfully complete a requests that is in the module’s
map data structure. The implementation of MUST uses multiple hooks and analyses to handle distinct
types of completion operations and to provide updates for multiple wildcard receives with a single event.
The P2PMatch module provides the updateRecv analysis, which MUST maps to the statusUp-
date hook. Thus, GTI only forwards matching information for completed wildcard receives to the
module.
B.4 Collective Operation Premise Exchange for the
TransitionSystem Module
[Hooks]	  MUST	  Transi0onSystem	  
Legend	  
Mapped	  to	   Injects	  
[Module]	  Transi0onSystem	  
operationHandling(…)
collActive(…) collAck(…)
No0fies	  
[Module] 	  TSRequestAggrega0on/
TSRequestManager	  
handleActive(…)
handleCollAck(…)
Injects	  [broadcast]	  
Figure B.6: Modules to scalably handle premise exchanges for the collective handling of the Tran-
sitionSystem module.
The TransitionSystem module from Section 5.4.5 (page 102) uses the collActive hook to ex-
change premise information on transition system rules that apply to collective operations. Depending on
the process group of a collective, these exchanges may involve all or most places of the match layer. The
collActive hook uses the primary communication direction. An aggregation module TSRequestAg-
gregation combines events of this hook if they belong to the same collective. Figure B.6 illustrates this
module and its analysis-hook mappings as a module-hook chart. MUST layouts place the TSRequest-
Manager module onto the layer of the root place to both enable the aggregation module and to evaluate
when all processes joined a collective, i.e., when all TransitionSystem module instances (that receive
at least one operation of the collective) injected a collActive event for a certain collecitve. If so,
the TSRequestManager module injects an acknowledgement event with the collAck hook (broadcast
direction) to notify all TransitionSystem module instances that they may apply the transition rule to the
operations of the specified collective.
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B.5 Synchronization Between TransitionSystem Module Instances
[Module]	  Transi0onSystem	  
handleCStateRequest(…)
[Hooks]	  MUST	  WaitFor	  
Legend	  
Mapped	  to	   Injects	  
cStateRequest(…) cStateAck(…)
No0fies	   Injects	  [intralayer]	  
ping(…) pong(…)
handlePing(…) handlePong(…)
Figure B.7: Hooks and analyses to synchronize TransitionSystem module instances during a request
for a consistent state.
The synchronization of the TransitionSystem module from Section 5.5 (page 108) uses a ping-pong
communication between pairs of match layer places. Figure B.7 illustrates the hooks that inject the
respective events and the analyses that apply to these hooks. The handleCStateRequest of a Tran-
sitionSystem module instance injects ping events for each place that could host a receive operation
for an active send operation on the instance. These events use the intralayer direction and the han-
dlePing analysis receives them. The latter analysis immediatly injects a further intralayer event with
the pong hook. Finally, the handlePong analysis receives the replies to the ping events and adapts a
count of outstanding replies. If all replies arrived, or no ping-pong communication is necessary, then a
TransitionSystem module instance injects an event with the cStateAck hook.
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C Supplemental Measurement Results
C.1 Collective Kernel Overheads of the TransitionSystem Module
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Figure C.1: Overhead of the TransitionSystem layout on Sierra with fan-in 4 for representatives of
the collective classes from Table 5.1.
Figure C.1 presents slowdowns for the TransitionSystem layout with kernels that represent the col-
lective classes from Table 5.1 (page 89). The measurement compares to the evaluation of the Collec-
tiveMatch layout in Section 6.2.2 (page 121). The TransitionSystem module increases the workload for
the analysis of the collective operations. However, while the CollectiveMatch module may require a
different handling for the each collective, the TransitionSystem module uses the same handling for all
collectives. In addition, the change in the communication strategies increases the communication cost
for the TransitionSystem layout. All measurements use a fan-in of 4.
For 4,096 processes, the CollectiveMatch layout exhibits slowdowns of 1 to 2 for the kernels all-
gathers, gathers, gathervs, and allreduces. The TransitionSystem layout causes higher overheads in a
range of about 2 to 4. Slowdowns for the gathervs kernel increase for 1,024 and 2,048 processes. The
immediate communication strategy of the layout yields high numbers of small intralayer messages that
communicate type matching information for this benchmark. In addition, runtimes increase unexpectedly
high for 4,096 processes even in the reference run (thus no result for this scale). These results suggest
that future improvements of the immediate intralayer communication strategy could yield performance
improvements, especially since GTI’s profiling data reports high idle times for this kernel.
The kernels allgathervs and alltoallvs behave similar as for the P2PMatch layout where the dip at
1,024 processes for the former kernel is likely an outlier. As for the CollectiveMatch layout, the decreas-
ing iteration counts of the alltoallvs kernel yield lower slowdowns at 2,048 and 4,096 processes.
Overall, the slowdowns in Figure C.1 are noticable but do not highlight increases with scale (except
for the gathervs kernel). In addition, overheads are far lower than point-to-point handling overheads (see
Section 6.2.1.1 on page 117).
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Figure C.2: Comparison of reported SPEC MPI2007 benchmark times for Sierra and two further
Systems with Intel Xeon CPUs for 2,096 processes.
C.2 SPEC MPI2007 Reference Time Comparison
Figure C.2 compares SPEC MPI2007 result for 2,048 processes with three different compute systems.
The results include all applications that support the lref data set. The goal of this comparison is to relate
result times on Sierra with published results for comparative systems. The comparison uses two systems
with Intel CPUs that have an about identical CPU speed (2.6GHz to 2.8GHz) since no reported SPEC
results exist for a similar architecture as Sierra (same CPUs and same interconnect). All three systems
use an QDR InfiniBand interconnect. The first reported result is from an SGI system [147] and the
second from the Endeavor system [146].
While hardware differences as well as software differences impact the comparability of the three sys-
tems, a mayor difference is the compute node allocation. The results for both the SGI system and the
Endeavor system place MPI ranks onto a toplogically compact set of compute nodes that uses a mini-
mal amount of switches. The results on the Sierra system use batch allocations during regular system
operation. Thus, the allocated nodes on Sierra can be distributed within the comparatively large cluster.
Studies [18] for such operation modes underline that job placement as well as the presence of other jobs
can have a large impact on application performance.
Thus, the comparison does not serve to benchmark the Sierra system, but rather to detect whether
benchmarks show unexpectedly long runtimes. Using the maxiumum reported time from the two com-
parison systems, Sierra exhibitis 33% longer runtime for 121.pop2, 76% longer runtime for 137.lu,
332% longer runtime for 142.dmilc, 44% longer runtime for 143.dleslie, and 25.7% longer runtime for
145.lGemsFDTD. At the same time, the Sierra system provides runtimes that are within the comparsion
times—or even lower—for four of the benchmarks. Runtime increase of 44% provide a potential for
decreased tool slowdowns in Section 6.3 (page 124). However, the the effects that cause such runtime in-
creases can impact the tool itself and thus do not necessarily provide an advantage for the measurements.
On the other hands the high runtime increases for the applications 137.lu and 142.dmilc suggest that tool
slowdowns for these applications could differ substantially on other systems. Finally, 132.zeusmp2 fails
to validate starting at 1,024 processes on Sierra. While the application appears to provide correct results,
a single line of the application output diverges from the expected output. This behavior remains a target
for future study. The slowdown calculations in Section 6.3 use the overal runtime of the runspec tool for
this benchmark instead.
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C.3 Slowdowns with Application Crash Handling for SPEC MPI
Figure C.3 presents slowdowns of the P2PMatch, CollectiveMatch, and TransitionSystem layouts for
SPEC MPI2007. The layouts use the crash-handling technique of GTI with a fan-in of 11, i.e, 11 ap-
plication processes and one tool place per compute node. In order to have a similar application process
placement for both the reference runs and the tool runs, reference runs use 11 application processes per
node only. This choice impacts the slowdowns of some applications that exhibit slowdowns below 1,
e.g., 142.dmilc for the P2PMatch layout. In these cases the reference runtime with 11 processes per node
is higher than for 12 processes per node. A lack of process to core pinning could explain this behavior
that remains a target for future study.
Both the P2PMatch and the CollectiveMatch layout exhibit very similar slowdowns as in the fan-in 4
measurement in Section 6.3 (page 124). However, the increased fan-in increases the slowdown for appli-
cations such as 128.GAPgeofem or 143.dleslie. This impact becomes more visible in the slowdowns for
the TransitionSystem layout in Figure C.3(c). Slowdowns for 121.pop2, 128.GAPgeofem, and 143.dleslie
rouhgly double compared to the results for fan-in 4. As a consequence, the measurements report no result
for 128.GAPgeofem at 2,096 processes as to avoid an excessive use of CPU quota. The TransitionSystem
layout with fan-in 11 still detects and reports the deadlock for 126.lammps and exhibits similar detection
overheads as for fan-in 4.
Overall, the measurements with the application crash-handling technique exhibit higher slowdowns
that primarily result from the increased fan-in. The P2PMatch layout yields a slowdown above 2 for two
applications and the CollectiveMatch layout for one application. Excluding the application 126.lammps
(with deadlock), the TransitionSystem layout yields a slowdown above 2 for three out of twelve appli-
cations. As for the results with fan-in 4, the actual use case—especially runtime of the application—
determines whether the higher slowdowns remain acceptable for the use of the tool.
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(a) For the P2PMatch module.
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(b) For the CollectiveMatch module.
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(c) For the TransitionSystem module.
Figure C.3: Slowdowns for the SPEC MPI2007 applications on Sierra with MUST’s application
crash-handling scheme.
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